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Hospital accused of race-based plan 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital is being 
accused of singling out natives in its at- 
tempt to establish a policy on viewing 
deceased people. 
And its goventing society is being 
asked to apologize for a March 10 inci- 
dent in which a.family came to pay theft 
last respects to a relative killed in a 
motor vehicle accident. 
The request of the family members to 
view the remains of the person, a 
Nisga'a, was granted but a senior nurse 
afterward made comments considered 
unacceptable, say two other hospital em- 
ployees. 
':'That was the icing on the cake. This 
isn't the first time those kinds of com- 
ments have been made," said nurse 
Elaine Pigeau who was on duty that day. 
"They were very subtle in their nature 
about his group." 
Pigeau has written a letter about the in- 
cident to the hospital's chief administra- 
tor. 
Another employee has written to chief 
hospital administrator Michael Leisinger 
requesting that an apology be made. 
Donald Roberts, a licensed practical 
hurse, said senior nurses at the hospital 
are trying to establish a view policy 
based on race. 
The perception he said is that only na- 
tives visit the hospital in large numbers 
to view deceased relatives. 
"That's wrong. There are as many 
large non-aboriginal families who come 
to the hospital as there are aboriginal 
ones," said Roberts. 
the number of employees it has on shift 
and consequently the number of duties 
they are expected to perform. 
Hospital managers ay employees are 
often hard pressed to handle visits by 
large numbers of people all at the same 
time. 
But Roberts and Pigeau point to notes 
from a senior nurses' management meet- 
ing of late last year that singles out na- 
tives. 
Under a subheading of 'aboriginal 
customs', the Dee. 20, 1995 meeting 
note states: 
"Wanted to know if there was any way 
a policy could be developed so that when 
an Indian passes away that we can get 
their body to the funeral home as soon as 
At the heart of tile situation is the hos- possible as we do not have the staff or 
pital's budget problem which restricts facilities to accommodate he family and 
friends of the deceased who come to pay 
their respects." 
Roberts and Pigeau point to the word 
"Indian" as insulting and inappropriate. 
" It 's just not a term used anymore," 
said Pigeau. "To me it's pretty clear that 
this is singling out a group of people." 
Roberts, who is a Nisga'a, said he 
found the word 'Indian' degrading. 
He doesn't question the need for a 
viewing policy but says that the hospital 
must recognize that it serves a wide vari- 
ety of people. 
" I f  we are to operate a morgue service 
then we should be prepared to have 
viewings," Roberts added. 
"In some cases arrangements have 
been made to deliver the person out of 
town. Viewing in the hospital may be the 
only chance for relatives to pay their 
respects because they don't have the 
resources to attend a funeral out of 
town," he said. 
Roberts said his letter was prompted 
because his father was one of those who 
came to the hospital March 10. 
Terrace Regional Health Care Society 
chairman Olga Power termed the March 
10 incident as serious and that it will be 
brought up when the society's board 
meets tomorrow night. 
"This is a very sensitive issue. What 
happened should never have happened," 
she said. 
Power said the hospital tries to accom- 
modate as many people as possible, ad- 
ding that it does not single out ethnic 
groups for particular attention. 
But she did say that lintited staff time 
and facilities may make it difficult to 
handle specific circumstances. 
JOHN'S A UNIVERSITY professor and his vision of life doesn't 
exac@ match that of student Carol. Their drama plays out this 
week and next in Oleanna, courtesy of Terrace Little Theatre. 
John's played by Alan Weston and Carol by Marianne Weston. 
The production concerns sexual harrasment and the interplay of 
the sexes In the 1990s. Tickets are available at Uniglobe 
Courtesy Travel. The show dates are March 21, 22, 23 and 
March 28,29 and 30, It'll also be in the zone drama festival. 
Public invited to spot 
comet during star gazing 
EVER WANTED to take a closer 
look at the heavens? Here's your 
chance. 
Bring the family down to Copper 
Mt. Elementary School the night of 
March 25 for an evening of star 
gazing. 
Comet Hyakutake will be burning 
its way across the sky that night, pass- 
ing very close by the earth on its way 
to the sun. You' l l  have a chance to 
spot it through a pair of  binoculars or 
a telescope. 
The comet was only recently dis.- 
covered, and by an amateur at that. 
Japanese backyard observer named 
Yuju Hyakutake spotted the comet on 
January 30 this year. 
Weekender Advertiser astronomer 
columnist Brian McNair has 
organized the event and he will be at 
Copper Mt. Elementary with his tele- 
scope. The school district will also 
have their telescope out, and there 
will be a number of binoculars to go 
around. 
The comet can be spotted by the 
naked eye. First locate the big dipper 
and then scan the area surrounding it 
carefully, looking for a bright fuzzy 
ball of light, possibly with a small tail 
behind it. But your best chance to see 
it will be through a pair of binoculars 
or through a telescope. 
The star gazing evening starts at 
7:30 p.m. and people are advised to 
dress warmly; If  the weather is rainy 
or cloudy, the event may be post- 
ported by a day or  two . . . .  
BRIAN MCNAIR will be bringing his telescope to 
Copper Mt. Elementary on March 25 for a for an eve. 
ning of star gazing. 
Rupert bridge 
plan trashed 
A PROPOSAL to build a $108 million bridge system to 
the Prince Rupert airport is being met with skepticism. 
The proposal, which would better position that airport o 
take on the one here in the fight for survival once federal 
subsidies disappear, indi- 
cates, a 920-m.etre, three . . . . .  
span bridge to Digby Island 
could be built for $65 mil- 
lion. The bridge would look 
like the Alex Fraser Bridge 
in the Lower Mainland. 
It would cost another $43 
million to build a road 
across the island to the 
airport, and more bridges 
• Airport competi- 
tion drives bridge 
idea ~ A13 
• Terrace chases 
airport land - -  A13 
and roads to link up with the 1,700 residents of Metlakatla 
and Port Simpson. 
North Coast MLA and deputy premier Dan Miller told a 
transportation conference in Prince Rupert last week the 
bridge's benefits would be unparalleled. But he said it 
would be too expensive for the province to build alone. 
"We would need to partner with the federal government, 
the city and the project beneficiaries if it is to proceed," he 
said. "I  am hopeful that a cooperative effort would enable 
us to overcome the considerable challenges involved." 
Miller's support of the project drew accusations of elec- 
tioneering. 
"Give your head a shake," said Terrace city councillor 
David Hull. "Over $100 million to build a bridge across to 
some swampy island when the Lion's Gate bridge is fall- 
ing apart and needs to be replaced?" 
"It 's not fair to the people of Prince Rupert to get their 
hopes up with this kind of hollow election promise." 
Federal transportation minister David Anderson said he 
couldn't make any promises about delivering the $30 mil- 
lion federal commitment Miller said would be needed. 
He also suggested Miller's enthusiasm for the project 
might be "election-induced." 
"This is his constituency and it is election time," Ander- 
son told the Prince Rupert Daily News. "Suddenly money 
has started growing on trees." 
Provincial government officials say the project would 
depend on federal support. 
"Until the reds have shown strong interest, there's very 
little chance that the project could go ahead," said Inn 
MacLeod, communications director for the B.C. Trans- 
portation Finance Authority. 
"There's no prospect at all of the province proceeding 
with this on its own." 
Clark may be no show 
at signing ceremony 
WILL PREMIER Glen Clark show up in the Nass Valley 
on F'riday? 
Nobody in Victoria knew for sure yesterday, de,spite 
statements by Clark last week that the Nisga'a organized 
agreement-in-principle signing ceremony didn't appear to fit 
his schedule. 
Prime Minister Jean Chretien won,t be showing up in 
New Aiyansh eitherl 
And although aboriginal afl~drs minister John Cashore 
will be there, Clark's statements led to speculation this Week 
that the province is sotnehow distancing itself f rom the 
Nisga'a deal. : 
Nisga'a Tribal Council executive director Rod Robinson 
said if Clark isn't coming, he hitsn't given any indication of 
that to the NIs,:,a a. i 
"He has not yet officially informed us of that," Robinson 
~'As  ' " " ' ' said Tuesday. ." of tins point , t  time we are still expecting 
him." : 
Robinson said the Nisga,a are still planning acelebration 
for about 1,000, ildding media rep0rts that the event has been 
sc',ded own in size ~ue noi correct, / :  
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Teens busted for theft 
TERRACE RCMP arrested two Houston teens 
Monday night after a robbery at the A-&-W on Keith 
Ave. 
Staff Sgt. John Veldman says the pair, aged 15 and 
17, went through the drive-through on foot just after 9 
p.m. They somehow managed to steal the whole cash 
drawer, and took offrunning. 
Mounties received a call about a couple of suspi- 
cious people in the area near Desjardins and Clark in 
Thornhilljust after midnight. 
The pair was ~uxested there with the help of the 
police dog. They're facing charges of theft under 
S5.000 and possession of a narcotic. 
Staff Sgt. Veldman says the suspects were found 
with marijuana. They'll appear in court again on April 
26. 
Officer attacked in arrest 
AN RCMP officer was cut in the hand Sunday 
while arresting aman in his home near Legate Creek. 
Staff Sgt. John Veldman said police went to the 
home after receiving a call that a man was threatening 
someone lse with an axe. 
The officer equired several stitches. 
Ace Ray Parker, 60, is charged with breach of 
recognizance, aggravated assault lind wound, assault- 
ing a police officer, and assault with a weapon. 
Hup one, two, three 
EXPECT TO SEE more RCMP foot patrols as 
springs draws closer, says the commanding officer of 
the local RCMP detachment. 
Getting out of patrol cars is part of the force's 
move to community policing, says Inspector Steve 
Leach. 
"'The officers can see a lot more and they get out 
and talk to people," he said. That's why, for example, 
shoppers ,are seeing more officers walking through the 
Skeena Mall. 
Spring also means a return of the detachment's 
bike patrols, a gowing and popular method of policing 
in North America. 
Officers on bikes can get to more places and can 
respond faster to some situations than if they were in 
police cars. 
Resume talks - report 
TREATY negotiations with the Gitxsan should resume, 
the B.C. Treaty Commission has concluded in a report. 
'~ ..... Released'lasr"week; °the-'repon~ reviews "circum- 
'stances leading up to the province's decision tO' Walk 
away from Gitxsan treaty talks in January. 
Progress had been achieved during negotiations 
and could continue if the parties agree to terms and 
conditions for resuming talks, and allow the commis- 
sion to monitor talks, the report states. 
"We have concluded that the parties had not 
reached the stage at the treaty table where they were 
fully engaged in discussions on the core issues ,around 
land, resources and jurisdiction, and that progress can 
be made on these issues with close monitoring and 
facilitation," the five-member commission said in its 
17-page report. 
They recommend a meeting between the province, 
the Gitxsan and the federal government to "explore 
terms and conditions under which which negotiations 
can be resumed." 
If common ground is reached the province should 
retum to the table and reconsider its decision to resume 
litigation, the commission says. 
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Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking your 
assistance in solving the break, enter 
and theft from a residence in the 4500 
block of Park Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
The investigation has revealed that an 
unknown individual or individuals broke 
into a residence and stole the following 
items: 
1 One Laser monochrome monitor, seri- 
al #43979, of a value of $60.00 
2 One 20rob hard drive, serial# 
DX02895, of a value of $355.00 
3 One Laser XT 3 computer, serial# 
50169, of a value of $875.00 
4 One Ci t izen VCR, ser ia l# 
W35426942, a value of $230.00 
5 One 20" Citizen colour television, a 
value of $500.00 
If you know the identity of the person 
or persons responsible for these break 
and enters, Crime Stoppers would like to 
hear from you. 
m 
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to 
$1,000.00 for information leading to an arrest 
and charges laid against an individual in this 
or other unsolved crime. If you have any 
information call Crime Stoppers at 635-TIPS, 
that's 635-8477. Callers will not be required to 
reveal their identitynor testify in court. 
Call 63  S-TIPS 
Gov't boosts 
student hiring 
By CRIS LEYKAUF 
THERE AP, E a few cracks in the glasses at' I)remicr Glen 
Clark's rosy vision of youth employment. 
Last Friday the premier announced a youth employment 
and training initiative to create at least 11,500 jobs for 
young people this year. 
The govenunent is putting up $20 million m new money. 
Combined with the existing youth works program, an- 
nounced in November last year, the total government bill 
for youth jobs comes in at just over $75 million. All told 
it's to n~ean more than 30,000 jobs for young people this 
year. 
But there are a few conditions that have to be met first. 
The government is relying on the private sector and crown 
corporations to come up with an additional $76.8 million 
to help create these jobs. 
Robert Buchan, of the skills and training ministry, 
doesn't anticipate any difficulty in getting employers to 
come on board. In trying to drum up jobs for youth the 
government will be subsidizing their wages. "We've had a 
tremendous response with programs like this in the past," 
says Buchan. 
The province will also offer on the job training schemes 
in some circumstances and it isn't interested in make-work 
proposals just so companies or crown corporations can get 
government money, he said. 
"These are not bullshit jobs. These are real jobs," 
Buchan continued. 
He adds that the jobs will be located throughout the pro- 
vince, and that "local people will get local jobs." How- 
ever, he couldn't guarantee that there will be enough jobs 
m every community to meet he demand. 
Most of these jobs will provide four to five mouths work 
over the summer, but others will last up to a year. 
Buchan said the program will be financed by using 
projected savings from the current government hiring 
freeze and downsizing, savings from the three month 
residency requirement for out-of-province welfare ap- 
plicants, and a beefed up attack on fraudulent welfare 
claims. 
However, money saved from welfare reductions to 
employable adults will not go into this program, empha- 
sized Buchan. That money goes into their training. 
The goven=ment expects to start putting its new youth 
employment program into high gear over the next few 
months. 
Young people between the ages of 16 and 24 will be 
eligible for the jobs. Specific requirements, such as enroll- 
ment in a particular course of study, will depend on the in- 
dividual jobs. There will also be jobs available for non- 
students. 
The government hasn't made up its mind whether it 
wants young people to register at their local Human 
Resources and Development Canada office, or advertise 
jobs through local media. 
But young people can start the application process now 
by phoni,g 1-800-637-5455 /'or an information kit, or by 
dialing the government's web site address www.gov.bc.ca 
I emmwa" 
The Northwest Real Estate Board 
installation of new officers for 
1996year are as follows. 
President Erika Langer 
Vice-President Pat Quinn 
Zone Reps, Lisa Godlinski 
Marg Gibson 
Roy Webber 
Treasurer Diana Wood 
Education Gordon Olson 
Government Liaison Richard Evans 
Communication Terri Glass 
Arbitration Michael Hrehichek 
Past President Victor Prystay 
Terrace 
Prince Rupert 
Terrace 
Kitimat 
Prince Rupert 
Terrace 
Terrace 
Terrace 
Kitimat 
Prince Rupert 
Prince Rupert 
The top three contributing salespeople for 1995 are: 
#1. Sheila Love RE/MAX of TERRACE 
#2. Joyce Findlay RE/MAX of TERRACE 
#3. Gordon Olson CENTURY 21 
WlGHTMAN & SMITH 
Northwest Real Estate Board 
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LUCK v DOLLAR BINGO 
MARCH 1996 
3 4 Terrace 
Lions Club Minor 
of Terrace Baseball 
Association 
10 11 
Terrace 
Skeena Minor 
Jr. See, Hockey 
School Association 
17 18 Telrace 
Thornhill Minor 
Jr. Sec, Hockey 
School Association 
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m ROAD CONDITIONS 
',Vlth Spring approaching crews will be switching over to a variety of works 
such as pothole patching, surface grading, sign and drainage maintenance, 
which are site specific and may cause minor delays on the highways. Please 
anticipate possible black Ice on cold nights and mornings. Look for and obey 
all traffic control. TO REPORT ROAD HAZARDS, CALL 1-800-665.5051. 
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Family Bingo Every' Saturday Afternoon Last Wednesday of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
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DOUG SMITH came back to Terrace to act as emcee for last 
weekend's Applause '96 telethon put on by the Terrace Little 
TLT telethon received 
Theatre Society. Here he talks to some children who made a dona- 
tion towards the grand total. 
good community support 
"Whenever you go into a project like 
this, you always have questions about how 
the community will respond," he said. 
The audience turn-out was excellent. 
Some families even stuck around for the 
entire event. 
"I had no idea what to expect," said 
Oates. "I was somewhat shocked to see 
that level of support out there." 
Members of the theatre group will be 
meeting over the next few months to deter- 
mine where they will gofrom here. 
It will likely be another two years 
before the community cart expect to see 
work begin on the theatre. 
And to help keep the theatre group on 
target, Oates is asking for those people 
who pledged money during the telethon to 
send it in. Those who haven't sent their 
pledges in should mail them to the Terrace 
Little Theatre, 3625 Kalu m St., V8G 2P4. 
TERRACE residents came out in force 
to support the Terrace Little Theatre's 
first-ever telethon, held last Saturday. 
"Support from the community was 
above and beyond what we expected," said 
Mavis Hamilton, one of the organizers of 
the telethon. 
Just over $78,000 was pledged on 
Saturday to support the theatre group in 
their quest to raise money for a new 
building. 
One of the largest donations came from 
Ray Lovstad. He donated $25,000 in cr,'me 
and operator time for the new building. 
And another $20,000 came from Terrace 
Little Theatre bingo revenue raised over 
the past year. 
"I was very pleased with the quality of 
the show, and with the response from the 
community," said TLT president Gordon 
Oates. 
LOCAL TALENT was out in force to support the .Ap- 
plause '96 telethon. Above is Natasha Wakaruk sing- 
Eve. r spen.t 2 yeq.rs 
in a relationship without 
having to work on it? 
News In Brief 
Slumberlodge date set 
SLUMBERLODGE EMPLOYEES won't know uutil 
ttcxt lnoittil whether or not ti~cy'll become lncmbers of 
thc Hotel. Restaurant. Culinary Employees and 
B;irtcsldct's Uaiou. 
They voted March 1 ;it the Terrace Access Ccntre, 
and ballots have not yet been opeued. 
Wayne Mullins at the Labour Relatious Board in 
Vancouver says the union challenged four of the 
people Slumberlodge management claimed were 
eligible to vote, and management challenged one per- 
son on the union's exnployee list. - 
A hearing at the LRB on April 9 will rule on the chal- 
lenges, aud Mullins says if ueed be, the ballots will be 
opened alter that date. 
Dangerous drivers 
DESPITE airbags, ABS brakes and supposedly safer 
cars, we're still getting into more accidents. 
ICBC recently released its statistics for 1994 and the 
numbers don't look good. 
During 1994, 97,157 reportable traffic accidents in 
B.C. occurred. Of those 60,984 were property damage 
only collisions, up 3.9 per cent from 1993. 
Personal injury collisions increased 2.9 per cent to 
33,337 iu 1994. And faial collisions increased by 3.6 
per cent from 442 in '93 to 458 in '94. Fatally injured 
victims rose from 512 to 534 in '94. 
And you can't blame these numbers oley on the in- 
creasing numbers of drivers in B.C. The amount of 
licenced rivers climbed to 2.6 per cent while the nmn- 
bur of licenced vehicles rose by 2.2 per cent. 
Within Terrace city limits, there were 291 traffic col- 
lisions, and another 241 outside city limits. Three- 
hundred and sixty of those ace•dents caused property 
damage aud 165 caused personal iujuries. There were 
also seveu lhtal accidents, all of which occurred outside 
city limits. Nine people were killed. 
There were also a total of 27 hit and run collisions 
around the Terrace area. Twenty-two f those caused 
property damage aud five of those caused personal in- 
jury, but none were fatal 
Green plan for Stewart 
STEWART MAYOR Andy Burton and officials from 
the Department of Fisheries and Oceans have signed 
file Port of Stewart Environmental Management Plan. 
It's a joint initiative which, among other things, is to 
provide a shoreline habitat classification for the Bear 
River estuary and general environmental project design 
guidelines for developers. 
Implementation of this plan completes one of the 
main objectives of the Stewart Port Development Com- 
mittee. 
Chair David White says it was clear from the offset 
that the Port of Stewart needed a detailed system for 
balancing environmental nd economic development. 
Stewart mayor Burton said knowing what areas are 
environmentally sensitive and are needed for fish 
habitat will make it easier for future port develol)meuts. ing, 'Tve Got No Strings" from Pinnochio. 
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No quirks, no nasty habits and I always wonls to go the same places you do. Sound too 
good to be true? It gets belier. It comes wilh: Air Condilioning • Premium 8 .Si~eaker Stereo 
• to  • • Cassette Dual Airbags 2,0 Litre Engine Anti.Theft Alarm System Roadside Assistance. 
So get down here soon. And let us play matchmaker. 
Drivers wanted2  
s2997month. 24 months. 
*Offer applies to a 24-monlh lease for a 1996 Jetto GL 5.meea o*, desclbed and mClUOO~ flmghl tlqd FDI $2.025 Down Pavmen~ $299 fllst mortTnS aayment end refundable 
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40,000 km, for damage and excesstve weac Reqmres VW Cred,t Canadcl h~ approval tvqd derJlel parhupahoq Dealer mQy lease for less AsI~ dealer about d,esel model offers, 
See dealer for lull details and purchase opt,on Offer ends March 31 1996 Sut~ol,es {lie hmtted A*tboqs o,e e ~uaolemental Restraint System. Roadside Assistance services 
oroqded by Professional Dispatch Groua, Wellond, Ontar,o L3C 6B5 Canada r4o a~arge scheduled ma~.~eno,~o.~ max,mum 24 rnonths/40,OOObn. 1996 Volkswagen. 
Columbia Auto Haus 
4109 Substation Ave,, Terrace 
635-0997 
IF TH IS  ISN 'T  ENOUGH TO MAKE YOU 
BUY ONE,  MAY WE D IRECT YOU TO THE 
FREE STUFF  BELOW.  
As if there weren't enough good limited edition Team Arctic'* 
reasons to get a '97 Arctic Cat ®, casual leather jacket. ($600 
along comes an offer like this. Put suggested retail value.) Rest 
$300 down on a new Cat TM by assured, there'U never be a better 
April 1, 1996 and get up to $600 time to buy - -  f rom the race 
in Cat Caslf TM. . , , ~  dominant ZRTs to the 
That's $600 to spend on , ~ ~ ' ~  smooth new . . . . . . . . . . .  _~.: ~ .  . . . . . . . .  
,,T=. l / / i / . !  m 
Arcticweaf* clothing 
or genuine Arctic Cat parts and 
accessories. Or, you can get your 
new sled with no payments and 
no interest until 1997.*Then 
again, you can choose the special 
Powder Extreme 600 
Triple to the all-new Jags and 
Pumas. But you better hurry. 
These sleds aren't about to wait 
around for anyone. 
What Snowmobiling's All About7 
• .2- *Oiler loud only at pmlclpatmg =uihodz=d Ciq ilhn Arctic Cil de'aim on eden d new 1~7 mcldel Azt'tl¢ ('.l snoiandailes 
- exci, pt l(iti# Cal'. ~ubJect Io credit aR'mmd. No patnle~tl at interest until J:mulu'y 1997. In.lizluluy 1997, InieRsl ~ tl 
~ i . . i o~z  nN t 7.9"7. APIt. Always weir t helmet IM don't drink sad rtile. O IF J6 Acico Sites. rn¢. @~qildemuks of/lrctm, Inc., 'lhld 
Rf'Rr Falls, MN 5670l ( i l l )  6814999, 
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GOT ( M Place in ~ anc uver, tte n w 
Centre in Montreal, the United (as in 
WE'VE  G  Vanco , h e  
Molson 
United Airlines) Centre in Chicago and curling 
championships tagged with corporate names. 
Having corporation names connected to large 
scale facilities and events is a growing 
phenomena in North America. For the most part, 
these are taking part with private sporting 
facilities and events not directly tied to buildings 
in which there is taxpayer support. 
But something a little different is happening 
here in Terrace. Second arena proponents, still 
smarting from their referendum loss of last fall, 
have come up with a plan to have a private de- 
veloper build a second sheet of ice. 
This developer would operate that sheet as a 
business and, as a way of locking up a nice piece 
of financing cash, the city would buy a block of 
time it could then sell to local users. Most likely 
the developer would want to operate the existing 
arena to better provide it with cash and prof- 
its. 
The upside is that the area would get more ice 
time and there'd be another business setting up 
shop in the city to generate taxes and wages. 
The downside is the always dodgy prospect of a 
government hooking up with a private enterprise. 
In this situation we'd face the privatization of a 
publicly-owned public facility and having tax 
monies intermingled with a private business. 
Current arena workers would also end up having 
a new boss. 
What could be next? Mills Memorial Hospital 
sorting out its financial difficulties by doing a 
deal with a medical supplies company? The li- 
brary doing a deal with a book publisher? 
,,,,,,,Before, this,.goes.any.fartheq ,cit.yl Council ,has to 
address the central issue of whether or nOi~ tax 
monies and the citizenry is best served by lacing 
up the skates of private enterprise. 
Free speech 
WHO GETS to say what at meetings held to 
explain the Nisga'a Agreement in Principle? 
That came up at the recent provincial govern- 
ment meeting when first a Nisga'a chief and 
then a Nisga'a Tribal CoulMi employee 
spoke: 
There were attempts to shout down the chief 
who was more interested in giving a speech 
than in asking a question. The paid employee 
was merely doing what. she was paid to do 
skewer the provincial government. 
Those who criticized the chief are being 
labeled rude at best for not being courteous 
about the native oral tradition and, at worst, 
racist. As for the paid employee the public 
relations game surrounding land claims is in- 
tense and there's very much a take-no- 
prisoners approach. 
But the Nisga'a have had plenty of op- 
portunity to question their leaders and, in- 
directly, the federal and provincial govern- 
ments about the agreement in principle. A 
four-day session in the Nass hosted by the 
Nisga'a Tribal Council is but one example. 
To be sure the Nisga'a have something to 
say. But perhaps it's time the tribal council 
held its own meeting in Terrace to explain 
what their vision is rather than to attempt to 
do it at meetings hosted by others. 
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Clark F)lays ir' sulting game 
VICTORIA - -  Few days 
went bv these liSt weeks 
without some breathless ;ill- 
I IOUltCell leUt bv  Prenlic, r Clark 
that another batch of public 
servants had been laid off "to 
save health care and educa- 
Li O11, " 
Renfiniscent of the U.S. 
government's daily body count 
some 25 years ago of Vietuam 
soldiers killed, C lark 's  spin 
doctors have been given us 
running total of sis iu' 
bureaucrats in every new an- 
xlouncemexlI. The latter has 
been about as reliable and 
honest as the lormer. 
Recall the premier's decisiou 
to close down the B.C. Sys- 
tems Corporation? Well, that 
actually happened sevcu 
months ago. 
The premier's count of pub- 
lic service reductions now 
stands at more than 2,000. 
Funny thing is that John 
Shields, chief of the B.C. 
Government Employees 
Union. can't or WOII'| cm)firlll 
that or any other number. And 
there's agood reason for that. 
When the dusl settles, very 
few unionized public servants 
will have Iosl their jobs. Most 
of them will have been ab- 
HUBERT BEYER 
sot'bed clsc(vhcrc in the sys- 
tem. "File only ones who will 
acluallv find themselves out of 
a job will be some peol)le at 
the middle and upper manage- 
ment level. 
Whal we have seen is a 
charade, desigued to make 
Clark look like a knight in 
shining armor, determined to 
reduce the cost of govenunent 
in the interest of savmg our 
health care and education sys- 
rein. 
I 've seeu it before on an even 
grander scale. Bill Bemlett 
fired 10,000 public servants, 
only to hire most of them back 
on contract. One of his hand- 
lers would later publicly admit 
that the scheme had been 
hatched to Lnake Bennett look 
tough in prelmratiou for the 
next electkm. 
Clark, inn a struggle Ibr his 
political life, has read Ben- 
news book and is trying to pull 
the same stunt. 
What I detest about Clark's 
vote-getting maneuvres is that 
he plays havoc with people's 
lives. At the time of Clark's 
announcements about cuts in 
ministries dud Crown corpora- 
tions, the people affected on't 
know whether or uot they will 
get jobs elsewhere in the pub- 
lic service. 
They start worrying aboul 
welconred the protest because 
il yeas bound Io give some 
legitimacy to his sham, the 
protesters were Ihere lot a dil L 
fcrent reason. 
1 know hall' a dozen women 
who were at that protest. They 
weren't there to make Clark 
look good. They were there be- 
cause they were hurt and angry 
and scared. 
While I would disagree with 
the real and massive cuts in the 
public service, advocaied by 
Gordon Campbell and Jack 
Weisgerber, I would at least 
acknowledge that they are 
dolts lXi all holiest and firm 
belief that some good will 
come of it in the end. 
their 
they ,,viii lose their homes. 
They wonder what kiud of fu- 
ture their children will have. 
And all thai just to make the 
prettier look good. 
Some political observers 
have said that the 1,000 public 
servants who marched from 
Victoria city hall to the legisla- 
tive buildings last week to 
protest Clark's job cuts did so • 
only to further embellish 
Clark's charade. 
That view is as cynical as it 
is false. While Clark, no doubt, 
future. They're afraidq. . .. But I'm insulted by the 
games Clark is phiylng: I f  he 
wants to give British Colum- 
bians a clear choice in the next 
election, let him take his posx- 
tion where he belongs on the 
political spectrum the left. 
Selliug himself as a born- 
again crusader for leau and 
mean government won't fly 
with me and it won't lly with 
voters. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
Teh(604) 920.9300; 
Fax:(604) 381- 6922;E.Maih 
h he ye r@dire ct.ca 
It's happening far too soon 
ON APRIL It} dozens of five- 
ycar-olds clutchiug their 
lnother'.,, hand will arrive at 
their neighbourhood school to 
register in kindergarteu. The 
kids can't wait. Our  oldest 
granddaughter is keen to carol. 
She reminds us every day, 
Site can count to 20 and 
somctinms beyond, knows the 
all)Mbet, and can write a letter 
if someone dictates th e Spell- 
lug to her. She can recite from 
memory most of The Griuch 
That Stole Christmas. 
She can tie her shoelaces, zip 
her jacket, and buttou her 
sweater. She's xuastered pens, 
pencils, crayons, scissors, 
masking tape axtd glue, She's 
learning to play Fish attd to 
lose gracefillly. 
Just two utonths past her fifth 
birthday, she can jura I) on and 
off tile tot lot swing a!id puml) 
,'7" 
i d ;  I :IollItl I • : !  I =Iol@_,l ll.'ll 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
by herself. When she bestows 
a goodbye hug, her arms ira' pupils Who share, attd looks 
print on your neck l'or Iimirs. forward ! O bril!ging home 
hand'crafted projects as proof 
BIlL she needs Molll'S drillS 
when things go awry, is sensi- 
tive to criticism, and wears Ihe 
smallest bicycle hehnet sold. 
For her, kindergarten is 
Ulopia, one-third Barney, one- 
third birthday party, and one- 
third Lois and Bram. Sl~e ex- 
pects a caring teacher, other 
of her exciting day, "aloxw" time Mum spends 
Kindergarten can't begin too with Baby planting bulbs, 
soon tot her. It will, tlnnlgh, haking cookies, crafting... 
for the rest of her familv. Left behind, little sister will 
Mum caa't believe ill less wauder from bcdroon't to living 
than six months her firsl born room, watching Barney alone. 
will march into class aloue ex- Her sandbox will seem deso- 
cept for other imps. Can late. No one to swing With, to 
strangers be trusted to nurtare follow down the slide, to bike 
her baby unlil uoon? follow-the-leader over the 
Mum has visious of her child lawn. No big sister to get her 
shoved by playground bullies, iuto or out of trouble. Her 
sobbing over a scraped knee, lbrenoons will drag. 
humiliated by a teacher who Henceforth, family life will 
labels her a crybaby, be ruled by the school 
Morniugs will be rushed, timetable. Vacations will fit 
scrambling for a misplaced tile educationministry's sched- 
shoe, urging her wee sister to ule. Dates of teachers' profes- 
hurry. Noon will be another sioual developmeut days, 
panic, leavlng luuch on the Christmas coucerts, sports 
table for Dad, picking her up at days, and graduatiou 
kindergarten, .briuging her ceremonies will dominate the 
home high on stories of her kiteheucalendar. 
day in school. If kiudergarten turns out to 
Her superciliousness - -  born be even half as much fUll as file 
of lofty experience - -  will in- five-year-old hopes and only 
furiate Baby Sister; at the same half as upsettiug as Mum fears, 
time slie'il be  jealous of the both will survive to grade one. 
ROSIE KNoW~ ~ GE~ ~- 
BACK FRor.'7 THE tifF--.") 
.qAGl~ q"oPA',/,.,Co S~E 'LL. ") i 
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Kincolith chief speaks out 
for those cut out of deal 
By JEFF NAGEL 
A NISGA'A chief whose traditional territory 
has been left out of the agreement-in-principle 
says he will continue to exercise rights over that 
land. 
Willard Martin, a hereditary chief from Kin- 
. colith who operates a bed and breakfast in 
Greenville and lives in Terrace, says he has no 
.ii intention of relinquishing rights to his family's 
..... territory. 
...... The area in question ~ the Quinimass ~ is 
outside the Nass River estuary and is part of 
' ~" West Fraser Timber's timber holdings. 
"Regardless of the establishment of proposed 
.... boundaries for Nisga'a communal ands con- 
' , '  taiued in the A.I.P," Martin writes in a letter to 
i'. : the forests ministry, " I  maintain ownership, tra- 
. . . .  ditional and aboriginal fights to the lands which 
,, belong to my forefathers." 
,o Martin told the Standard last week he will not 
stand by and watch his ancestral territory be 
destroyed. "We have means by which we can 
intervene ~ including civil disobedience as far 
o as I'm concerned." 
Exactly what that means ~ and in particular 
whether it would threaten the entire treaty if a 
number of chiefs took such action ~ remains 
unclear. 
Aboriginal affairs ministry spokesman Peter 
Smith said people like Martin can assert their 
•. -.. aboriginal rights until a final treaty is signed. 
"The continuation of this unceitainty is what 
we're trying to resolve," Smith said. "The 
treaty will resolve those issues." 
Martin says he's not out to sabotage the treaty. 
He says he voted for the agreement-in- 
principle and likes most aspects of it, except for 
the fact his family's territory isn't included 
within the boundaries of Nisga'a core lands. 
"There are a lot of good things in it ~ things 
that will allow us to grow," he said. 
He said they only heard days before the vote 
that the Quinamass would be excluded. 
"They said that's the best we can get," he 
said. "And that's the most devastating state- 
menL" 
WILLARD MARTIN (Simo'ogit Nits ~'uus) says he won't accept the deal that would ex- 
clude his family's traditional territory. 
He said many Kincolith people were angry 
and refused to vote. 
"A  big majority of the Kincolith people are 
not satisfied because they lost 18 reserves," 
Martin says. "Rather than voting, they left." 
The Quinimass area is significant o the Kin- 
colith because it's particularly rich in wildlife, 
salmon, and seafood. 
For Martin, it has special importance because 
his family's traditional territory includes a 
Petrified raft that's a landmark of the Nisga'a 
and a mountain. 
"A mountain is a symbol of your authority, 
strength, your power and ability to hold your 
clan together," he said. "It has a lot of impor- 
lance beyond sentimental value." 
Martin is asking the province to turn over 
copies of all cultural attd arehaclogical studies 
on the area. 
Nisga'a leaders have always advocated what 
they call a "common bowl" philsophy that said 
everyone would share in the final settlement. 
But the result is that some families' territories 
are within the jurisdiction of Nisga'a Central 
Government and therefore protected while some 
aren't. 
Martin said not everyoue is going to be able to 
accept hat. 
"I think the Nisga'a nation is split down the 
middle." 
Nisga'a vote was stage managed 
By Samuel H. Lincoln Jr. 
1 ATTENDED the Nisga'a special assembly in 
Gitlaxdamix recently. The agreement-in- 
principle was railroaded over anghoasks 
(traplines) belonging to my village, Gingoilx 
(Kincolith). 
A supposedly fair ratification vote on the/kiP 
was to take place, but did not. According to the 
,. AIP booklet, the vote was supposed to be via 
, secret ballot. 
,. There was an uproar of opposition from Kin- 
colith delegates who lost their anghoasks 
0raplines). The opposition contended that all, or 
most, of the Gitlaxdamix anghoasks were in- 
cluded iu the core lands. All ofKincolith's ang- 
. hoasks were excluded. All of Kincolith's ang- 
hoasks became "communally" owued! 
" Uuder the Indian Act, these anghoasks were 
protected from exploitation by miuing or 
mineral exploration. Under the AlP, this pro- 
tective umbrella is removed. 
• The "new" Nisga'a government, he federal 
.goverument and the provincial government all 
will benefit from the/LIP. All will benefit, ex- 
cept the principal anghoask title holders of Kin- 
colith. 
There was strong negative discussion directed 
at the AIP for three days by the Kincolith and 
"~ ' their supporters who lost lands. The writing was 
on the wall. On the fonrth day, the negotiating 
committee lulled file remaining delegates to 
near slmnber, with dragged on orchestrations of
/trivial rmnblings regarding the/LIP package. 
7 By three o'clock Sunday, the oppositiou 
delegales, believing the ratification would be 
held at a later date, all returned home, dis- 
gruntled. 
The Nisga'a Tribal Council will tell you, the 
public, that the vote was a majority. Yes, it was 
a majority, a majority of Gitlaxdamix and sup- 
porters who lost uothing from the two remaiu- 
tug villages. 
I really do not know where Presideut Joe Gos- 
nell got 1,200-plus voters on the ratification 
vote as I was there. The vote was 493 for AIP, 
18 against the AlP and 14 abstainees. That 
makes only 525 voters. 
A motion was floored to have a stauding vote 
(contrary to the AIP booklet), after all other op- 
position had gone Itome believing otherwise. 
Naturally the motion carried! 
Out of 5,000-1)lus delegates attending the spe- 
cial assembly, even if half were eligible voters, 
I firmly believe the AlP would have been voted 
down had parliamentary procedure becu fol- 
lowed as directed in the AIP booklet. 
I know this ratification vote is only on the AIP 
package. But democratic protocol should have 
been followed regarding this very inqmrtant 
legislative agreement. A standing vote and a 
secret ballot vote are two different par- 
liamentary procedures. On a delegated legisla- 
tion issue, the two cannot have combined to 
settle issues, either one way or the other - -  peri- 
od! 
Samuel H. Lincoln.lr. is from gincolith. 
I stated in rite beginning of this column I was 
not impressed, l'm not! This is our future 
Nisga'a governmeut in action. Truly they have 
learned the fine art of political skulduggery 
well. They should be proud. 
They and the provincial and federal govern- 
mcnts succeeded in doing what no other force 
on Earth could do -- steal our anghoasks from 
us, and they used our own people to do it. Our 
anghoasks become fee simple lands open and 
.vuluerable to miueral explorations an d govern- ~ 
ment expropriation with uo guarantees of any- 
thing for the principal title holders. 
According to the original treaty, these lands 
were to be ours forever, handed down fron! gen- 
eratiou to generation along with the fa,nily 
"adowaak" (history). The Kincolith history is 
pushed aside and forgotten. They were the first 
negotiators ever! 
Now that this agreement-in-principle is in 
place, the Nisga'a Tribal Council can re-write 
their own adowaak and place themselves above 
the original warriors from Kincolith aud strip 
their descendants of "land power". 
I, l)crsonally, fear the future of our nation. If 
this is all example of Nisga'a government in ac- 
tion, heaven please help us! 
I am real happy and very sad today. I ab- 
solutely love the idea of sclf-govenunent, but I 
fear the price the Kincolith peolfle paid was 
way, way too high! 
I am a direct descendant of Ska Nish-Sim-Sim 
Aw-Ghit. I was born under his roof. I carry his 
Christian name. 1 grew up under his tutelage 
'and walked with him ou his anghoask. My 
Nisga'a name is Sax'Klain. 
Companies get little comfort 
By MARLIE BEETS donors. But everything And we have to make it where they lived; there Were 
Marlie Beets is the would be fine because the clear that we do want different laws for Indians 
• aboriginal affairs vice pres- 
" dient for the Council of 
Forest Industries. 
She also sits on the 
provincial government's 
.Treaty Negotiations Ad- 
visory Committee. 
The following is an ex- 
cerpt of a speech about the 
Nisga'a agreement in prin- 
ciple given March 3 at a 
SHA RE B.C. conference in 
Prince George. 
The starting point for 
B.C.'s negotiators was the 
premise that a large piece of 
Crown land would be trans- 
ferred to the Nisga'a 
., thereby eliminating sig- 
/, nificant portions of the 
secure tenure which forest 
industry licensees rely on 
and leading contractors and 
workers to conclude that 
they would be displaced. 
Quite frankly, the third 
parties in the forest industry, 
and a lot of others besides, 
'~ didn't support that idea at 
- all. And because we didn't 
agree with what our negotia- 
: . , '  tots were doing, there was 
little comfort in being asked 
to comment on how they 
should do it. 
surgeon would consult with 
them about whether they 
wanted the kidney cut out 
with a sharp knife or a rusty 
wede saw. "Oh, and by the 
way, do you want the 
anaesthetic, sir? Or would 
you like the nature I 
surgeryT" 
But we were, after all, 
being consulted, and in the 
end the licensees opted for 
the anaestbetie. You can 
read about it in the AlP on 
page 20; it's called "Transi- 
tional Provisions For Forest 
Resources" and it's meant 
to dull the pain. 
But nothing will change 
the fact that when the 
patient wakes up, the kidney 
will still be gone. And when 
the doctor says: "No prob- 
lem, most people get along 
just fine with only one," 
nothing will change the fact 
that the patient still won't be 
whole. 
And, worst of all, nothing 
will change the fact that 
there's another treaty opera- 
ling team coming around the 
corner and those negotiators 
want the other kidneyl 
But don't worry, they're 
: ' It was as if government going to consult with you 
had arbllxarily decided that about how they cut it out. 
.. certain people in certain All in all, I would say that 
: ,  communities would all be- about 85 percent of our ex- 
':. come designated organ perience with consultation 
Marlie Beets 
on the NJsga'a AIP con- 
sisted of the federal and 
provincial negotiators tell- 
ing us what they had already 
done or were intending to 
do. 
The remaining 15 percent 
might qualify as real input. I 
think we have to do better 
than that in the future. 
But to do bettor, we have 
to make a few things clear 
firsL We have to make it 
clear that we do support he 
treaty process and that we 
are not satisfied with the 
status quo any more than 
aboriginal people are. 
We have to make it clear 
that we do want to partici- 
pate in the negotiations; not 
to derail them as some 
people say, but to ensure 
that we understand and sup- 
port what's going on. 
aboriginal people to be 
equal and respected Cana- 
dian citizens who participate 
fully in society and the 
economy ~ but we do not 
want this achieved by dis- 
placing one group of 
workers for another, or 
granting special rights to 
anyone. 
I believe openness can 
work for a better treaty pro- 
cess, but only if we all find 
the time and the resources to 
make it work. 
Maybe then I will be able 
to hold up one of these 
agreements and say I 
worked on it; but in the 
meantime, even though 
these are nol my words, now 
that I've had a chance to 
read it, why can't I say that 
I'm proud of it? 
Because I am not proud of 
the way this document - -  
and others that could follow 
would create two sepa- 
rate societies in British 
Columbia, one for 
aboriginal people and anoth- 
er for non-aboriginals. 
We have all heard about 
the pain and frustration ex- 
perienced by native people 
in British Columbia because 
for many years they did not 
have the same rights as 
other Canadians. They could 
not vote in the communities 
that made them feel like 
second-class citizens; and 
Indian people lacked the in- 
dividual freedom of other 
Canadians because they 
were wards of the federal 
government. 
If those things were wrong 
before - -  and I believe they 
were then for me to be 
proud of a treaty I would 
want to see that it corrected 
those wrongs; and I am not 
convinced yet that this 
Agreement In Principle ac- 
complishes that. 
Instead, it purports to set 
up a system of government 
which would deny voting 
rights to non-Nisga 'a 
citizens living in a Nisga'a 
community. 
Now I have no problem 
with a community being 
predominantly Nisga'a, but 
would it not still be a Cana- 
dian community? A British 
Columbia community? 
I think it should be; so I 
have to ask: if denying a 
vote to people because they 
were Indian was wrong be- 
fore, how can it be any less 
wrong to deny voting rights 
to someone because they are 
white? Or, to be more exact, 
because they are non- 
Nisga'a? Is that what self 
government means to 
aboriginal people? 
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Stay abortion-free 
l)ear Sit': 
](c. L)I. WalsOll'~ decision to Mop pcrlbrntiug abor- 
tion.,, at Mills Mt~morial Hospital. 
\Vh;llt"¢t'r the rt';iSOllS for her dt't'isioll, Dr. Walson 
knows firsthand the cruel details of abortion. She 
knows the realily of a tiny but perfeclly complete hu, 
man being being torn apart and discarded, a life 
wasted, because be or she was not wanted ~ wanted 
by wltom? Consider the five to eight year waiting list 
for adoptions I io" ,V I  . . . . . . . .  
I ant one of the mauy pro-life uurses working at Mills 
Memorial Hospital who greeted the news with a great 
sigh of relief. We have been deeply troubled by our un- 
willing involvement, directly or indirectly, in the evil 
of abortion. 
Furthermore, we know women too are victims of this 
"quick fix" for a crisis pregnancy, lit my experience 
women are rarely well informed of the risks and 
lifelong fallout connected to abortion. 
Does the women's centre in its counselling include a 
warniug to women about the immediate dangers of 
abortion like infection, lacerations, even hemorrhage? 
Do they tell women that abortion increases the risk of 
nfiscarriage in future pregnancies? 
Do they dare to raise the issue of post-abortion 
syndrome - -  a debilitating self-abusive state of chronic 
depression and despair? Do they tell a "clieut" about 
the mounting scientific evidence showing that a woman 
who has had a frst time, first trimester abortion dou- 
bles her risk of getting breast cancer? 
Ms. Hennig states "most women needing abortion 
counselling are between the ages of 14 aud 22, or over 
35". 
In fact, it is a matter of public record that the vast ma- 
jority of abortions at Mills Memorial Hospital have 
been performed on women over the age of 20. 
The truth is teens are largely not having abortious but 
choosing to keep their babies. They know something 
their elder, more sophisticated "sisters" have chosen 
to ignore - -  "but mum, it's a baby." 
Let us pray that when Dr. Ahnas returns this summer 
she also will no longer pick up the suction tube or scal- 
pel, that she will flee the carnage so that our hospital 
may remain abortion free ~ a centre for healing only. 
Isobel Brophy, R.N., 
Terrace, B.C. 
Ground the Angler 
Dear Sir: 
As a visitor to your fair city, I found your paper to be 
a refreshing taste of the sweet flavour of your com- 
munity. The sour finish of the Skeena Angler (Feb. 28, 
1996) spoiled my sampling, however. 
I imagine Rob Brown felt better after casting his 
barbed hook into your local airline but he hit the wrong 
target. 
If I weresilly enough toship a fly rob by air, Iwould 
expect it to be beut like a pretzel, nnless I put'it.in a 
PVC pipe. Depending on "coiourful stickers" is really 
dnnlb. 
If l were to ship au expensive guitar, I'd check out ill- 
surauce befi~re shipping, nol after it was iosl. 
If my pilot didn't spend time circling aud assessiug 
the icy ruuway and it' he didn't use the full length of 
the tarmac to miaimize braking, I would be coucemed. 
I would want a seasoned Vietnam pilofi And it" lie had 
flown Rob to Rupert, imagine the gripes about he bus 
back to Terrace! 
Flat tires happeu to everyone. The expensive airline 
wouldn't ake off either with one. Rob chose to be fru- 
gal; the inconvenience of delay while sharing a me- 
chanic between Vancouver and Terrace is part of the 
package. 
"Ineptitude Air" can't be blamed for DOT's faulty 
fog detector or the short circuited runway lights of 
Rupert. 
Imagine having to prepare instant meals in a tiny air- 
craft galley for dozens of "frugal" passeugers, one of 
whom is planning to. use his fishiug column for a 
diatribe on your airline. What meal could satisfy him? 
Perhaps a bowl of sour grapes? 
My advice to Rob is to accept hat he can't afford to 
fly with the big boys and stick to fishing, preferably 
with a telescopic rod. 
Derek Tait, 
Prince George, Ii.C. 
The Terrace Standard welcomes let. 
ters to the editor. Our deadline is noon 
on Fridays. Our mailing address is 
3210 Clinton SL, Terrace, B.C. V8G 
5R2. You can fax us at 604.638.8432 or 
try us on e.mail. That address is ter- 
race.standard@sasquaLcom 
THE START IS FOR PEOPLE LEARNING TO READ 
The Start 
Youth helped 
THE GOVERNMENT WANTS to hear from 
young people in Terrace. 
It is starting a program to keep young people 
away from crime. 
The program is called "Nights Alive." There 
will be money to put on night time things for 
young people. These will take place at recreation 
centrcs and at schools. 
The government says that young people will 
stay away from crime if they have something else 
to do at night. 
Young people with ideas can call Constable Kim 
Hall, Her number is 638-0333. 
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BUSINESS REVIEW 
Gov't bidding goes on line 
GOVERNMENT sttp- 
pliers in the Northwest ;ire 
finding it easier to access 
govern lnent  tender op- 
portunities. 
The BC Purchasing Com- 
mision has introduced is llew 
hltenlet service called BC 
Bid Opportunities and it al- 
lows anyone who's on the 
'net to bid on government 
contracts. 
At any given time, more 
than $400 million worth of 
contracts will be posted. 
"The bid document can be 
downloaded at no cost," 
says Matt Farquhar with the 
Purchasing Services Branch. 
"All the interested sup- 
plier has to do is fill it in 
and fax it back." 
The Purchasing Commi- 
sion buys goods on behalf 
of government ministries, 
and all contracts over 
$5,000 will be posted on the 
new 'net site, 
The Commision con- 
ducted a hands-on session in 
Terrace last week, and a 
handful of local business 
people turned out for it. 
Sid Banstra with Banstra 
Transportation Systems was 
one of them. 
"For ease of access it's 
ideal," he says. 
"And for the government 
it's good because they'll 
probably have more bids to 
choose from now." 
Farquar says they've also 
set up hot-links with other 
governments, as well as the 
US and Pacific Rim markets 
on the BC Bid page. 
WIRED FOR BUSINESS: Matt Farquhar of the B.C, Purchasing Commission 
watches as Sid Bandstra tests a new web site for bidding on government work. 
DONIT 
DODRUGS! 
GIVE SOMEONE 
A SECOND 
CHAN . 
Discuss  organ donation 
with your  family and sign 
a donor card today. 
THE KIDNEY FOUNDATION 
OF CANADA 
Pictured: Paderno Frying Pen. Stock Pot, Steamer and Dutch Oven. There are 30 different items ou sale at $19.99 to $142.20; 
most are under $60, and all carry a 25 year warrunty. POtSer,  Eternity 
Sale  Lds Saturday 
Save 40%-70% with factory outlet prices Mmrh 21-23 
To  prepare fine food, you need fine cook- 
ware. You'll find seine of the best in the 
world - and some exceedingly fine prices - 
at the I'aderno Factory Sale. 
I~iderno. Pots For Eternity. Hand-finished 
in Prince Edward Island and complete with 
a 25 year warranty. 
We start with pure stainless teel and affix 
a heat-conducting bottom pad. The result? 
7hdy superior co&ware. IL-ipid, even heat 
distribution for better control when cooking. 
Astotlishingly durable, yet surprisingly ele- 
gant. Handles that stay snug, because they're 
wdded, not bolted. And bottoms that stay 
flat. unlike thinner knockoffbrands. If you 
love cooking, Paderno will delight you. 
Thursday to Saturda),, Matrh 21-23, save 
40% on sauce-pans, (rying paus. steamers, 
sautbs and more. Save up to 46% on 5 to II 
piece sets. Come earll, fiu" the Door Crasher 
Special: our fiunotts 11.8L saucepan, list price 
$67, only SI9.99 (tiffs item 2() per day. one 
per person. No limit on other items.) 
The pots tnay last forever. The prices will 
not. Mark March 21-23 ell the calendar. 
now. Qttestions? (];ill us ;it 1-8(]0-565-0261 
and we'll answer thorn Can't make it to the 
sale? Call tbr a free descriptive brochure, or 
to join our mailing list and receive vahmble 
coupons and special recipes, 
PADERNO 
Avaiia hie across BC. Alia, Sask & Man. Call 1-800-263-9768 for the dealer nearest you. 
., . : . ; - -  :+.lI. ( ) IU iV l I !  i l l i~  -- 
Out  & About I.a,.....-.,.. 63S.TIPS 
SCI sale rumour denied 
SKEENA CELLULOSE officials are  denying a runmur the 
COltipaity i.~ up for sale. 
"Thc.rt"+. ill pendiilg suit of the t!olnpilily thai l'tn awiut. 
Rag Lightfoot 
o1," vice-president Reg Lightfoot 
said last week. 
But he confirmed his plans to 
retire, which were also announced 
last week and +was effective last Fri- 
day. 
Lightfoot's quick exit may have 
fuelled the sale rumour. 
But he said it's normal procedure 
to keep retirement plans of senior 
executives under wraps until close 
to the date. 
"We don't normally broadcast 
that sort of thing," Lightfoot said, explainiag that retiring 
company officers lose effectiveness once their pending 
departure is known. 
Lightfoot's replacement has not yet been announced. 
Holiday shopping revisited 
THE CHAMBER of Commerce is circulating a 
questionaire on holiday shopping to see whether local 
businesses want the issue revisited. 
It asks businesses if they'd like the option of opening on 
holidays other than Christmas and Easter, such as Victoria 
Day, Canada Day and Labour Day. 
"The cities surrounding us have euacted abylaw that al- 
lows the retailer to remain open if they choose," said 
chamber president Barb Kerr. "We're questioning our 
membership to see whether they wanted to get council to 
readdress this issue." 
Mining surge coming 
THE COMING mine exploration season is expected to 
be busy, says regional mines manager Ted Hall. 
"In general, we're expecting a fairly busy year. Having 
been at the Cordilleran Roundup conference down in Van- 
couver, the mood was quite upbeat contpared to other 
years," Hall said. 
Hall, based in the Smithers mines office, can't exphiin' 
why exploration is picking up, but thinks an increasc in the 
price of gold has something to do with it. 
"When gold hits $400 (US an ouuce) that's definitely an 
incentive in terms of precious metals," he said. 
But uncertainty still exists over native land claims and 
set-asides under the Protected Areas Strategy. 
Taxi application accepted 
A LOCAL MAN's application to start a new taxi service 
in Terrace has been accepted by the Motor Vehicle 
Branch, but a decision may not come down for a few 
months on whether a licence will be granted. 
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Terrace Home Hardware 
4818 Hwy 16 West 
635-7335 
Th/Sa 8:30-6 Fr 8:30-9 
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1996 C~WY L~A V~ Im]e~Am'L*~ CAN TAILOR A LEASE FOR YOU! 
t .  You can pay Zero Down, lower your monthly payment OTHER SMARTLEASE EXAMPLES 
.X  J l  ~ ~ ~ ~ * or use your trade-in. DOWN PAYMENT MOklTHLY I 
I l l  i i  m. ~ m,  ~ iw "li l l" • I I  I OR EQUIVALENT TRADE PAYMENT I 
o S S I t  J t J :~  ~ ZERO DOWN PAYMENT 20'/o = 3998 s210 I 
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British Columbia's Best 
Chev.G~® ~Olds  Dealers Cliff Pratt has listed his planned busiuess as Terrace 
Taxi Co. in the Yellow Pages. Sales & M ~ L  ~l  i I  TERRACE 635 4941 
But he's not expecting to start oneralions before next fall . KI  . . . . .  " ' • ..~ P. . - .  t - -  ~-,, I I ! ~ / I l l~  I ~ I  ~ 1 ~  ~ I I l l  T IMAT 632-4941 
I t  Be ones  #e l  a - - I I - -  - - - - - I  I I ! ~ I I • v g" ' pproval. I LUCI~- I l IM  out  OF TOWN CUSTOMERS 
Pratt is ouly pla,tni,,g to have fuur curs i,,itially, , i i ld  says  I F l . :  o, it,, =mo~ Ter race  1 -8OO-8MCEWAN* 
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Tnme to " Mr, I sit still and listen 
.At, the Marcln 7 public meeting on the Nisga,a agreenmn t ~ ~ ~  Clean Sweep I 
tim microphone. He spoke at length of his concerns about ' I ' h  ca  lU l  ~ l ,  
non-aoongnml people m the crowd with shouts o f '  Get to 
the point!", "Sit downt" and "Order, Mr. Chairman" If the . . . . . . . . .  
• non-aoorigmai people oz me normwest are to be 
l,honethanJOih-ers~aese'peopie"'o~v~lv ;eltt~,a';~su~ll successful in building positive and co-operative rela- 
' " ' ~ ' theyti°nshipsw,,, h.~ow'=,o =°,o''*~*,Wo .,,,..~°*'°"~ 0~o,.,o~ w~o ,,v~ "~"~' - - - - -  ~ ~" £nd$ March 23. i heckling was entxrely just=fled. The chairman, to his credit, allowed Jacob to finish _ ~, • 
' Hrst, realize that their cultural values, while valid for 
~etst Such interruptivebehaviour springs from the assumption t e wo m ec3 are ,nhe . ~h~.,, ,,.,,,..o.,, . . . , Y  p themselves, are not to be universallv annlied to n,!. ..... Y" 11 that European cultural value  around time and efficiency . . . . . . . ; . . . .  e .  
" ' t ime is mone-" "what's - our oint 9' '  " . . . .  . . ~econo, learn aoout ana snow respect ot the values of 
,,Y, . . ,  ,no early oiru First Natlons cultures, SON 
fl, at deviationfromttl;is-is-so']ncthh~';to'bc;iSicul"e'dY's;ch Once thls is done. they will have achieved a n, easure of 
' consciousness of themselves and of others. Only then w i l l  CASSETTE PeR I l 'Ag iLE  / i  assumptions constitute ethnocentric bias and lead to in- there be some he e of buildin relationshi-)s that a " 
to,era,,¢eo~oth~rs ~ g , re o~,,e- DECK STEREO CFO 340 in 
!!!:!!!:~!:;iii!u!ti!!;ir~!(tce~rs~'li~i'!~i:t~!:s~fUua(iPli: n ~fl?;fti~:!:;f'ii!pWiyStd°f~:!)~gi:ii:'gTc{iiic!S,~:~!i!uU;i:i  I 'CWR4.5  Compact Disc, S ing leCasset te - ' !  
sp . . . . . . . . .  _ :mpty.. To ,nterrul?t he speaker ,s ~ery means being quiet and listeni lg while Jacob Nyce speaks. Double Auto Reverse, Hi Speed AM/FM Radio / n 
oaUis whattUrln'Jacobl~meNyceanawaseiUcmnCYdoing, uo not mauer so much, ln is  Don Winth.oss, Dubbing, Dolby B and C 
Terrace, B.C. i 
Are you that much better? 
Dear Sir: 
This is for some kids in a car. Have you ever thought of 
anyone lse but yourselves? 
Remember the night of March 9 when a girl or boy hol- 
lered out the window, "You Indian"? What have I done to 
you to say that to me? 
I bet you and the driver you were with were hoping you 
could run me down with the baby I was pushing across the 
street. You should put yourselves in our shoes, and see 
how much abuse you could take. I know for sure you can't 
t~ke as much as you dish out. 
Next time you're going around town and hollering out 
racist remarks, think of one thing first. Are you much bet- 
ter than us? 
You may have the money, car and anything you want. 
But does that really make you any better? Maybe your 
parents should take away your keys till you show some 
respect to other nations, and not let you do what you do. 
Or do they know you're hollering out the window, call- 
ing people names you don't even know• One thing for 
sure, I personally would like to thank you so much for 
rccogniziug who I am. A na live. 
L. Robinson, 
Terrace, B.C. 
SAFEWAY 
FOOD & DRUG 
Beef Standing 
Rib Steak 
Town House 
d~ .~ 
W 
• Cre0rl 
284 
Green Giant 
Vegetables 
I I 
(~enGiant" Niblets" 
~ " - ~ ' . ~ t ,  ~2,,..,~...~..%,:~,y..,,, . 
Celery 
Stalk 
Loaf 
Cakes $5  
• |lomtheBn[ery 2f 
sro. 0r 
Cornetto c 
6 
0r.unge 
Juice 2 9  9 • [IoI,do Olon~e or 5ra~fr0~e l~ceme 
• ~t |hymn tax 
~nd It,y eere ~Dlk~ 
I ,a9  Ut re  
- = . . . . .  ~. , " .a . ?+,~,  
~. .~r  ; : "  --"~ ~-~ ._r-..,., ', 
: * ~idi 
Peppereni 
" N~"  . ' re,  
.. ,~.,~, .~.'~ '~ , 
I t  / I J i  ~ ~ ' '  .... ~~ .... i~,!ii:'?,:ili . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  . . . . . .  ~ ;~ ' ! i ! : i i~  
' "~  " ' "  v r 
,mUmlr~l,UIIIUuII11,!Ill~ll. 
SON i 
CAMCORDER 
CCD TRV40 
Built in 3in. LCD Screen, Remote, 
Steady Shot, 24 x Digital Zoom 
bl[t j 
q l  
r 
SONY  
DISC PLAYER 
CDP C26S 
5 Disc, 10 Track Direct Select 
Keys, Peak Search, Digital 
Serve, Remote Control 
Capabilities 
~.~LL~uW~]~f~]i~i~i~in~i~n~"~I~h"~. 
l~i~ ,, .ILSlfllil]lll11111HlliiSllflilllLill i II 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
. . . . . .  ] 
SeN'Y7  
PROJECT ION 
n IF  
KP 41T15 
SONY 
STEREO 
RECEIVER 
STRD $6S 
Dolby Pro Logic, Remote Control 
SONY 
PORTABLE 
STEREO 
CFD 550 
Detachable Speakers, Disc 
Player, Double Cassette Deck 
SONY 
VIDEO 
RECORDER 
SLV 780 
4 Head, Hi Fi Stereo VCR 
and Programming 
SONY 
STEREO 
RECEIVER 
KV 27V10 
KEITH AVE, MALL ~ ~ SKEENA MALL Ma~,e, co:d VISA 
635-5333 ~ ~mm 635-4948 
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Class size increase 
worries local teachers RAMADA HOTEL 
TERRACE TEACHERS dents ill their classes. 
could face larger classes Rowe is angry about this 
next year, warns their union threat o class sizes because 
president, he says finance n]inister 
Frank Rowe says teachers Elizabeth Cull assured him 
here enjoy one of the best three years ago that the in- 
class size agreements in the tention of province-wide 
province but that ~l aew bargauliug was not to save 
province-wide bargaining money by stripping individ- 
scheme could impose a ual agreements. 
blanket class size standard. Instead Cull said tile 
"Most classes are filled to goverument hoped to save 
cat)acfly and a lot are in tile money by bargaining with 
fudge factor," says Rowe. the unions collectively, rath- 
" I f  they remove class size er than individually. 
limits it can only get "She also Said she would 
worse." consider red circling or 
He predicted more grandfidhering certain pro- 
teachers will undergo stress visions (such as the class 
and burn out because they'll size agreemenLs)," says 
have larger numbers of s/u- Rowe. 
School chiefs 
get wage hike 
JUST  t IN I ) I 'R  31)admiuistrativc slaff frtml school board 
$8 will be gel/tag motlcst salary increases, and that has 
tcachcr's unlit,it i}rcsidcul Frank Rowe ntad. 
Tweuly-cight people including principals, vice- 
l)rincipals, the assistant superintendant, secretary-treasurer 
and a few support staffwill be getting an increase of.8 per 
ccitt, as of March 1 this year. 
Thc board voted to give members a raise last week. "It 's 
the firsl pay it/crease since March 1, 1993," said trustee 
Stew Christemen. 
The pay increase ns within voluntary guidelines the 
provincial government has set out. 
Those getting the increase make anywhere between 
$40,000 to the mid $80,000 range per year, said 
Christensen. 
Sul)erliudent Frank Hamilton will not be getting a salary 
increase at Ihis time due to the pettding amalgamation of
school districts, when his job could change or be 
elinfinaled, added Christensen. Hamilton's alary will be 
under eview this fall. 
Frank Rowe was angry over the pay raise which comes 
at a time when the govermneut has said there is no money 
available for teacher salary increases. Teachers province- 
wide are currently in contract negotiations. 
" I 'm pleased that Victoria has made money available for 
salary i,creases," said Rowe. "People working in public 
education deserve a raise - -  including teachers and sup- 
port workers. My presumption is that previous tatements 
about here being no money available for teacher salary in- 
creases is just posturing on the part of the government and 
the employer. 
' ~ ; r ' - - [ERRAC E ~~ 
CO-OP "->~,:,~.~.- 
SPRING CRAFTS 
Come in and see our New Spring Se/ection of 
c/aft items, everything from dried flowers in a 
/ainbow of co/ours to ribbons, baskets, to/e 
painting supp/ies, and much much more. 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~:~$i !$~~:~: ~. '; ! ! ~+~i~".; ' '~2::i:~!;~;::~;~E:: $1:I I~F:  !::: :i 
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Dollars on in stoek~ 
- Floor Models 
;S-8 SPOKAN[ :P.22 PARADIS 
8 Jets U 4 HI) 22 Jets 64 4 Hp 
• 1 Pump * 1 Pump 
s3895  s4595  
23 Jets e s Hp - ~. , . , . .eL  
• ~.Pomps ~/ ,~ IL~L , , . ;Nt~t ,~,  " 
M! our tubs haue: 
3½"-2V?' Tapered Covers 
Full Foam Insulation • Built in GFCI's 
Ozone Generators • Cedar Skirting 
FINANCING AVAILABLE O.A.C. 
WE ~ DELIVER 
TWIL IGHT SPAS & 
PUMP SUPPLY  
phone 638"0947 
• SALES • SERVICE 
tax 638-0948 
• INSTALLATIONS 
Helmut Giesbrecht 
Three years ago Cull was 
the finance minister in 
charge of the steering com- 
mittee which was looking at 
province wide bargaining 
with the teachers. 
Now Rowe says the pro- 
vmce is going back on this 
promise by trying to strip 
favourable clauses from in- 
dividual agreemenls, 
Saving money is one rea- 
son for the change. The 
other, says Rowe, is that the 
province weuld  l ike Io have 
grealer llexibilily. 
"Ideally, they'd like to 
have  I IO  class size agree- 
nte l l [ , "  hc  says. 
But he ques l ions tile bone- 
ills of such ofa svslcm. 
Rowe has ask'cd Skcena 
MLA [ ' lehnt]t  Gicsbrccht o 
relay the teacher's uniou's 
cot/teals to the goverttltleut. 
Giesbrechl has already 
written a leller to the fi- 
nance minister doing just 
this. 
Hc's concerned that the 
goverllnlenl is using collec- 
tive I)argaining as an Ol)- 
t)ortunity to slri 1) the indi- 
vid ual contracts. 
"[ have some fairly funda- 
urenlal ol)jeclions to this," 
says Gicsb,'echl. 
He hasn't yet had any 
response from the minisler 
on whal could happen in 
Terrace. 
When asked what i)ublic 
l)crcel)tion to this mighl be, 
he replied, "You do the best 
you can and occasionally 
you're held accountable. 
That's what elections are ;ill 
about." 
(fi)rmerly The ltoliday Inn) 
Downtown Prince George 
./~t. 
I /  
HOTEL  
[j 0eor e St., Prince 0eerie, 
CALL D RECT FOR RESERVATnONS 
1-80( t -830-8833 _ 
*Subject to availability **Based on 2 children eating from our Kids L 
Menu for a weekend stay. 
I t  
: J  I 
~h 
L 
• i, ~))i I ~ ~ • ~ F' 
% 
OFF 
TVS, VCRs, STEREOS, 
BEDDING & LINEN 
HOUSEWARES, 
HOME FURNISHINGS, 
HOME IMPROVEMENT, 
HEALTH AND BEAUTY, 
SPORTING GOODS, 
CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, 
MEN'S AND CHILDREN'S 
UNDERWEAR, 
CASH, CHEQUES 
% 
OFF 
TOYS 
CAMERAS, 
STATIONARY, 
HARDWARE, 
AUTO ACCESSORIES 
WINDOW COVERINGS 
RUGS, 
PET SUPPLIES 
SEWING & CRAFTS 
. . . .  j I  ~ 
% 
; I  
LADIES CASUAL 
SPORTSWEAR, MATERNITY, 
LADIES PLUS SIZE FASHIONS, 
LADIES DRESSES, 
LADIES ACCESSORIES, 
LADIES JEAN 
60 OFF 
CHILDREN'S OUTERWEAR, 
CHILDREN'S ACCESSORIES, 
LADIES OUTERWEAR 
..... /~o~ $70. ' ~~ 7f~ 
I I ~ , / ~ ~0 0 0 
NOW AT 4 ;tscn,~ 
• ALL ,ou~Ay SOlo 
p LOCATIONS! I( IWL~¢ SaoSO 
SOR WAYS ON RED TAG ITEMS 
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fEFH LY DIE(RDMNE more  from 's time the... The Deadline for Classified & Display 
Advertising for the April 10 Terrace Standard 
Alcan deal ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ -  PRINTING SCHEDULES THROUGH THE EASTER WEEKEND. ,, . . will be moved ahead to accommodate 
~ahe~rtii~i~lklr:n:ii~i;i:i~,iii,i:i aim at i12~2'oi April 10 Terrace Standard will be Thurs,, April 4 at 5:00 p,m, 
of March on compensation for l i~ l~ '~+~~ dl ~ ~ 
the province's decision a year 
ago to kill the half-built~.i i '~'::: : : i~"+ ~ {~ 
Kemano Completion Project. i ~ i i ! !  !'~* 7~" '~ [ i~  I~ 
Campbell ast week slammed ~'~]  
the fact the government is hold- i 
ing the negotiations inseeret. ..... The Terrace McBikc Shop is staying open 
I 
He issued a list of recom- 
mendations that he said any 
deal should include. Among 
them: 
[] Construction of a cold- 
water release at the Kenney 
Dam and other works to protect 
migrating salmon. Gordon Campbell 
[] Release of more water from the Nechako reservoir. 
[] Removal of Alcan's property tax exemption for its 
generating facilities in the Bulkley-Nechak 0 regional dis- 
trict. 
[] Broadening of the Nechako Fisheries Conservation 
Program, and creation of a watershed mauagement agency 
for the reservoir. 
"It is essential we begin to repair the environmental 
damage done to both the Nechako and Cheslatta systems if 
we are to avoid any further damage to our fishery," Camp- 
bell said. 
Skeena MLA Helmut Giesbrecht was quick to pounce on 
Campbell's tatements and said he'd like to know what 
Liberal candidate and Kitimat mayor Rick Wozney thinks 
of them. 
"The position that Gordon Campbell takes here is that 
Kitimat jobs don't couut," Giesbrecht said. "There's not a 
single mention about Kitimat. This caters strictly to the 
Nechako area." 
Giesbrecht said the Liberal position would roll the clock 
back to even before the 1950s. 
He said Campbell's tatements could once more "grease 
the skids for the province to take another shot at Alcan." 
In late 1994, before the B.C. Utilties Commissiou had 
reported, it was Campbell who stated he would scrap KCP 
if elected. When the commissions' recommendations came 
down a couple of months later, the NDP govenunent opted 
to kill the project. 
Wozney could not be reached for comment. 
The tentative deal struck last year said /Mean could ex- 
ercise an option to get more power from B.C. within the 
next 20 years to use for another smelter or more industry. 
The principle was /Mean would pay the province the 
remaining $800 million it would have spent o finish KCP, 
and the province would provide the equivalent amount of 
power the project would have produced - -  285 megawatts 
- -  for 60 to 80 years. 
But the idea drew criticism that B.C. would be covertly 
subsidizing Mean, as eomp.¢.q,%j69!~.by providing .p+o+k~_qr .at 2~ 
• i/~tes i'ar cheaper than it wouid likdy Cost o produce.: - : "' :' 
If a deal is not reached, Alcan will be free to go to court 
and seek compensation for the decision to kill the project 
after more than $500 million had been spent. 
Alcan spokesman Ray Castelli said many of the points 
raised by Campbell are already under negotiation. 
Paul Ramsey, the minister esponsible for Kemano, says 
the best way to protect he Nechako is to get the federal 
government to participate in the talks. 
The feds have avoided joining compensation negotia- .
lions, noting it was B.C.'s decision to kill the project. 
"We've been totally frustrated by the refusal of the fed- 
eral government to assume its responsibility and partici- 
pate," Ramsey said. 
Ramsey said it's clear the Liberals are playing "catch- 
up" on the Kemano issue and don't have a firm grasp of 
the issue. 
"Once again we have the wonderful sight of a party 
from the south muddling around in issues in the north aud 
the interior and not really uuderstanding what's going on," 
he said. 
Zoning 
approved  
THE CITY has carried out 
its phm It+ blanket rezone 
most of the south side of 
IOWII. 
The bylaw was adopted 
last week after a public 
hearing attracted a few 
people but drew no opposi- 
tion. 
Much of the southside was 
zoned for multifamily 
residential, but that has been 
changed to R2 - -  allowing 
sh~gle-family homes and 
duplexes only. 
A uumber of developers 
were discussing building 
apartments or town houses 
on the southside and council 
carried out the rezoning to 
ensure development there 
stays consistent with the Of- 
ficial Community Plan. 
Rink plan 
debated 
THE IDEA of getting a 
private developer to build a 
second sheet of ice will be 
debated by city councillors 
at noon on Monday. 
They're goh~g to be get- 
ring a presentation from the 
Second Sheet of Ice Society 
organizers. 
The issue has been raised 
as one way of building the 
project without borrowing 
or raising taxes. 
It would likely also ht- 
voive privatization of the 
arena, and possibly the pool. 
Monday to Saturday 
For the price of  one -even after Terrace Sport World closes 
classzfied ad zn The 1 95 KONA KOA : Double butted aluminum frame set 
| -,.~I1~1~ . Marzocchi Zokes adjustable fork with 1.75 inches travel Terrace Standard.and i ~ Stxrearderrailleur 
I ~  -~:  Alivio crankset 
Weekend Advertiser, ~ Regular +l O2+ KonaBrakes& Levers 
I ~  ~ ' Gripshift 21 speed hyperglide shifting 
your ad CanorUn for ,,---, S"7¢11(1100 'Colours:OceanBlue I 
I - ° °  - . -  I two weeks  zn both . ~+ 
papers. I GIANT ~:,~i +~°- -~, 
PURCI - I .ASEA I | ' "AH 'SE  
i : Full Chromoly frame ")~'" " | , J ~ ~  | \ | II GOLD NUGGET i RSTegsadjustableshocks k ~] '~ ,~ ~"  J r  l 
CLASSIF IED I " Gdp shift 21speed hyperglide shifting ~ - -  " ~ ~ ' . . I  
I "Alivio brakes ,~ ,.~..,., '" 
| • On road/off road tires ~ R~ar  $765 
| ~ Sizes 16, 18 & 20" frames .... , ; 
i Colour Sage brush green -p'v'v~- 
77 
'+++'+++ ;'~2~;+*:20-Words or less. , , .  
,50 Per word after 20 words. 
Get ONE 
addi t iona l  week  
!+'+++i+$::+++:@~p@+!~+~+++:+ +.. +:++++ 
~;++++++++;i+++++i++~+i++i+++J+N++{Mt+;>++ + +. 
Offer Expires Mar. 29/96 
STANDARD 
• Rock Shox Mag 21 ..................................... s399" 
• Rock Shox Quadra 21R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  s419 ~ ALl Shock 
• x c ..................... 379 Manitou Mach 5 Comp s . Prices Include 
• Manitou Mach 5 Pro X-C ......................... s/l/l.g+5 Installation 
We have the best sock selection! 
oo , ,~  ~, , ,0  
All bikes to be sold in good 
running order- No flat tires. 
Come to buy a used bike from 
Tricycles lo fidl suspension bikes! 
Come lo sell - bring in the bikes 
'.['ERRACE: Salurday, April 6th @ 
9 a.m. Sharp! Bikes l0 be sold musl be 
broul&t in on Thursday', April 4th 
SMITHERS: Saturday, April 201h @ 
9 a.m. Sharp! Bikes to I)e sold must be 
brought inon Friday, April 19th 
511 .... ++++~;;!;+:/:%"+++:~ rl t*'  ~ '< 
i+: '.4 ;:'~i ":" ~ 
3210 Clinton, Terrace 638-7283 
+ ++ 
Sunny days. Cool nights. And sea lions wearing sunglasses. 
A sure sign that spring is present in our part of the west. 
So why not enjoy an early and unhurried hello to this wonderful 
season in charming Victoria. Or pick up the pace a bit in vibrant . . . .  pI |ira,. I,, "r. 
Vancouver which is indeed, "Spectacular by Naturel' Of course, 
both offer year-round entertainment, shopping, arts and 
.,~o,np.~,,,ble Ui , .ng just b.,,~ al, , .~.l ,  ope.  AirBCdb 
Inind. And yoLn" Javourite pair of sunghtsses. 
VICTORIA  J'"" $34  5. ~., . , ,+ ,,.,.,,,l,,+,,,, o,-,,,,. ,~ v,,,:,,,i,,,,, ,,,,j,,.,..,,,,,,,+,,,,o.,,,,,,,,/,,,.,..o,,,,,. 1 -800-561-4199.  VANCOUVER ,~,,,,, $333. 
Choice 0F 47 hotels. Priced based el, double occulmncy per Ilermm. taxes extra..Mil|inlun, el two nights stay. Fmlr bushless days advance pt,rdlase requi,ed. Rates sttbiect ,o XV.liLfl*qlitv. Packages are m,tHrans(erable and all sales are fit,el. 
i+ f 
dtsJatr am/at'cm,tmmlalio,tJbr h 'a ,' de.Ills. 
Canad1~ v.,0¢. ~T: ,~ , .v~ "- ~ ,~ , ,v~,  ,  • ~,, . _V~=~' I  , ,~t  
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Police Beat 
Senior faces drug charge 
It was a case of the Mounties always getting their man, 
but this time, it wasn't he ma, they were looking lbr. 
Last Friday night, Terrace RCMP busted ;t 66-vear- 
old man rut drug charge.,,, when they were actttallv out 
looking h~r an armed robber. 
It all began at about 8:30 p.m. when a man in his late 
teens catered Riverside Grocery on Queensway, told 
the clerk he had a gun under his shirt and demanded 
money. 
No weapon was seen, and the robber got away on 
foot with a quantity of cash, 
In hopes of catching him, Constable Doug Mar- 
~inew says police set up on a roadblock on Queens- 
way about 15 minutes later, but ended up with another 
situation on their hands. 
He says the driver of a compact car threw something 
out of his window before police tried to pull him over. 
That something tunled out to be a quantity of 
marijuana, and a search of the ear turned up a large 
amount of cash. 
The man is being charged with dangerous driving and 
possession for the purpose of trafficking, 
Mugging suspect held 
A 17-YEAR-OLD from South Hazelton is scheduled to 
appear in court in Terrace next Thursday in connection 
with a downtown mugging. 
The teen, and 21-year-old Rouald Wesley Sampare, 
also of South Hazelton, are both charged with robbery, 
assault, and assault causing bodily hann. 
On March 11 two men visiting here from Prince 
George were attacked while walking iu the alley of the 
4600 block of Lakelse. 
One man was brought o hospital suffering from fa- 
cial htjuries. Terrace RCMP say they suspect one more 
person may have been involved in the attack. 
If you have any information, you're asked to call the 
RCMP at 638-7400 or Crimestoppers at635-8477. 
Truck burn charges laid 
A 21-YEAR-OLD Terrace man, Jacob John Vanden- 
brock, has been identified as one of the three people ar- 
rested in commotion with Kitwanga vehicle theft. 
Vandenbroek, and two Kitwanga lnen, 20-year-old 
Frederick Allan Johnson and 27-year-old Donald 
Clarence Murray were arrested in Terrace March 21 
after a pick up truck was found abandoned alongside 
Copper River Road ill Terrace. 
It had been stripped of its parts and set on fire. 
RCMP later recovered the parts from a Thonthill home. 
The trio are facing charges of theft of a motor 
vehicle, possession of stolen property and mischief. 
Guilty of manslaughter 
THREE Prince Rupert teenagers have been found 
guilty of manslaughter in the July 14, 1995 death of 
Washington State fisherman Trygve Magnusson. 
The trio was charged with second degree murder, but 
were found guitt~ on the lesser charge of manslaughter. 
The maximum sentence they l'ace under the Young 
Ofli.~nders At'l is three years ill prison. 
S kee n a M P ,,,.,,.,.,-,,.., 635.TIPS 
gets told . . . .  
to clam up 
SKEENA MP Mike Scott 
says the federal Liberals 
aren't taking firm enough 
action against American ef- 
forts to exercise control over 
the Inside Passage. 
Scott says be's been criti- 
cized for calling on the 
governlncnt to  reilnpose 
transil fees on /Mnerican 
vessels passing through the 
waterway. 
"The Liberals have told 
people like myself to be 
quiet," he said. Mike Scott 
And although govenm~ent officials maintain a more 
measured, cautious approach is wise, Scott says the issue 
boils down to Ottawa's indifference to B.C.'s problems. 
He pointed to external affairs minister Lloyd Axworthy's 
recent conlnlents thai compared to American efforts to 
penalize Canadian businesses that trade with Cuba, the 
west coast fishing dispute is "merely an ammyance." 
"That gives you some idea of Ottawa's priorities and Ot- 
lawa's consideration of B.C. issues," Scott said. 
Congress has passed legislation that says the U.S. won't 
tolerate any action by Canada to impede the right of pas- 
sage of American vessels, and commands the Coast Guard 
to protect he rights of American vessels. 
Scott says the legislation is so offensive Canada can't 
stand back and do nothing, lest the Americans think they 
can get away with more. 
"We should immediately reimpose those fees if for no 
other eason than to indicate to the Americans we don't ap- 
preciate being bullied around and that these are sovereign 
Canadian waters." 
"Any attempt to enforce this legislation is an invasion of 
Canadian sovereignty," he said, adding he can't believe 
the U.S. would actually send in the Coast Guard. 
Transit fees were imposed two years ago in an effort to 
bring the/Muericans back to the table to negotiate a fishing 
plan under the Pacific Sahnoa Treaty. 
"This is one small lever we have to try to bring Alaskan 
fishing interests to the table to negotiate in good faith," 
Scott said. 
Without that lever, Americans t.';lll overfish Canadian sat- 
men as they swim through Alaskan waters and ignore Ca- 
nadian pleas to negotiate. 
Scott says the Americans have now categorically rejected 
recommendations made by a New Zealand-based interna- 
tional mediator to resolve the fishing dispute. 
"They have consistently overharvested the resource over 
the last four or five years, taking increasing numbers of 
Canadian fish," Scott said. 
And he said this year's U.S. electiot~ could mean more 
belligerence coming from south of the border. 
" I  don't think we'd have seen the /Muerican congress 
pass a bill like that unless it was an' election year," Scott 
said. 
On April 1st. 
Terrace will 
be home to 
::" :211.: <" . . :  . . . . .  
, ? ' :11 : :  
the ............ . . . . . : . . , .  .... .::. ~ ::: .... .=..:., ...-:..:;;'::: ....... • . . . .  ,':!:~!.~;::::,::.%.,,~ 
..... : :,i . ...": " :.:i.'::." :':?. ':-.. :" • ........... 
.... :..;,'~<i!i;:.! /.,: /:S:'". ..... 
T 
Travel 
Agency 
,:$,.. • 
..,: ~ ~. . . . .  . , . ,  .. :-... : : : : '~y  
• "" ": :::: . . . . . . .  ::': ' ..:,i 
RITCHIE MALIETT 
L~o & Reel Manager 
Thornh i l l  Motors  
302b H ighway 16,  East ,  Ter race  ~,,. zo,, 
Featuring Cars From Subaru, Hyundai & Mazda 
2 Only 1995 PONTIAC GRAND-AM SE 
Automatic transmission, V6 
1994 GMC JIMMY SLT 4X4 
Fully Loaded including leather, V6, automatic 
1995 CHEV SlLVERADO 3/4 TON EXT, CAB 4X4 
Turbo Diesel, automatic, loaded, all with low 
Km's & factory warranty 
635-7286 
FLYNN SCHOOL OF  
BALLET  
3226A River Drive 
Adu l t  C lasses  
Tuesday evenings or 
Saturday mornings. 
Call 638-2077 
For more information. 
Please leave a message. 
SMALL BUSINESS 
& BANKING 
Presented by Terrace Commercial Bankers 
Moderated by: 
Barb Kerr, President 
Chamber of Commerce 
TOPICS 
How to Prepare a Business Plan 
Managing the Banking Relationship 
What a Banker Looks for in Financial Statements 
Managing Growth 
Followed by an Open Forum 
Question & Answer Period 
Date & Time 
Tuesda~ March 26, 1996 
7:00 pm to 9:30 pm 
Refreshments will be served 
Location 
Coast inn of the West 
"East Room" 
RSVP to: Terrace Chamber of Commerce at635-2063, 
or your local bank branch 
Sponsored by: 
Canadian Bankers Association 
Terrace Chamber of Comnterce 
Ministry of Small Business, Tourism & Culture 
Business Deveiopment Bank of Canada 
E I1 I; IA C E 
SIGHT<~> SOUND i 
I 
: " " " " • . !.~ ::i.:•?/: •: i i ¸ .¸~::: ~i :~:"i/ -• I 
i ",,,, ,.....,., , , ::. 
Decorate a hard boiled egg, and you could win! 
Sanyo  AM/FM,  Casset te ,  CD 
PORTABLE STEREO 
(Retail Value: $250,00) 
ADDITIONAL PRIZES WILL BE JUDGED FROM TWO AGE CATEGORIES: 
8 to 14 years and under ~ 1st 7 years and under 
1st Sony Walkman ~ My First Sony Walkman 
from Sight & Sound ~l~¢l~.~__.~ from Sight & Sound , , 
2nd Ukrainian Easter Egg 
Decorahng Kit ~ , ~ ,  2nd "Nature Craft" Fneld K,t 
from The Creative Zone ~ '~~~' t~ ' , -~  from Science & Nature 
3rd Lion King Watch ""'-~,,~,,~-~ --.,~. 3rd 3 Books 
v .  from Coles Books from Carter's Jewellers 
* Plus more prizes to be drawn from entries 
Bring your Entry to the Skeena Mall Office 
as soon as it is ready and no later than 
Friday, April 5th. 
7 And Receive 
I ONE FREE EGG* 1 
I for the Easte: egg Deco,rat~ng Contest I 
* limit one egg per coupon * See the Terrace Standard 
or posters in Skeena Mall 
LNAM~.  AGE:~ for full contest details 
~l I  I Imml  mi le  I l i i  i i i l l  i i i i  i im i  i ami  ram= ~ml  i i i  I i i im I  i ~ 
ST,~DARD 
STOCKING UP on measles vaccine is health unit 
nurse' Ester Brisch. She and other nurses are 
heading off on a northwest tour to immunize 
school children from the Charlottes to Houston. 
Measles target 
of campaign 
NURSES AT the Skcena Health Unit are gearing up 
for a major nleasles imntullization program. 
Startitlg April 1, Ihey will be goiqg into all schools 
from the Queen Charlotlcs to Houston, as well as con- 
ducting drop'in clinics. 
The health tmit has stocked 22,000 doses of 
n~easles/rubella wtccine. Seven thousatld shots will be 
given to kids in Terrace. 
The health unlit cnlploys seven aurses alld Ihrce are 
being hired for the vaccim, tion calupaigtt. 
"Canada is a ntajor exporter of measles," says Dr. 
David Bowering al the health uuit. And the federal 
heallh dcparlznenl recently decided we ntusl be brought 
up to speed with the rest of the developed world with 
regard Io measles wlccillations/' 
Thc calch-up cantpaign will involve giving all chil- 
dren bctwectt lht' ages of IS mo,Hhs aild IS ycvrs a scc- 
olid measles vaccinatioil. 
Shots arc mr, finely administered to all babies belbre 
they're a year old, alld froin IIOW Oll Bowering says a 
sccolld o11¢ will be given when they're a year ,,nd ,, 
hall: 
The last large ,ncaslcs' oulbrcak Jli BC was in 1985. 
alld Dr. Bowering says that means we arc iic, w dtle or 
0verdt, e for v,mther one. The purpose of tile canq)aignL 
is to hopelully elimizlate a nleasles epidemic. 
School children have been givmt a consent form 
which their l)areitts must fill out. 
However, if yoti liiivc a child who is iB kindergarten, 
shots will ll01 be available lhrot,gh the schools. 
On April 4, 12, and 19, and on May 2, front 9 a.m. to 
11:45 a.m,, and from 1:15 p.nt. to 4:00 p.m., you can 
briHg your child into the health unit. 
For nlor¢ infornlalJoli, or to nlake all apl}oinlnlelll 
please call the health t,nit at 638-2200. 
There were no reported cases of tile IHcasles ill the 
Skccua Region in 1995. Bowering says adults wlm'vc 
only had abe measles hot shouldn'l be concerned. 
Oulbrcaks, he says, t,st, ally only afR',ct school age 
children. And it" yot, r child has already nteasles, or 
symptoms of measles, they arc still advised to gel the 
second shot. l 
Literacy group picks 
teacher as director 
PROJECT LITERACY Ter- 
race has a new director. 
Bob Butchart ook over as 
centre director at the begin- 
ning of this month. 
He brings ten years of 
teaching experience to the 
job, some of those spent 
here in Terrace. He also 
tutours down at the correc- 
tions centre. 
One of his first tasks is to 
recruit new members to the 
society which helps locals 
who are having difficulty 
readiug and writing English. 
The addition of new mem- 
bers will help the society 
keep in touch with the needs 
of the community. 
As well as new members, 
Project Literacy is also in 
need of more tutours. 
Bob Butchart 
"l  have five or six names 
i, the file right ,laW, waili,g 
to be II~alched up," said 
Butdmrt. 
Tutouring requires a lime 
colnalillneut of al least one 
hour a week. Training is 
provided. 
A teal,ring sessioll for new 
tutours is planned for the 
lirst or second week i, 
April. 
This also might be the last 
ye:,r Project Literacy is ill 
its present holne on Lazelle 
Ave, across front the 
Totem's CouBtrywide furni- 
ture store. 
Butchart said they're plan- 
ning to move, ilt order to be 
umre accessible to disabled 
clients, and closer to their 
clietlt base. 
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RADELET & COMPANY r~i I 
S~rriste,s ~..Solicitors, W ncouve~, B.C. Ill 
COMPANIES  TRUSTS TAX OISPUTES Ill 
James W. Radelet m 
FIt Phone 604-689-0878 • Fax 604-689-1386 [I 
STEAK & LOBSTER 
6 oz. Top Sirloin broiled tf) pelfection, and a 4-5 oz. Lobster 
]all served with hot rnelled htzlter and your choice of baked 
potato r)r ,ice aRd vegetables. 
~0~--~% $19.95 
~ k .  .. . . .  ~.. ,, l_2,,!,t!.~ ri.,~ o,.y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0pr, n 7 days a week. 
Lunch M0n. - lri. 11 30 - 2:00 pin • Dinner 4;30 - I 1:00 pm 
FOR RESEIIVAIIONS CALL 
638-1503 
44 l?l AI"ELSE AVIiNUF, I FFIF~CF. I] C. 
3 Drawer Armoire 
*3290o 
All Canwood furniture is completely 
finished solid pine. 
In order to provide the lowest 
possible prices, all Canwood items 
are priced unassembled to be picked 
up so we can pass the savings on to 
you. (Assembly & delivery available 
on request at extra cost) 
The classic design of the sleigh 
bed will complement the wide 
variety of chests, wardrobes and 
armoires available in the 
Canwood solid pine collection. 
CLASSIC SLEIGH BED 
SINGLE 
DOUBLE 
*37900 
QUEEN 
(Headboard, foot board, side rails and slats) 
.... *449°°  ...... I . ... 
,49900 j Vanity Mirror 
3 Drawer Chest 
* Prices in effect until March 31/1996 
*7900, 
'219°  
m's Countrywide, ^  - -  
Furniture & App ' iances  
4501 Lakelse Ave, Terrace 
638--1158 
%~T E R R A C E 
. r.vice,S.pecJ 
m , u . . . .  = , 
rnng
fltEAVY DUTY SHOCK INSTALLATION~'~ 
$ | 79.95 (pair) taxesextra / 
\ FOR MOST FORD CARS, FiS0, AEROSTAR 2WD ] 
LIMITED IAFETIME WARRANTY ON SItOCKS / 
We service all makes and models 
Spring Tune-up Special 
599S+ part s 
(on most models) 
)26 Highway 16 East ,  DLR #7041 • 635-7286 
AL-  C'S GLASS LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN AUTOMOTIVE WINDSHIELD REPAIR & REPLACEMENTS 
~ i  ~ I.C.B.C.CLAIMS • MIRRORS 
SAFETY GLASS ~ SEALED UNITS 
PLATE GLASS • WINDOWS 
" "~ INSURANCE REPLACEMENTS ~" SCREENS 
WE WILL PICK UP & DELIVER YOUR CAR 
KIIIMAT "DOUG CLOSTER - TERRACE 
1632-48o01 FAX~-=, [ s3~8001[ . 3720 RIVER DRIVE, TERRACE 
3Ter race  
PARTS & SERVICE  
635-7187 
4916 Hwy. 16 W., Terrace l)ealer#5958 
KALUM TIRE SALES 
& SERVICE LTD. 
OIL CHANGE & LURE $24.95 
FREE INSPECTION FOR FRONT END, EXHAUST & BRAKES. 
4808 Hwy. 16, Terrace • 635-4902 
MOONLIGHTER CUSTOM 
COMPLETE ~- 
COLLISION REPAIR 
• FFIAME WORK , FIBERGLASS I1EPAIFI , MINOR TRUCK REPAIRS 
* ICIiC CLAIMS & I AIN]ING 
OWNER OPERATOR - DAVE SACHAROFF 
635-7317 
3348 RIVER DRIVE, TERRACE 
K4L TIRE 
ASSOCIATE DEALER 
Cedar land Tire Service Ltd. 
24-HOUR SERVICE 
4929 Keith Avenue 
Bus. Phone 635-6151/6170 TERRACE B.C. V8G 1K7 
Azorcan 
AUTO BODY REPAIR 
4188 HWY. 16 EAST 
TERRACE, B.C. VBG 3N3 
BUS 635-5800 
RES 638. t348 
FAX 635.1948 
TONY MACEDO 
MANAGER 
• Franle Alignment 
• Tri-&:an Laser for Ueibodies 
• Body Work #tcluding Big 
Trucks 
• Fiberglass Work 
• t~uslonl I.Jalltllllg 
• Glass Installation 
• All Work Warranty for 1 Year 
m,.~b oa-j.L- i 1.1:,i..4 ::i _- e~ [el :;lo] ;:t ~,i ail = i  
B.C.'S NORTHWEST LARGEST INDEPENDENTLY OWNED 
& OPERATED AUI'OMO11VE INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY STORE 
Automotive & Industrial Supplies, Bodyshop Supplies 
/hdnmolive Repair,% AIlonmeel.% Brakes & Tune Ups 
Propane & Natural Gas Conversions 
• Industrial Air Filler CleanhLq Service • Customer Towing Available 
• Cmupleto Muffler & Exhaust Service • Used Filter Crushlug 
464, K~,,, ^v~.,,,~ 635-6334 FAX: 
"Ietrace, BC.  VliG 1K,I 1-800-663-3901 635-4353 
j . -  
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Gov't sued over hunto orules 
Arg;eldg;;;eUnt~tmgs;ttimn;a;uYnt~n;Url~n~trithe~ioBn~ngt~:eI£jrru~;~ he rescinded that order oa Mayth2¢on'nt°~Yv°:eMaYm~B:~ 
protected area. counsel. 
West Coast Safari and guide Bob Stafford have accused In his cross examination of Halladay, Bud accused the 
the Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks of illegally director of being negligent in imposing the restriction or- 
imposing a quota on their guiding licences within certain der without considering stakeholders in the territory who 
areas of the Kitlope. would be affected by his ruling. 
They want the province to be held accountable for the Halladay admitted that under normal circumstances he 
losses and damages resulting from the guiding resl~ictions would have met with the outfitters to discuss the changes. 
imposed on May 4, 1994. But he said conservation concerns and the fact that hunting 
The four-day trial was held in B.C. Supreme Court in season had already begun forced him to act fast. 
Smithers before Justice David Tysoe. 
The plaintiffs claimed that the director of the wildlife 
branch of the ministry, Ray Halladay, had no legal 
authority to reduce the harvest of grizzly b6ars to oldy two 
a year without consulting stakeholders in the area. 
Prior to the quota, Stafford's outfitter iicence allowed 
him a harvest of 13 grizzlies over three years, but no more 
than nine in any one year. 
Lawyer Tom Buff said the government's questionable 
decision caused a loss of business for his clients and 
smeared their reputation with clients. 
Halladay testified that he made the ruling based on a 
study done by wildlife consultant Wayne McCrory on the 
grizzly bear population in the Kitlope. He said he made his 
decision in accordance with the Wildlife Act, and to ensure 
he was within his jurisdiction sought legal advice front 
provincial lawyers. 
Buri also suggested Halladay was pressured to make a 
decision by the Haisla Nation who were upset with the 
ministry for not consulting them about he transfer of the 
territory's guiding certificate to West Coast in August 
1993. 
The Haisla wanted to bid for the certificate which gives 
the holder exclusive guiding rights to the territory. 
Halladay denied the allegations and stressed that his de- 
cision was based on conservation, not polities. ~'~:i!~ 
The ministry's regional director Dick Anderson, and for- ~'~'~;:'~iill 
mer Fish and Wildlife regional manager Allan Edie also 
gave evidence at the trial. Both told the court about heir ~.'-~i:i:<! I 
reluctance to support Halladay's decision. 
Buri and Crown prosecutor Doug Eastwood will give ~::.~;~ 
their written arguments o Justice Tysoe by the end of this ~_~.~,, 
week. _~7~i~ 
A decision is expected in two to three weeks. ;~!.;~+ 
..1 ~, ~ ,:, .~,~  ,~,, ,,: ~ r ,~/ .~  ~.. 'w.~ ~ ~ ':'~'v 
Time is running out! 
~i:•i!! Spruce up your home o/fice with ou, ~i:i:!il or  
Custom Picture 
Framing Sale 
The McCrory study concluded that the Kitlope grizzly Located south of Kitimat, the Kitl0pe is expected to be- ~}!':~:~ 
servation procedures be immediately applied. That led to a been protected from logging since 199,4. ~; i  
moratorium on hunting grizzlies in certain portions of the Early this month the province and the Haisla, whose tra- ~iii~-' 
Kitlope effective March 11, 1994. ditional territory takes in the Kitlope, announced a joint ~!  
Halladay followed that decision by reducing rizzly har- management agreement for the area. ,~t,~ 
Public to have say in park plan 
By MALCOLM BAXTER cancel everything and start all over again," said Murtha. ~.  ~ 
THE PUBLIC will be involved.in the drawing up of any The agreement also calls tbr the proviuce and Haisla to ~:"~'~+ 
management plan for the Kitlope, says Mike Murtha, BC 
Parks' uortllern rcgiolml i)l;lnlliug manager. 
U.dcr  the agreement  between the proviuce alld Haisla,  a 
seven-member  commit tee will be responsible for putt ing 
together the management and annual operational plans tbr 
the protected area southeast of Kitimat. 
It will also put forward recommendations  the issuing 
of parks use permits and their terms. 
But in doing so, the committee will follow the normal 
public planning process. "Everyone has a say," said 
Murtha. 
In line with its Class A Park status, mining, logging and 
hydro projects are banned within the Kitlope. Noting those 
were the only firm prohibitions, Murtha said the committee 
could consider any kind of recreational ctivity in terms of 
what kind and how much of each should be permitted. 
Noting current use is limited to some fishing, sightseeing 
and hunting, he suggested the rugged nature of the area 
and its location would likely keep it that way. 
As for what happens with angling guide and guide- 
outfitter operations currently going into the area, that issue 
would be addressed indrawing up the management plan. 
However, one thing was certain, "We're-not, going to 
"to identify commercial, economic and eml)loyment op- 
portunities for Haisla people in ways which ;ire consisteut 
with the purpose and objectives of the cSt;lblislnnellt and 
management ofthe Conservancy." 
Murtha emphasized that did not iluply any exclusivity 
for the Haisla. "We would not do that and we cannot do 
that," he said, adding the wording was similar to that 
found in a number of other co-management agreements 
around the province. 
Murtha pointed out there are a few things that have to be 
done yet before the planning process can get underway. 
The Haisla and the province first have to select their 
three representatives on the committee. Those six then 
have to pick a mutually acceptable chairman and set a date 
for the first meeting. 
He hoped that meeting could take place in the early 
spring before Parks' operational year began. 
/Mid, Murtha noted, there's also tSe question of how 
much money in this year's Parks branch budget will be 
earmarked for the Kitlope. 
The current agreement will remain ia effect until a Haisla 
treaty with the provincial and federal governments i  
ratified. 
Custompicture 
~:~!jrames. Now is the perfect time to have yom 
'.~,~ 
,~.~:~,~,!~ cross-stitch and needle-point framed. 
FOR THE, ENTIRE MONTH OF MARCH 
~i!  Ave. ,Terrace 4820 Halliwell 
~ii~ Tel: 638-1403 • Fax" 638-0641 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENT: 
AMNESTY WEEK at the library... 
Bring all overdue books and materials into the 
library between MARCH 25 - MARCH 31, 1996 
and pay absolutely no fines on those overdue 
items. 
Branch 13 Royal 
Canadian Legion 
We are interested in attracting Seniors to 
take part in our recreation programs. 
We have: Darts - Wed, - 8:00 p.m. 
Crib - Wed,- 7:30 p.m. 
Bridge- Thurs, 28 Mar. and 
every second Thurs• 
Any suggestions for other activities will be 
taken under consideration. 
For more information contact: 
635-5825 
THE WORLD AT 
YOUR FINGERTIPS 
For as little as 2.5¢ per minute 
Skeena Net will connect you tO the 
Internet including tht' World Wide Web and 
E-mail. For a limited time, $40.00 gets )'ou ho'oked-up, 
I0 hours of lmemet access, plus an [ntcrnct oric'ntalion. 
There arc no monthl), fees or hidden charges. 
CALL 5kccna Net at 635-1557 for more Information 
{ your omramp to the inf0rmation highway} 
638-1557 
.............. [~SKEENAHET 
( i" ' ..... / " ''~' ,"5! ...... itl : " ' ~ . . . .  ' 
• . : : a ; i# I " .. i / , 
NOW IS THE TIME FOR AMAZING SAVING ON 
" ..... NEW 1995 FORD & MERCURY CARS + 
Hurry! This is a limited time offer, when they're gone 
4631 Keith Avenue 
1-800-463-1128 I 
ERRACE 
M FO R D (604).5.4 ;
If air travellers themselves began to 
choose one airport over the other, the 
airlines would have a good excuse to 
centralize northwestern operations at 
one airport and cut their costs 
dramatically. 
Rupert officials are keenly aware 
that the hour'Iong trip on the ferry to 
Digby Island means it's not much 
longer for Rupert travellers to go to 
the Terrace airport instead. 
Rupert's main trump card has been 
,A irports face uncertain future 
C()mpetition drives Prince Rupert bridge idea 
THE DRIVING three behind the 
Digby Island bridge idea is the ex- 
pectation of iuereased competitiou be- 
tween Terrace and Prince Rupert air- 
ports once the federal government 
turns over control to local authorities. 
Federal subsidies will be cut off and 
airports will have to stand on their 
own. 
If locals can cut costs and save 
enough money to come close to 
breaking even, there won't be a big 
problem. 
But officials in both Terrace and 
Print e Rupert worry about a scenario 
where there's only enough business to 
support he cost of one airport in the 
area. 
That could lead to competition be- 
tween the airports for airlines and pas- 
sengers if one thought it could attract 
the business away from the other. 
The landing fees, tenninal fees and 
rent charged to airlines are one way 
that could play itself out. 
But it could end up beiug more of a 
chase for passengers. For example, a AIRLINES. their passengers,  and the revenue they bring will be the target 
Terrace airport authority could put on of the northwesrs cash-strapped.a rports once Ottawa turns them over to 
cheap bus service to Rupert direct local authorities. And the competition could get intense if there isn't 
from the airport to attract hose travel- 
lets. enough business to support all of the northwest's airports. 
file Terrace airport's relatively poor 
record of missed approaches. 
That has been improving, however. 
A different approach patteru that gave 
lower approach limits has pulled the 
Terrace airport's lauding record up to 
around 96 per cent from the low 90s. 
Aud time is on Terrace's ide. 
Not otlly is the community growing 
nmch faster than Prince Rupert, ira- 
provements in navigational techuol- 
ogy are expected to continue to im- 
prove the Terrace airport's lauding 
success rate. 
Replacing the Digby Island ferry 
with a bridge would eliminate the ex- 
tra time it takes to get to the Pri,ce 
Rupert airport. 
The idea is seen as essential to pro- 
tectiug the Rupert airport's future. 
(.3ity still seeks airport landE; 
THE CITY of Terrace is contiuuing to 
work ell a plan to make the airport here 
more viahlc after ft'deral subsidies run OUt. 
Cotzucil WalttS to turn ] , t )O0  or  SO acres  of" 
lalld .',;tlrrt,ltlltling tilt' airl)ort illtO a light iul- 
dustrial sitc. 
The, tax base l'rom the site would hel I) run 
the airport. 
"We still think this is a huge opportunity 
if it's done right," city economic develop- 
ment officer Ken Veldman said. 
"At the end of the day we can have local 
control of a whole economic generator aud 
economic devolopment tool and at the same 
time we can utilize some very suitable land 
Veldman says the city wants to get on 
with arranging a takeover of the airport, but 
needs to reach an agreement on the revenue 
split with the province first. 
"They,re saying come to us with a 
proposal," said councillor David Hull. 
But he said it costs money to draw up 
I)lans, and it makes no sense to do that if 
th, ey're likely to he rejected in Victoria. 
"1 ¢~eally don't understand wily they care 
about 1,000 at'lt'.',, ol' gravelly laud wilh 
semi)by pine trees ou it ncar Terrace," Hull 
added• 
He said the land would make the Terrace 
airport viable and would cost the province 
surrounding the airport." nothing to turn over ~ a far cry from the 
The provme~;' , h~ever,., "has'.sa-id- it-won ' t "  " -~- $108.~mtll~ow-be, i trg-prop ~ed =~-~,~build a 
turn over the land without some kind of bridge linking Prince Rupert with that 
revenue-sbaring a reemeut, city's airport. 
But lands minister Moe Sihota has so far "A  junior high school economics class 
given no specifics of what he wants, could figure this one out," Hull said. 
KAL TIRE 
You'll like us, for more than our tires... 
TIM FLEMING 
5 yrs. experience 
Journeyman, Mechanic 
Brakes • Shocks 
Front-end Alignments 
Complete Tire Service 
Class ",4" Motorhomes 
Free Mechanical Safety Inspections 
All this & tires too! 
BRIAN TURNER 
14 yrs. experience 
Journeyman, Mechanic 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, 
I 
I 
I n  the latest round of slaff cutb,'M~s. 
BC Tel will devastate cities and towns 
',LCrOSS British Col Lmtl)ia by sucking 
htmtln'etls of milliorls of dolhLu's otui 
of their local econonfies. 
This same slcm.' is being repeated 
across the cotlntr)" lluge, profitable 
lelel)hone conlpatlies, c,'tr In;tkers, 
I)anl,~s and sl:Lslt-arld-I}ttn'n I)oliticiar=s 
seem to think it'.',; okay to destroy the 
lives ;trld families of the folks who 
l}rovide our goods and services, if
this increases l)r()fiLs or h)wer costs. 
B,(..Tel is raising monlhh, r;ttes, and 
hiking lhe sal:tries of ils executive 
oftlcers. The CI!O of B.C, Tel now 
earns a whopl)ing $650,000 a year! 
'ear~ 
cut  r 
Vi 
0 
Meamvllile. lifts same ct)n]l};mv is 
trilling I~ack on its service ;llld 
slashing its workforce, 
Call your MIA in Viclt)ria ,'mtl your 
MI ) in ()|laWll. l);.tv ;.t visit to v(}ur 
local mtmicipal cotmcil. Ask them 
point bl:tnk: Is anyone going to i)t]t 
;L stop tO tills madness? 
a message  l rom 
TW U 
The Telecommunioalions Workers Union 
Cruise the Internet in 
a great choice of ='ate plans: 
Plan A - Hourly with rates as low as 2.1 cents a minute 
No Monthly Minimums - only pay for what you use! 
.Plan B - Monthly - up to 100 hours only $28.95/Mo.th 
Full Service lnternet with 
March 20, 1996 - A1 :. 
RGS lnternet Services Ltd. 635-3444 
publ ishers of  www.kermode.net  
#lq l l  I 
IMPORTANT NOTICE: 
MEASLES IMMUNIZAT ION IN  B.C.  
There is a new threat from an old virus, measles is 
trying to make a comeback. 
It takes two doses of the measlos vaccine to protect 
children from this potentially dangerous disease. 
The B.C. Ministry of Health has launched a province- 
wide program to immunize children 19 months of age 
to the end of grade 12 with a second dose of measles 
vaccine. 
Most children will be vaccinated through their school 
A special immunization clinic for children who do 
attend school and are older than 19 months will 
be held at: 
Skeena Health Unit AUDITORIUM 
Apri l  4, 12, 19 or May 2 
9:00 - 11:45 a.m. 1:15 - 4:00 p.m. 
DROP IN CLINICS 
Please bring your child's health passport to clinic. 
For more information 
contact: 
Public Health Nursing 
Skeena Health Unit 
3412 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 4T2 
Telephone: 1 (604) 638-2200 
Fax: 1 (604) 638-2264 
Bring Measles 
to its Kneezles. 
Get that 
second dose! 
. , ,  v 
B.C. MINISTRY OF HEALTH 
Merritt Mountain Must I Festival,  
July 18-19-20-21, 996 
B.C.'s largest annual Summer Country Extravaganza presents a New 
Country Super Star Package second to none! 
We'll be rockin' the mountain in Merritt with the hot country sounds of Vince Gill, Patti Loveless, Collin Raye, Neal 
McCoy, Farmer's Daughter and that's just the beginning! Further artist announcements will be ongoing. 
, TERRACE STANDARD, IN JUNCTIN WITH THE ('4 r : ~/ _ '  
~' / !X  MERRITT MOUNTAIN MUSIC FESTIVAL 
Pick up your copy of the Terrace Standard or the . . . . . . .  r - " -  - -"  - '  ""  ' - '  . . . .  " -  . . . . . .  " " " "1 
Kitimat Northern Sentinel and 10ok for this symbol ,,,,,,,c'dl~6',.,=-,,,,,,,. I NAME: 
beginning March 20 'till June 12, 1996. Fill out your entry form and I ADDRESS: 
drop it off or mail it to: I PHONE #: 
I Terrace Standard Northern Sentinel 
3210 Clinton St, 0 ~ 626 Enterprise Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 5R2 Kitimat, B.C. VSC 2E4 
If your entry is correct, your name will be entered in a draw for 
1 GRAND PRIZE OF FOUR 4-DAY PASSES ($400 value) 
I DATE OF PAPER: 
I SYMBOL FOUND ON PAGE . . . . . . . .  
I SYMBOL WAS ON wHAT AD? AOVERrJsE.N~G . . . .  
I 
3 CONSoLATION PRIZES OF TWO 4.DAY PASSES ($2OO value) I TERRACE [ ]  KITIMAT E ~ I 
Increase Your Chance To Win... Enter as often as you wish. I I 
I ST~RD DRAW DATE: " ' " " ' ' " I 
All entries must be received by5 p.m, Thursday, June 13, II AND FRIDAY, ~ l  
Staff at the Northern Sentinel Press and the Terrace Standard and I r,,,, ,,.,':iCVNO'~'m'. JUNE 14, 1996 ' ! 
IVII I JB I re  le lg l~ lT I  V~J6  | their immediate families are not eligible to enter. - -  - ,  - -  - -  - -  - .  - .  - .  =. - .  - .  - .  - ,  . . , _ ; " ¢ ' ~ e n t m e l  10 A,M. - ,  , . ,  - ,  ,,., ... , .  j 
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SOMEBODY HAS taken a small ornament from a local grave and the family 
wants it back. The ornament has great sentimental value for the family. 
Small ornament taken 
A SMAI.L oraamcnt wilh great seuti,lcnltal 
wduc has been stolen ~yoln the Kitsum- 
kalun~ graveyard at the top of Kalunt Lake 
Drive, and the thieves are being begged to 
return it. 
Four years ago, Aianna and Sandy Dun- 
cart and their daughter Dorrieu, who all live 
in Fort St. James, placed the little ornament 
at the gravesite of their grandmother whose 
ashes were buried there in 1991. 
The ashes of Dorrien's twin sister, 
Alexandra, had been buried in the same 
place in the family plot three years earlier. 
The little girl had died when she was just 
two weeks old. 
Sandy's morn, Charlene Duncan, who 
lives in Prince Rupert says the ornament is 
syntbolic of the relation between the grand- 
molher and grand-daughter. 
" It 's a little blue and white ceramic 
house," Duncan says. "It has a grandnta 
bunny sitting in chair in front with a couple 
of little bunnies itting at her feet." 
Health 
boss 
hired 
THE NEW group that'll be 
responsible for xtorthwest 
health care has hired its first 
employee. 
And he gets to choose 
where he'll live and work. 
Wayne Hay begins his job 
as chief executive officer of 
the Northwestern Regional 
Health Board April 1. 
He'll live and work in 
Smithers as part of a board 
decision permitting its main 
official to choose his home 
base. 
"The board agreed, even 
prior to his hiring, that it 
wouldn't be at1 issue where 
the CEO would live - -  as 
long as he would be located 
in a coxnmunity along 
Hwyl6," said Gary Roper, 
a health ministry official 
who has been working on 
setting up the new health 
body. 
"It does not reasonably 
follow that all regional of- 
flees have to be in one 
place." 
Roper said Hay chose 
Smithers because he has 
family living there. 
Hay is in the process of 
nloving from Bella Coola 
where he was the adlninis- 
trator of that community's 
hospital. 
He was also involved with 
the Northwestern Regional 
Health Board's equivalent 
ixl tile Cariboo~ 
Hay's hiring marks the be- 
ginnmg of the eshablishntent 
of the regional health board 
as the new body respoxtsible 
for health spending and 
managentent decisions in 
tile northwest. 
Its boundaries extend from 
the Queen Charlotte Islands 
in the west to Houston in the 
east. 
"Flit' board will allocated 
monies to local connnunity 
health COUltcils in an attentpt 
to move decisiotl making 
out of Victoria. 
Dtmeatl says her son arid his tautily have 
placed the ornantent at the gravesitc every 
spring for the past R~ur years. They tltcn 
remove it before the first snowfall. 
She says the family recently made the trip 
from Fort St. James and put the house back 
itt its regular spot. 
But Duncan says when she visited the 
gravesite a couple of weeks later, it was 
gone. 
"My daughter-in-law is really upset," 
she says. "And my son is also taking it 
very hard." 
Duncan says she doesn't plan to contact 
the RCMP, she just wants whoever took it, 
to put it back. "It 's a symbol of my morn 
attd my grand-daughter," she says. 
The city's administrator of parks and 
recreation, Steve Scott, says thefts from the 
graveyard are very rare. 
"We only get reports of thefts or 
vandalism once every two or three years," 
he says. ' 'It's not very conlnlOll." 
I 
., .~,,- ~,-. 
o Jlz 5', ( ~ ~ 
: 219 .,, 
Terrace and Kitimat are located in the midst of 
the BEST fishing in the world. Every year 
thousands of people hit the rivers, streams, 
lakes and coastline for a fishing experience 
second to none. The "Fishing the Northwest" 
guide book will offer advice on the best fishing 
places in the area for the public (we won't give 
away all the secrets, of course), lists of local 
guides, outfitters, resorts, hotels, motels and 
restaurants - even some of the local shopping 
hot spots. 
PUBLISH 
DATE: 
April 6, 1996 
COPY 
DEADLINE: 
Friday, 
March 22, 
1996 
STANDARD 
SALES REPRESENTA11VES: 
I 
~.q l .  v~ . . . . . . .  
ic ~:~ ,4 .Spe~~ ansmissi°n ii!!i! i~i!i 
with Overdrive 
° 4.Wheel Anti-Lock Braking System 
Air Conditioning I 
, Bent Resistant Polymer Body Panels 
o Side Guard Door Beams ! 
. Child Safety Lock on Sliding Boor 
• Seating for a Family of Five E 
¢ AM/FM Stereo with 4.Speaker | System 
, instrumentation Package Including 
Tachometer 
• Carpeted Front and Rear Floor Mats 
• Tinted Glass/So/at Gate Windshield i~:i~i::;i~i~: 
• Front and Rear Intermittent Wipers 
° Rear Window Defogger 
DRIVE AWAY MORE STANDARD FEATURES, POWER AND 
VERSATILITY THAN VOYAGER, CARAVAN OB WINDSTARf 
; L.: I
%. 
" " i  "~"~'~,~ 
. . . .  ,~.. ,'~ v
1:21:: 
~ ; : . .  : 
... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~i;~il;ii!/;, ::..~: ..: ........ 
2.  '. 
SHhRI tEhSF- PER lt0HIH 36 
THOUSA NDS LESS ! AVA. BLEA U..TEO ,,,,, o, ~T hHO DO0 SF.CURI1'( [~[poSIl, 
F0B tOtAL OBL|GAI|0H IS tl 1,5B5, 
$25,375 
MSRP 
BC Pontiac Dealer Discount 
BC VALUE plaICE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
NEED MORE ROOM AND POWER? Come in and ask to see the GMC Safari. The most van for the money. 
Most power, most seating, most room and mosl trailer towing capacity 
in its classl A well.equipped Safari is as #ow as $21,98B. 
BLIICK t 
McEWAN 
YOU SHOULD KNOW THIS: Price, lease for Trans Sport ISMZP5. Licence. taxes and insurance not included. Other lease terms are available. Offer applies to 1996 new or demonstrator models. Dealer may sell/lease 
for less, Same mileage conditions apply. Offer applies to qualified rate customers onTy. 0AC. See your dee er for conditions and details. 
J 
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PETER HEPBURN 
No trouble with 
this double 
D CURELI. lu,s served t~ur 
c,mmunlty a~ librarian for al-i 
nlos[ 17 years now. I remember 
quite well his early days in Ter- 
race both because my dad, who was on the 
board at the time, had a hand in hiring him, 
and because he always seemed such an in- 
timida ting figure to my childhood self. 
I eventually learned that Ed is not so very 
fearsome. In fact, he has a particularly wry 
sense of humour that I've grown to ap- 
preciate in the last decade. 
hi my opinion, Ed has been the most im- 
portant asset of our public library. All of 
you likely think he just reads and 
catalogues books day in and day out. Oh 
no. Not the man who brought computers 
and videos and CDs to the facility. Not the 
man who had to master the daily conun- 
drums of our recent expansion. 
I am, in fact, thinking of proposing a new 
library program wherein people could 
shadow him about his daily work. Just to 
SCC. 
All these accomplishments at the library, 
and now this April brings one more for 
him. Signs in the library have heralded the 
event. Staff have mentioned it to you. Even 
your check-out slip has foretold it. 
"On April 2, the fines.on adult books and 
CDs will double to ten cents a day. 
To me, this is piffle, despite my frequent 
overdues. Believe me, you don't want to 
face the fines that university libraries will 
extort. I once paid twenty dollars for a peri- 
odical when rcally I should have offered 
them a ycar's subscription i stead. 
Please, don't believe for a sec- 
ond that we need money for 
luxuries. Unless you regard writ- 
ten materials as a luxury, that is. 
To the library board, this fine increase is 
lifeblood. The library, you see, is funded by 
various levels of government, but mostly by 
the city. This year, however, the city did 
not give the library's proposed budget any 
real consideration, and so our actual grant 
came in significantly lower than our re- 
quested grant. 
Please, don't believe for a second that we 
need money lor luxuries. Unless you regard 
written materials as a luxury, that is. Paper 
costs have risen, resulting in decreased ac- 
quisition last year compared to the previous 
one. If we cannot obtain books for the col- 
lection, we are failing our patrons. 
It is not fair to say that since we have our 
new building we deserve nothing more. Of 
course utilities will be greater. We can, 
moreover, persevere without air- 
conditioning or a book security system 
we've done without so long now. 
I do feel, however, that our staff has 
earned at least a modest salary increase. 
We've doubled our floor space without ad- 
ditional staff to manage it. Circulation fig- 
ures so far in 1996 forecast record numbers, 
just one more indication of how much 
busier everyone is. 
To Ed, this fine increase is a move that is 
perhaps long overdue (forgive the pun), but 
not entirely welcome. This is his first ever 
fine increase, but he is not convinced that 
higher fines necessarily facilitate the 
recovery of materials. And then there is the 
idea of twiceasking for money from the 
patrons. 
You pay for the services at the library 
through your taxes. You pay again in your 
overdue fines. Unfair perhaps, but it's what 
we must do to get through the year. Other 
cities ~ Victoria and Prince Rupert come 
to mind ~ have had to close their libraries 
temporarily, We have no desire to withhold 
services that are so visibly important o 
Terrace. This means we must raise the 
fines, 
: If you have overdues now, there will be a 
fine-free week at the end of March. Once 
April comes, though, we will press on. 
A salute to local vo=u  teers 
THEY SIT at a sick, Ione- 
ly person's bedside and 
offer quiet words of com- 
fort. 
They help out at local 
these hard working people and 
say "thank you." 
You nominated 25 hard- 
working volunteers for The 
Terrace S/andard/Overwaitea 
Volunteer of the Year contest schools, organizing spe- 
cial events for children, last year, and we're confident 
Theyspend time with you'll surpass that number this 
the elderly, keeping them 
company, and brighten- 
ing their days. 
They never stop gtving. 
They give time. 
They give effort. 
They give of them- 
selves. 
They are volunteers, and it's 
time once again to recognize 
year. 
There's no doubt Terrace is a 
very generous community 
with literally hundreds of 
people who spend countless 
hours doing things for others. 
So, who do you know who 
does a lot to make Terrace a 
better place to work and live? 
Anyone who does unpaid 
volunteer work is eligible. 
They don't have to be af- 
filiated with a club or organi- 
zation 
You'll find an entry form in 
the community section of this 
week's issue of The Terrace 
Standard. It'll also appear in 
future issues. 
Think about your choice this 
week and 10ok for the form. 
Tear it  out and fill it in; or 
make a few copies first and 
pass lhem around to friends 
and neighbours. 
Tell us as I l l l lch ilS yOU ;111 
about your nominee. 
Let us know how long 
they've lived here, what kind 
of volunteer work they do, and 
how they hclp tmprovc life in 
Terrace. 
The deadline for entries is 
April 12. 
After that, a panel of judges 
from the community will be- 
gin the difficult task of choos- 
ing a winner. 
So, say "thank you" to 
someone today, and nominate 
them for the Volunteer of the 
Year. 
You can drop off your 
entries at the Terrace Stan- 
dard, or mail them to 3210 
Clinton Street, Terrace, BC 
V8G 5R2. 
Or you can fax us at 638- 
8432. 
Music festival coming to town 
THEY'RE tuning strings, 
practicing chords and 
memorizing Haydn. Music 
students across the city are 
getting ready for the upcoming 
Pacific Northwest Music Fes- 
tival, April 9-20. 
Close to 300 of those stu- 
dents are studying under the 
direction of the Terrace Inde- 
pendent Music Educators 
Society. 
The society is relatively 
young it formed in Septem- 
ber '94 and is unique in the 
area. However, membership s
growing quickly. 
"We started with seven local 
music teachers, and now we 
have 15," says Fiona Onstein,-- 
vice-president. 
The music teachers all work 
out of their homes. They 
joined together to form a non- 
profit society in order to share 
ideas, support each other and 
host joint recitals.for their stu- 
dents, says Onstein. 
An individual teacher proba- 
bly wouldn't be able to afford 
to rent a venue for recitals, but 
as a group they can. 
Recitals are held once a 
month in order to give stu- 
dents a chance to hone their 
performance skills. Now that 
the music festival is coming 
up, the pace has picked up and 
recitals are happening biweek- 
ly. 
"The kids are really getting 
good at their songs," says 
Onstein. "It means a lot to 
them to do well." 
Another way the society 
IMps its students prepare lbr 
festivals is through work- 
shops. Past workshop leaders 
include Carrie Baker, Bariana 
Katz-Eser and the Gryphon 
Trio. Another workshop is 
scheduled with Angela Hewitt 
on April 9. 
SARAH GLEN was one of many music students who took part in a recent music recital put on by 
the Terrace Independent Music Educators Society. The recital was a warm-up for the Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival, April 9-20. 
I I  I I I I I  I I  
World of 
Differences 
ET KENNEY'S multicultural 
reasl last week started off with 
a very fitting song, A World of 
Differences, sung by a choir of 
grades 1-3 students, 
The feast celebrated cultural 
differences, Many guests of 
honour were invited, including 
the Kermode Bear Dancers. 
The feast also featured a dis- 
play of East Indian dancing by 
the grade one and two classes 
and wrapped up with a multi- 
cultural potluck lunch. 
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ITY  CENE 
MUSIC 
• LOSE THE WINTER BLUES 
Dance the night away to the Low 
Budget Blues and Ole Johnson on 
March 29 at the Thornhill Community 
Centre. Tickets are available in advance 
only for $15 at Uniglobe Travel. 
• KARAOKE NIGHT is every Thurs- 
day and Sunday at George's Pub in the 
Northern Motor Inn, every Sunday and 
Monday at Hanky Panky's and every 
Friday at the Thornhill Pub. 
ETCETERA Terrace RCMP Sodal Club is throw- 
ing a transfer and retirement party for 
some of its members leaving the force, 
• TREASURES OF THE NORTH- with a BBQ'dinner and dance on April 
WEST. Ron Thiele's photography exhi- 13. Doors open at 6:30 p.m. at the Elks 
bition continues until March 30 at the Hall. Cost is $15 for social club mem- 
Terrace Public Art Gallery. Gallery bers and $20 for all others 
hours are Wed.-Fri. noon till 3 p.m., 
Friday nights from 6:30-8:30 p.m., Sat- 
urdays from noon till 4 p.m. and Sun- 
days from 1-4 p.m. 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertamraent listings. 
The deadline is 5 p.ra. Thursday for the 
following week's paper. 
THEATRE 
A Terrace Little Theatre presents the 
controversial adult drama OLEANNA 
from Mar. 21-23 and Mar. 28-30 at 8 
p.m. at the McColl Playhouse on Kalum 
St. Tickets $12 at Uniglobe Travel. 
MOVIES 
Until Thursday 
• Richard Dreyfuss tars in MR. HOL- 
LAND'S OPUS at 7:00 and 9:15 p.m. 
And BIO-DOME plays at 7:15 and 
9:30 starring Pauly Shore and Stephen 
Baldwin. 
Starting Friday 
• Prepare to go ballistic! John Travolta 
and Christian Slater star in the wild rol- 
lercoaster ide BROKEN ARRROW at 
7:15 and 9:30 p.m. At 7 and 9:15 p.m. 
Adam Sandier and Carl Weathers star in 
HAPPY GILMORE. 
@ 
rd 
0 
The Ter race  Litt le Theat re  0 
presents . . .  
a p lay  by  
DAVID MAM ET 
Directed by 
Jo Patterson 
Starring 
Alan Weston 
as John 
Mar ianne  Brorup Weston  
as  Caro l  
March 21, 22, 23 
& 28, 29, 30 
8 p.m. 
McCall Playhouse 
3625 Kalum Street 
T ickets  $12 at 
Courtesy Travel 
Sponsored by AWU of NWCC, and Totem Press 
1-800-661-2990 ° Skeena Mal l ,  635-5236 
4660 Lakelse Ave. (next o Chalky's) 
! 638-0644 
Specialty Pizza's 
#i Tacospecial #5 bacon double cheese 
#2 hot island pizza #6 meaty New Y0rker ...... ::,.::, 
#3 Hawaiian plus #7 Italian house special " 
#4 island veggie ([~;) #8 (3reek island deliglit> 
Create Your  Own Pizza 
2 FOR 1 PIZZA ; 
Pick up and Save 10% - FREE DELIVBff: 
j l? orJc  
~'  Baby's Name K a n BBah~ 'H N~a, nm:~bo rg
[lilda I lelcena Anndte Nyce 
Date & Time of Birth: 
I~ February I, 1996 at 2:35 pm 
Weight: 6Ihs Sex: Female 
I Parents: Ethel: Chester Nyce 
7 Baby's Name: 
| Kyle David Kawinsky 
LI Dale & "rime of Birth: 
| February 16, 1996 at 6:11 am 
\ Weight: 7Ibs 1 oz. Sex: Male 
[,. Parents: Sue & Bin Kawinsky 
brother Dustin 
Baby's Name: 
Barbara Rena Marisa Wells 
Dale & Time of Birth: 
February 17, 1996 at I 1:50 am, 
Weight: 8Ibs 10 oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Lillian Gona 
& Flarvey Wells St. 
Asister for Ivan & llarvey Jr. 
Thanks to Dr. Brown 
[)ale & Time of Birth: 
February 17, 1996 at 10:00 pm 
Weight: 7 Ibs 11 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Jeannette & John 
New sister for Travis & Amy 
Baby's Name: 
Kalelyn Rose 
Date: February 2D, 1996 
Weight: 8Ibs 12oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Michc lie & Fleetor 
Dignard 
Little sister for Jordan 
Baby's Name: 
Jaden Shae DeAmaral K uss 
Date & Time of Birth: 
February 21, 1996 at 7:37 am 
Weight: 7Ibs 8 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Clariee &Shawn Kluss 
Big brother Dawson 
& Maternity Slaffl 
LOONIE  SALE  
See our  Tab le  o f  Toy~ 
l ano  I NUMBER OF POGS ~:~7/~ 
.=.I~mnn~,~=.l IN THE JAR AND L:}¢;[,. 
MARC'~'"H"18"-2"4--" ~ ~ ' , ~ *  "" 
Thursday, March 21 
PEOPLE WITH CHRONIC FA- 
TIGUE SYNDROME or Fibromyal- 
gia have a support group meeting 
from 2-4 p.m. at the Happy Gang 
Center. Call Elreen at 635-9415 for 
more information. 
Saturday~ March 23 
THE TERRACE CHURCH OF 
GOD youth group is having a bake 
sale at the Skeena Mall beginning 
at 9:30 a.m. 
HEALTHY CHOICES FOR YOUTH 
is open Saturdays from 1-4 p.m., 
Tues.-Thurs. from 3:30-8 p.m. and 
Friday from 3:30.9 p.m. to all 
youths, ages seven and up. Ac- 
tivities include swimming, movie 
nights and crafts, Stop by the 
Kermode Friendship Centre on 
Keith. 
Tuesday~ March 26 
COMMUNITY KITCHENS ~ The 
public is invited to an information 
meeting about this great way to 
make friends, cook meals and save 
time and money. Meet at 1 p.m, at 
the Carpenter's Hall on 3312 
Sparks St. 
Thursday t March 28 
CANADIAN PARENTS FOR 
FRENCH hosts a public meeting on 
French Immersion. Guest speaker 
is provincial coordinator Irene 
Wright. Stop by Kiti K'Shan school 
from 7-8 p.m. 
Frlday~ March 29 
TERRACE ROD AND GUN Club 
will set up a booth at the Skeena 
Mall today and tomorrow for mem- 
bership registration. 
Tuesday, April 2 
COMMUNITY KITCHENS ~ The 
public is invited to an information 
meeting about this great way to 
make friends, cook meals and save 
time and money. Meet at 7 p,m. at 
the Carpenter's Hall on 3312 
Sparks SL 
PACIFIC NW MUSIC FESTIVAL 
committee meets at 8 p,m, on 3811 
Westview Dr. For more Info call 
Fiona Onstein at 635-9089. 
Wednesday, April 3 
DIABETIC CLINIC will be held at 
ALANON meets every Thursday at 7 
Mills Memorial Hospital. For more p.m. at 4542 Park Ave. This group is 
info call 635-2211. 
for attyone who is suffering from tim 
effects of another person's alcoholism. REGISTRATION FOR TALES 
FOR TWOS at the public library be- TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) 
gins today at 10 a.rn. The program meets every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at 
starts April 17 and runs for six the Skeena Health Unit auditorium. 
weeks. For more info call the library Weigh-in at 6 p.m. For more info call 
at 638-8177. Joan at 635-0998. 
SKEENA PARENTS PAC meets at 
the school library at 7:30 p,m. 
TI lE  TERRACE BRIDGE CLUB 
meets tt~e second and fourth Thursday 
of every month, They get started Oct. 
14 at the Legion. Call Pat at 635-2537 
or Ethel at 635-5046 for more info. 
Tim Terrace Standard offers the 
What's Up community calendar as a 
public service to its readers and com- 
munity organizations. 
This coluran is intended for non- 
profa organizations and those events 
for which there is no admission 
charge. 
Items will run two weeks before each 
event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Timrsday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions hould be typed or 
printed neatly. 
Thursday, April 4 
REGISTRATION FOR PRE- 
SCHOOL STORYTIME begins 
today at 10 a.rn.. The program 
starts April 18 and runs for six 
weeks. For more info call the library 
at 638-8177. 
Saturday, April 13 
TERRACE RCMP SOCIAL CLUB 
is throwing a transfer and retire- 
ment party for some of its members 
leaving the force. BBQ dinner and 
dance. Doors open at 6:30 p.m. at 
the Elks Hall. Cost is $15 for social 
club members and $20 for all 
others 
WEEKLY MEET INGS 
THURSDAYS 
SKEENA VALLEY CAR CLUB 
meets the fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7:30 p.m. at A&W on Keith. 
Call Bob at 635-9214 for info. 
CI IRONIC PAIN SUPPORT 
GROUP meets the third Thursday of 
every month at 2 p.m. in the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium. The group 
fights pain with education, laughter, 
sharing and caring. For more informa- 
tion, call Pat at 635-5078 or Diane at 
638-8587. 
KINSMEN CLUB of Terrace meets 
the first and third Thursday of each 
month until June. The Kinsmen seek to 
build and maintain a first class com- 
munity, For more info call Bruce at 
635-6316. 
LIVING WIT I t  CANCER Support 
Group meets the second and fourth 
Thursday of every month from 7:30- 
9:00 p,m. in the Stepping Stone Club- 
house at 3302 Sparks St, For more in- 
formation call Diane at 638-0296. 
iili !ii i;~ili ~:~ !:;: :~!Th°rnhillM°tOrsKn ~ ':" ;~i*"::?~ I i
::i/t~ i .............................. , . . . . . . .  ".-:/# 
.:::::~:;:.::m: TO CHOOSE FROM-4995 Pont ac GrandAm4 do " IN  1991Volks~J onPassat4do r " : ...... ........ ~: , ,~ :  ....... . . . . . . . . . . . .  :; : ..... . . . . . . . . . .  :.: . g 0, Automat~:i: loaded .: 
~SEAutomatic;'V.6~,:~aded:Start ng fromS17i395 : : ~': Immacu ate 114;995 :~:~ ~ :i,"~i ~ ~: :~ 
I i  1993HyundalSeupe Turbo Si1,995 :. ~' ':"!i~i~. ~:!i:~ 
...... w~: ::from)starting ''~ ...... : [] 1994CIle~ B ~r F, II '" " ~: ; .... : : i .  : . . .  :::.i: ~ ' ., laz ...... SIze; Full Load '~ S30i995 ~ ::~ 
'~i;~;;ll1995GMCt/2tonRegular CaSSLS15;995~. - ' ~;:~;: :~/; ,iiiii~,~i 
1995 3/4 ton Chev Silverado 4X4 1995 Subaru Legacy AWD Station 1994 GMC Jimmy SLT 4 door 4x4 ;::.~..:: 
3 TO CHOOSE FROM-(Turbo Diesel Wagon $18,995 LOADED. Includes leather. $27,895 i * 
4x4 Exl. Cabs) CALL NOW~ ..= • : ~i:~ 
These are just a few of the deals you'll find at this incredible Anniversary Sales Event, so don't delay ii ~ 
call Ritchie, Brent or Leo today and you could find yourself on the beaches of Waikiki tomorrow. 
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SUCCESSFUL SCIENTISTS ~ The Cal physics olympics team, just after winning the battery portion of the 
competition, Their battery pumped out 66 joules of energy, far eclipsing most of the field. The Cal team placed 
second in the event. 
Cal students bring home silver 
CALEDONIA PHYSICS teacher AI- optical obstacle course, calculating the The cable car was a very difficult 
lan Wootton has another few gadgets 
to hang from his classroom ceiling. 
Students already have to dodge 
strange miniature boats and other 
gizmos which dangle over the tables 
and desks. They are the winning con- 
traptions from past UBC Physics 
Olympics competitions. 
Alld iiow Wootton has another boat 
and a cable car to add to his peculiar 
collection. 
:For the third year now, a team of 
physics sludenls from Caledonia won 
2rid place in the UBC Physics 
Olympics, Fifty-four teams took part 
in the event which took place March 
9. 
This year's competition saw stu- 
dents making a battery powered by a 
drinkable product, going through an 
density of liquids and designing a rub- 
ber band powered cable car. 
And for the first time Wootton was 
allowed to all enter an event. 
He and two students, Anlar Pannar 
and Narneeraj Malhotra took part.in 
all opell competition 
They had to make a boat out of three 
pieces of paper alld a staple which 
would race down a stretch of water 
with wind at it's back. 
"Most boats dump or spin when the 
wind colnes from behind," says 
Wootton. 
He aud the two students had to per- 
fect a design before the competition 
which would do neither. The work 
paid off though, because they placed 
first lit the open competition. 
event, confided Wootton. 
Students had to design a contraption 
which would travel up a piece of 401b 
test fishing line a pre-determined dis- 
tancc, and no further, then stop and 
travel back down, the quicker the bet- 
ter. 
The Caledonia invention iook gold 
in &at event. 
Another highlight lbr the Cal 
physics team was the battery event. 
Students used pickling vinegar to 
produce 66 joules of energy, easily 
out powering almost all of the compe- 
tition to place second. 
"This is what physics is all about," 
says Wootton. "Events like this make 
students think about how it works and 
why it does something." 
YUCK! Part of the requirement for the battery event 
was that the 'battery acid' had to Oe a drirT~able pro- 
duct. The Cal team chose pickling wnegar, Here Len 
Pelletier discovers it didn't make a tasty beverage, 
B.C. Senior Games Zone 10 
Terrace, B.C. 
On behalf of the Ways & Means Committee, 
I would like to thank the businesses of Terrace for their 
support and donations of prizes for our Fun Day Curling 
on March 10/96, 
JEANS NORTH 
ALl. SEASONS SPORTS 
LOMAK TRANSPORT CORR 
BUROETrE DISTRIBUTORS 
PETERBILT TRUCKS 
SHOPPERS DRUGS 
ERWIN JEWELLERS 
OVERWAITEA 
TERRACE INTERIORS 
K-MART 
COLOR WORKS 
SHEFFIELDS AND SONS 
KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN 
FLOWERS A-I_A-CARTE 
NORTHERN DRUGS 
WORKWEAR WORLD 
BUCK OR TWO 
PERSONALLY YOURS EMBROIDERY 
RUDON ENTERPRISES LTD. 
BEAR CREEK CONT, LTD. 
INLAND KENWORTH 
END OF THE ROLL 
WILKINSON BUSINESS MACHINES 
CREATIVE NOTIONS 
SIGHT AND SOUND 
DAIRY QUEEN 
JUST LEGS 
TERRACE TRAVEL 
SPEEDEE PRINTERS 
McDONALD'S 
SAFEWAY 
EV'S MEN'S WEAR LTD. 
GEMMA'S BATHROOM BOUTIQUE LTD. 
f 
Chairperson 
Ways & Means Committee 
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CANADA'S LARGEST VOLUME CARPET & VINYL ~ CEHTRES 
Starting at 
'97, s 
Great for high 
Traffic Areas 
Starting at 
$ 99 4sy 
Great for rec rooms 
and rentals 
Starting at 
S79s 
sy 
Minimizes vacuum 
marks and foot prints 
lO0's Of Rollends And Full Rolls Big Enough To Do Your Entire Home 
Mon - Sat 9:00 a,m, - 6:00 p.m 
II Sunday11:OOa'm'-4:OOp'm'l ~.. =.. - . . . -  I 
II 800-511-6511 I l l   'l'iM  t(m lllll 
Darlene's Country 
Antiques 
We would like to 
thank our customers 
for their patronage 
over the years and 
hope you will 
continue to visit this 
location as the new 
home of the Colour 
Connection Designs 
opening soon. 
III 
Thank you, Darlene. 
i 
1" i 
...... 4k- 
[./. l: 
~:  Every year it gets harder to get by. 
Government has lost touch with 
the people who pay their taxes and 
who make this province work. It's time 
to get government under control and 
make life better for BC families. Listed 
below are some key points of the BC 
Liberal plan. Please call the 1-800 
number for your free copy of how [ ] l  
we're going to build BC's future. Gordon Campbell 
• Reduce government 
• Cut taxes for the middle class 
• Make deficits illegal 
• Make education an essential service 
• Protect patient care 
• One law for all British Columbians 
• Work or learn for welfare recipients 
• Remove barriers to job creation 
• Protect the working forest 
• Fair land claim negotiations 
1-800-823-9331 
I 'HE " 
Cf)URAGI.!, I I  ,~ 
"10 CHANCE "-::"-,=',- 
The BC Liberal Party 
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HEY HEY HEY, GOODBYE ~ Twenty students from Thornhill Jr. Secondary are 
in Europe right now on the trip of a lifetime. Here part of the group waved goodbye 
before they left, last Thursday. 
On a European vacation 
WHAT ARE your phms for this spring 
break? An)use the kids? Try to con 
them into housework? Maybe a trip to 
Prince George. Well, 20 students from 
Thornhill Jr. Secondary had better 
plans. They're in Europe right now, on 
a two week tour of Rome, Florence 
Barcelona nd Paris. 
Two teachers and two parents have 
joined the .students on their European 
tour. Although the cities were pre- 
selected, the students - -  in grade nine 
and ten - -  set the schedule of events. 
On the agenda was the Eiffel tower, the 
Vatican, Pompei, the Sistine Chapel 
and making a wish in the tea fountain 
in Rome. Shopping also ranked high on 
the wish list, plus plenty of free time 
for the kids to explore. 
They left last Thursday after a 
whirlwind of fundraising, including 
bottle drives, raffles, fruit sales and 
more. 
The vacationers return back home 
March 29. 
Gathering of the clans 
ELDERS FROM northwestern B.C. 
and Alaska will be in Terrace May 6-9 
for a Gathering of the Clans, a ,nulti- 
cultural event which everyone is invited 
to attend. 
The gathering will feature professional 
and amateur dance troops, a grand 
entry, traditional dancing, an open 
forum, guest speakers and craft tables. 
Those who live 'in the Terrace area can 
contact the Kermode Friendship 
Society or drop by and fill out a form. 
Volunteers and families willing to billet 
people are also needed. To volunteer 
call Benita Chapdelain at 635-7670 or 
Patricia Bolton at 635-4906. If you're 
interested in setting up a craft table, call 
Audience 
feedback 
welcome 
Kathy Mansouri at 635-3505. 
Registration deadline is March 31. Ave. 
SEXUAL HARASSMENT. 
Political correctness. Those 
two hot issues are key in 
Oleanna, a new Terrace 
Little Theatre play opening 
tomorrow night at the 
McColl playhouse. 
The play, written by 
David Mamet, is about an 
older male professor and a 
younger female student who 
find themselves involved in 
more than professional rela- 
tionship. 
Director Jo Patterson'isn't 
afraid of the controversy the 
play might cause. She's 
even arranged for talk-back 
sessions after each showing 
of the play. 
Andre Klingner, a 
psychology professor at 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege, is organizing the talk- 
back sessions. 
"It's an opportunity for 
people who see the play to 
talk about feelings that may 
be aroused by seeing the 
play," says Klingner. 
After the play anyone who 
wants to discuss any issues 
raised will be invited to stay 
behind. 
Klingner has line up 12 lo- 
cal people to act as facili- 
tators. Two will be present 
after each showing, one 
male and one female. One 
person will have a literary 
background and the other 
will be an expert in psychol- 
ogy. 
"We're not intending that 
they be judgmental. It's just 
an opportunity to talk about 
the play," says Klingner. 
These teams won't direct 
the dialogue, he adds, 
they'll just be there to ans- 
wer questions when pos- 
sible. 
Oleanna runs March 21- 
23 and March 28-30. Tick- 
ets are available at Uniglobe 
Courtesy Travel on Lazelle 
@ 
0 
The Terrace Little Theatre 
presents... 
a play by 
DAVID MAMET 
Directed by 
Jo Patterson 
Starring 
Alan Weston 
as John 
Marianne Brorup Weston 
as Carol 
0 
March 21, 22, 23 
& 28, 29, 30 
8 p.m. 
McColl Playhouse 
3625 Kalum Street 
Tickets $12 at I 
uurltlIBE 
Courtesy Travel 
Sponsored by AWU of NWCC, and Totem Press 
A SPRING BONUS FOR YOU! 
Receive $10 of free merchandise after 
the purchase of products totalling $100, 
when you become a member of our 
savings club. Ask about becoming a 
member today. 
SCIENCE & 
s NATURE, CO, 
Terrace 635-1887 
OVl t f t l  
~® 
onl~ 
with the purchase 
of regular 
A&W Fries 
s ta× or Onion Rings. 
Ahh. the Mozza Burger-. A soecially seasoned patty, topped with real 
mozzarella, crisp smokey bacon and fresh toppings. And now you can 
enjoy it for this very special price, every Wednesda;~® 
until March 24. So hurry in to A&W. 
See the Bear,,, 
4616 Keith Ave., Terrace 
638-0100 
Skeena Mall, Terrace 
635-3332 TERRACE 
© 1996 A&W Food Serv ices  o f  Canada Inc  
Terrace Standard and Overwaitea 
Volunteers of the Year 
Nomination Form 
The Terrace Standard and Overwaitea are holding a Volunteer of the Year contest celebrating the 
achievements and work of local community volunteers. If you know someone who's helped make Terrace 
a better place, tell the town! 
Name of Volunteer 
Organization (s) volunteer is active in: 
Nominated by: 
Organization: Telephone: 
Volunteer's profile. Please provide a brief history on the nominee. How long have they been active 
organizations in Terrace? How have they helped make terrace a better place? 
in 
Who's elegible: Anyone who does unpaid volunteer work.Membership in a 
group or Society is not mandatory. 
Drop off form at Overwaitea, Skeena Mall, 
or The Terrace Standard office, 
fax to 638-8432, or mail to 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
• I 
STANDARD Overwaltea Foods 
l~ , .e~Jb  J I e l  • • "_-  1 ~ 4 - e II I o v t, - ,  i • 
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Close 1o nature is close a q od 
ON MARCH 17 we celehraied nearby holy places such as Iona, 
St.Patrick's Day. We wtlrc, green, 
,,,,<,,,, ,,,,,, v,ew'"---- Po in t  "'"°"'"'"< ,,rio the tradl- how Patrick rid Ireland of its snakes. 
If we were extremely lucky we eve,i 
heard that Patrick is the Patron Saint 
of Irel and. 
How many of us will have remem- 
bered that on March I parts of thc 
Christian tradition commemorated 
St.David, the Patron Saint of Walcs? 
Other than both of these com- 
memorations occurred, in March, what 
do these celebrations have in com- 
mon? These two saints were part of a 
church community that is known to 
church history as the Celtic Church. 
The Celtic Church that found its 
roots in Ireland, Scotland and Wales 
engaged in missionary activity to En- 
gland and to parts of Western Europe 
as the Roman Empire disintegrated. 
As the Roman Church regained its 
strength the Celtic Church lost its in- 
fluence and by 604 had been coin- 
pletely absorbed in the Roman Church 
in England. 
One of the strengths of the Celtic 
Church was its emphasis on learning 
and especially on the study of scrip- 
lure. The creation of illuminated man- 
uscripts as exemplified in The Book of 
Kells is only possible by people who 
revered the Word of God. 
Themonastic life of the Celtic 
Church was less rigid than that ex- 
emplified by the later Western 
monastic orders, It is said that it was 
not unusual for a monk to leave a 
monastery during the summer to live 
the life of a hermit on an isolated rock 
off the coast, and to give themselves 
to contemplation, until the winter 
winds made life so uncomfortable that 
they returned to the comfort of the 
monastery. 
We have heard the seemingly mythi- 
cal accounts of the voyages of the 
Irish monk Brendan to North Amer- 
ica. This was in keeping with Celtic 
understanding that they lived in exile 
and were to engage in pilgrimage for 
the sake of Christ. 
Pilgrimages could be made to 
lional holy places of Jerusal m nd 
Rome or to renlote places such as the 
Faroes or Iceland. 
The Celts, living among the rugged 
beauty of Ireland, Scotland and 
Wales, well understood that God was 
present in all of nature. Their only 
possible response was to praise a God 
who created such beauty and wonder. 
But the Cells understood that God 
was active in the events of daily exis- 
tence ~ getting up in the morning, 
going to bed, meals, chopping wood 
for the fire I and their response 
could only be one of gratitude to The 
One who made their life possible. 
We so-called moderns have much to 
learn from Patrick and David and 
from others in the Celtic Church as we 
rediscover what it means to be faithful 
Christians in an age which is redis- 
covering the importance of nature to 
our survival as humans. 
Tim views expressed inthe above ar- 
ticle are those of the writer, and not 
necessarily the views of this newspa- 
per. 
Notes from the legion 
• Paying for bursaries for needy stu- 
dents. 
• Providing support services to senior 
citizens (Meals on Wheels, drop-in 
centres, etc.). For example, the branch 
has just donated $3,000 to Meals on 
Wheels here in Terrace• 
If you wish for more information 
regarding our poppy fund or help with 
. 
liy I)I,;TI,'.R ('R()Mlrr()N 
l|riilich 13 
IF YOU'VE lilissed ii Icw Icgioll InCeling.~ 
this year, April 9 is your t'hallCC Io calch tip 
on legiou h~l ppenhlgs. 
For those of you who aren't familiar with 
the legion's activities, here's a bit of an 
overview. 
Many of the legion's fundraising activity 
is used to Improve life for people ill your 
community include. 
• Providing assistance to needy ex- 
service members and their families, 
• Purchasing medical equipment and 
appliances for community health 
facilities, 
• Paying for medical research and 
training. 
• Building affordable housing for 
veterans and senior citizens, 
pensions, etc., please give our service 
officer, Cmde Dereck Hales, a call at . ~  ~ 
635-5623 or at the Legion, 635-5825. 
Don't forget steak nights, and your 
general meetings. See you in the 
branch 
For those who still have not paid your ~ ,'~ 
1996 dues, come on, it's getting late W:~RW~~.~,  
and we need'your support. 
Lest we forget. 
Levi's Orange Ta,  
Straight Le~ 
reg. $49.98 ~; - -  , ~  
Work G|oves 
Entire Selection 
20%off  
Men's Work 
Socks  A 
• 3 Pack 
~ •teg .  $10 .98  
Men's 100% 
Cotton Covera 
36-46 Re~E 
reg. $39.98 
Lee Stonewashed I J 40-46 Tall 
Jean J acket  ~ reg. $44.98 
Straight Le s429,. .... 48-52 RelE 
reg. $52.98 ~ reg. $45.98 
9 
Ladies Harem 
48-52 Tall  94199 
reg. $49.98 ~ . , I 
reg. $29.98 
Men's Matterhorn 
Boots 
Steel Toe 
Hi-top 
reg. $154.! 
Rubbercaulk 
Boots bv Act  
Soft Toe 
reg. $~1.5.98 
i reg.$124. 
II 
Store Hours 
Mon.- Sat. 
9:30 am - 6 pm 
Fri. 'til 9 pm 
Sun. 12- 5 pm 
) E ¢ kiss of 
-JD ATH, 
::J: Bl~rl'ISll CXILUMI:I IA 
I .UNf;  ASSO('IA'I'It )N  
J~(~% .L](IJllj ,~laliol~ J ) 
V;IIICOII%UL |{,(-" \t(1.1 . IM2  
Phone. !-,~(}(l-fit~5.J.l '~(; 
j ,  
HEAKr 
AND S'IROK£ 
FOUNDATION 
Box 22, 
IMPROVING Terrace, B,C. Major Credit Cards 
YOUR Accepted ODDS V8G 4A2 
AGAINST Marjorie Park Your donation is
CANADA'S 638-1167 tax deductible 
#1 KILLER 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next-of- 
kin, for an acknowledgement cara 
TENANTS 
Do you need a place to rent? 
Have you answered ads only to find the rental was rent- 
ed out last week? Are you frustrated? Don't know what 
to do next? 
CALL US. The Terrace Housing Registry will work hard 
to find you somewhere to rent. We will provide your 
rental application to landlords when something comes 
available. We will look for what you need within your 
price range. 
We also provide the following s~rvices: 
- matching landlords & tenants 
- workshops & advice about Residential Tenancy Law 
- move in/move out inspections 
- mediation 
- assistance with Tenancy Agreements 
- assistance from the Tenancy Advocate 
If you aren't yet registered with us, you haven't looked 
everywhere! 
Phone: 635-4044 
l ALL 
SERVICES 
ARE FREE 
OF 
CHARGE 
T~ project w~ made poss~e thro~h fund~ from the 
Community Ho~sing Initiatives compone.ts of HO"~ES BC 
an initiative of the ~ of. Housing Recreation and 
Consumerservices 
Scltools are tt.trnin~ ottt stttdents who can't read. 
Surprise. A I995 haemational stttdy showed 
that Canada is a hi~ltly literate cotmtry, attd is becoming more 
so all the time. In.fact, Canadians 16 to 24 years-oht 
atv t,Jice Ms likely to score highly on literacy tests than those 
ill the 56 to 65 age grottp. 
Our Public Education system is open to all students. 
No child is excluded regardless of  race, income, 
or special needs. Our  teachers, along with education support 
workers and other key resources, provide not  
only the basics but an expanding body o{knowledge to help 
prepare our children 5)r a changing world. 
Our  neighbourhood schools arc now under attack fi-om 
often misinforuled sources.Vital filnding and resoulves 
hang in the balance. Public Educatmll is worrl~ ,:,'.pp:l: ung. 
Get the real story. (,'all the British Columbia Teachers' 
Federation ;it 1-8(10-663-9163 or write us ;it 
# I()()-550 West 6th Ave.,k4mcouver, B.C'. VSZ 41)2, 
e-real 1: t~bahulgo@bctf.bc.ca 
Hollie page: htt p: / /www.bctf .bc.ca/bctf  
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Cancer society looking for donations Around 
NEXT MONTH is Cancer Month and 
organizers are looking for more 
volunteers to help with the door-to-door 
campaign 
The campaign slogan this year is "Do 
it for a friend." 
Aside from raising money for cancer 
research, the Terrace branch of the Ca- 
nadian Cancer Society is also hoping to 
raise money to buy a lympha press ma- 
chine for Mills Memorial Hospital. 
A lympha press is a calibrated gradi- 
ent pressure pneumatic pump which of- 
fers effective treatment of lymphatic 
and venous disorders. This powerful, 
versatile lightweight pump provides 
therapeutic advantages for both home 
and hospital use. 
The local cancer unit would like to 
purchase one or even two of these ma- 
chines. 
The closest city which has these ma- 
chines is Prince George or Vancouver. 
Travel to those cities is costl~ and for 
many patienis, out of the question. 
However, fundraising for the lympha- 
press has been going well. 
Mr. Stan Kincaid donated his wife's 
quilting loom to the Terrace Quilters 
who in turn donated the first quilt made 
on it to the Terrace Cancer Society. 
The quilt was raffled and yielded 
$1,800 towards a lympha-press. 
In addition the Terrace Lions have 
donated $800, the CWL donated $500, 
and the Knights of Columbus, $300. 
But more donations are still needed 
since the Cost of the machine is $6,800. 
The cancer society Js hoping more 
community groups will come forward 
with donations. 
There are at least six people in the 
community who need this type of treat- 
ment, which takes one to three hours 
once a week to once a month. 
Having the machine at Mills would 
alleviate the need for these patients to 
travel out of town for treatment. 
Donations hould be sent to the REM 
Lee Foundation, 4720 Haugland Ave., 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 2W7, and be clear- 
ly marked for the lympha-press. 
And please remember that canvassers 
will be coming to your door next 
month, collecting money for cancer e- 
search. 
If you'd like to volunteer as a canvas- 
ser, phone Nel Lieuwen at 635-7857. 
Next month's activities will be kicked 
THE CANCER Society recently presented the REM Lee Foundation with a che- 
que towards the purchase of a lympha press. Pictured above are Michael 
Leisinger, Dorothy Alway, Carol Schmidt, Pat Wafzig, Anne Leclerc and Dr. Dun- 
field. 
off with the annual daffodil sale. This Co-op and all the money collected will 
will be held on March 21 at the Terrace go towards patient services. 
Town 
Help for 
students  
MATH GIVING you a 
hard time? Finding 
English Lit, a bit much to 
understand? Whether 
you're struggling to pass, 
or need an extra bit of help 
to get that 'A' there's a 
tutour for you. 
The Kermode Friendship 
Centre is offering free 
tutouring for any student 
from kindergarten to grade 
12. The tutouring is avail- 
able Monday to Thursday, 
after school, 4-8 p.m. On 
three of those nights, three 
tutours will be available 
for help. 
The tutouring service 
will start up March 25 and 
will run until the end of 
the school year. It's 
~?unded through school dis- 
trict 88. For more in- 
formation, call the 
Kermode Friendship 
Centre at 635-3013. 
J 
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Good nutrition requires, x'/-- . , ,  , 
a two step solution 
Good nutrition requires a two step 
solution. The first is simple and com- 
mon sense, watch what you're eating. 
The second is a little more complex, 
and hard to be sure. Watch what 
you're not eating. 
Preventing sickness, disease, canc- 
er, weight gain, sleeping problems 
etc. is easier than trying to cure them. 
But making sure that you get all of the 
vitamins you need, and avoid the pro- 
ducts that are linked to cancer is far 
more difficult han it seems. 
Any canned food you buy will con- 
tain preservatives, and nearly all of 
your comdements contain food colour. 
ings for make them more attractive to 
the buyer. 
Even when you look at a high veg- 
etable diet, things look grim. Over 
farming has removed many of the 
trace minerals you need in your diet. 
Pesticides and herbicides now cover 
most of our vegetables, and modern 
farming techniques to make foods 
grow faster, taste better, and become 
disease resistant, often reduce there 
nutritional value. 
There is no simple solution, but if 
you want to avoid the problems that 
bad nutrition creates, the only cure is 
prevention, anything else is only treat- 
ing symptoms. Making small choices 
will add up to a world of good, choos- 
ing organic products when you can, 
reducing the amount of processed 
food you eat, reducing the stress in 
your life, and exercising regularly will 
prevent problems such as cancer, and 
weight gain, and make you feel a 
whole lot better. 
J • 
~ - -  100% Certified Organic! 
~ - -  Hot Out of the In-Store Roaster! 
~ - -  The Smoothest, Most Fragrant and Delicious Coffee 
You've Ever Tasted! 
777 
LOCATED IN THE LAZELLE MINI-MALL 
r 
MEMBER 
MEMBRE 
I 
Anka's Fresh Food & Dessert 
' "Wo [~ av '~rs  o t e r . . . . .  
WEEKLY LUNCH AND DINNER SPECIALS 
,Tn K~ith s t  635"1510 
Touching 
• Relieve tension in the body and stress. ( '~  j 
• Improve ne.rves and bloody supply. ~ [ ]  
• Help nature normalize over or under active K /~ ~ []  
glands, ) ~  ~,~ [ ]  
• Break down crystal deposits or blockages in ,//~'~ -~ L,~,,~ [ ]  
clogged channels allowing circulatlorl which [ /~/}~,~ ~ [ ]  
allows the free flow of energy to ailing organs, ~ ; ~ ,  '~k  l 
g~ands or pa,ts of the body. ~ l(ft~,~ ~ I 
• Enables the body to swing into nautra, balance / /~ Ii~/] [ ]  
and harmony within its self. ['7~ ~J.~' [ ]  
• Helps rebuild perfect cells and healthy tissue. [1tl] [J~ 
• Recognizes certain health problems before ~ll~ ~1/~ [ ]  
they become serious, ~,~ ~ 
• Builds resistance to attacks of dlesease. ~/ 1~ 
. , _  
i~-:: : .  : 
ca~t~ 
~ ~ • " i:::il I 
: I 
, #124736 LakeJse 635 s98o j 
INCREASE ENERGY, LOSE WEIGHT 
BUILD MUSCLE o RESTORE HEALTH 
,.,. The Natural V 
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KATHLEEN BRANDSMA PORTS 638-7283 
SKEENA ANGLER 
I T ROB BROWN here is an unnamed trail that follows the 
lowest mile of Deep Creek to the Kalum 
River. On its south side a band of 
original timber sheltered the creek; the 
land on the road's northerly side was made up of 
fields and untended second growth, shorn some thirty 
years ago. 
When Columbia Cellulose was cutting and decking 
timber a!ong the lakes'so it could be driven down the 
Kalum to the Skeenathe rodeo turned into a circus. 
Logs careened down stream smashing into the 
banks then piled up in the big canyon, forming a mas- 
sive immovable jam thirty feet high that had to be 
dynamited. 
Wood plugged side channels of the Kalum and the 
Skeena on the trip to tide water at Salvus. 
Tractors were dispatched to retrieve the timber. 
In the low waters of winter and spring, operators 
uprooted the logs for a second time, tearing up 
spawning ravel filled with salmon eggs and ripping 
rich habitat o shreds. 
With ground water percolating from innumerable 
sites feeding a complex stream grid that then fed 
swamps and ponds before nursing the main river, the 
Kalmn was sahnon growing real estate at its finest. 
The chinook were big individually, and in ag- 
gregate, natural and wondrous, say the old timers. 
They say too, that after the log drives the fishing 
went fiat, not for a short time, but for ten years after 
that. 
It was not until the nineties, contends Don Nor- 
strom, that the great salmon began to appear in num- 
bers anywhere near their natural abundance. 
Gene Llewellyn seconds that opinion. 
He points out that the spring, salmon were the most 
visible casualty. 
Coho and steelhead and catthroat, he says, didn't 
fare any better. " ' ' 
I knew little of this on my first trip to the river 
along that route. 
The alder, drawn to the damp disturbed soil, was 
working hard to reclaim the old right of way. 
I worked through those trees brushing away the 
low branches. 
At the crest of a bench moose and wolves had left 
signs of their passage. 
I picked my way through an extensive marsh 
dotted with beaver ponds and found myself at the tail 
of the run Stan Doll named after the snakes that 
suntan in summer on the hot rocks of the dike on the 
Nass Road side. 
I learned that wading the river was impossible be- 
fore frosts had rstcheted the river down. 
I also discovered that fishing from the east bank 
was a frustrating proposition. 
From that time on I used the trail early and late, 
often skiing to the river with my waders and rod oa 
my back. 
The wade across the riffle below the reach I 
dubbed the Stumble Run was tricky and, because of 
the possibility of a hypothermie dip, dangerous. 
With care and a staffI made it many times. 
The three pieces of water, Snake, Stumble and 
Eagle Tree fished wonderfully well. 
I seldom failed to find a steelhead, on two or three 
occasions I found many. 
A few years ago I noticed bits of fluorescent flag- 
ging and white stakes along the Deep Creek trail - the 
buds of growth. 
Here we go again, I thought, once more land that 
should have remained within the forestry land base 
had been turned over to developers. 
Since then roadways have been cut out of the area, 
the existing trails have been widened and power 
poles have gone up. 
From the snake I can hear tractors working the val- 
ley again, clearhlg sprawling tracts for hobby farmers 
and the prospective residents after greater privacy 
than a city lot affords. 
For the river valleys these quasi.rural developments 
are devasta ring. 
Clear cutting is hard on river lands, but at least 
there is the possibility of renewal. 
The same is not tree of pavement and houses. 
The capillaries of the Kalum's circulatory system, 
those thousands of small critically important streams, 
are casualties of subdivisions. 
The loss of each one ultimately leads to salmon 
loss. 
The Road that was the Deep Creek Trail has al- 
ready impacted anumber of the creek's feeders. 
Next will come driveways, ditching, wells and sep- 
tic fields, disrupting drainage patterns. 
Swamps, vital nurseries for fish, will be drained. 
Private property signs will appear leading to con- 
flict and bitterness. 
Where there has been development in the Kalum 
valley, the aesthetics have been violated as some resi- 
dents clear land indiscriminately, piling logs and ear 
bodies. 
With insufficient Mlnlstry of Environment staff - 
one man covers the entire region from here to 
Smithers - no adequate safeguards will be imple- 
mented and a great river system will be trashed. 
There needs to be a re-examination of this and 
slmtlar developments within the conf'mcs of our great 
salmon streams. 
Such an analysis needs to happen soon. 
Bluebacks surprise at provincials 
MEMBERS OF the Terrace 
Blueback swim club came home 
froul the age group provincials in 
Victoria with eight top-three fin- 
ishes. 
Eleven-year-old Dylan Evans 
took silver in both the 400 meter 
free and the 1500m free. 
Chris Kennan, 14, finished the 
100m backstroke in second and 
the 100m free in third.- 
"He had a phenomenal meet," 
says Blueback coach Mike Car- 
lyle. 
He notes Kennan broke the 
provincial record ill the 100m 
back, knocking more than two 
seconds off his personal best 
time. 
The age 13/14 girls relay teams 
took gold medals in both the 
medley and freestyle races, and 
the age 13/14 boys placed second 
in the medley and third in the 
freestyle. 
The "Points North" team, 
made up of swimmers from Ter- 
race, Kitimat, Prince Rupert and 
Smithers finished 6th overall in 
the 32 team competition. 
532 swimmers competed at the 
meet, held at the Commonwealth 
Games Pool March 8-10. 
Carlyle says he's very pleased 
with his team's performance, and 
says some swimmers in particular 
did very well. 
"Seth Downs had an excellent 
meet," Carlyle says. 
"He really rose to the occasion 
of the provincials." 
The 16-year-old swimmer 
posted personal best times in all 
nine events he swan]. 
And Carlyle goes on to note 
that Audrey Erb, 12, had some 
excellent times for her freestyle 
events. 
And he says he was particularly 
impressed with Evans' per- 
forma nee in the 1500m free. 
"He went in ranked sixth, and 
came out second," says Carlyle. 
"We were very excited with thai 
performance." 
And although 12-year-old Kyle 
Narzt did not place in any evenls, 
Carlyle says hc posted excellenl 
limes in all of his freestyle 
eveu ls .  
/Mid Carlyle goes on to praise 
the efforts of file relay teams. 
Marina Checkly and Audrey 
Erb represented Terrace on file 
13/14 medley team. 
"Erb had to swim the butterfly 
in that event," he says. 
"She's quite weak in it, but she 
took two seconds off her best 
time and we were very un- 
pressed." 
Tristan Brown and Chris 
Kerman swani for Terrace on the 
boys 13/14 team, and Dylan 
Evans and Kyle Narzt represented 
Terrace on the boys 11/12 team. 
They placed fifth. 
-k Or -k ,t- ,k 
FOUR BLUEBACK swinuners 
medalled at the Massct Eagle 
Spring llwitational. 
Maria Farrell earned gold, and 
PROUD WINNER. Blueback Chris Kerman took home 
two medals, a g01d and a silver, fromthe age group 
provincials in Victoria. Coach Mike Carlyle says the 
whole team had a great meet. 
Jeniue Barton got silver in the 10 
and under girls competition. 
And bronze medals went to 
Aislyn Wall in the 8 and under 
girls and to Eric Eide in the 10 
and under boys. 
The Blucbacks are hosting an 
invitational meet April 12-14. 
Basktetball scholarships 
Cal hoopsters tops in BC 
TWO CALEDONIA grade ..12!stu: 
dents are the recipients of a very 
prestigious basketball scholarslnp. 
Joseph Dominguez and Linnae Bee 
have each won a $500 scholarship and 
a trip to General Motors Place in Van- 
couver. 
The scholarship is given through the 
McDonald's-Vancouver Grizzlies 
BEST (Basketball Education Scholar- 
ship Team) program. 
Dominguez and Bee will be recog- 
nized in a ceremony at GM Place 
April 7. 
After that, they'll get the chance to 
watch a Grizzlies/Phoenix game. 
A total of 60 scholarships were 
awarded this year - 30 for boys and 30 
for girls. 
" lI5:boyg applied.'2 ..... 
"When you consider there are tliou- 
sands of kids playing ball and there 
are only 60 scholarships awarded this 
Is pretty prestigious," says Ken Wins- 
lade of the BC High School Boys Bas- 
ketball Association. 
"It 's quite an accomplishment when 
you look at the nmnbers." 
He says applicants are selected on 
the basis of their basketball ability, 
their grades, and involvement in the 
community. 
"It 's kind of nice to have a student 
that's all around," says Dominguez' 
coach Cain MacKay. 
"He's done a lot of refereeing, he's 
taught a couple of elementary school 
F-E classes arid has coached mhfi.-bas,':-~ .~ ~.~=,.~ 
ketball." 
And, MacKay says Domingucz ~s 
also involved in a volunteer eading 
program. 
On the girls side, Bee has been a 
strong player for Caledonia through- 
out the season. 
She has been the recipient of a num- 
ber of tournament MVP awards, as 
well as being selected to toumamenl 
all- star teams. 
At one point in the season coach 
Scott Stewart noted "the shining spol 
for the Cal girls this year has been the 
play of senior point guard Linnac 
Bee." 
Bee and Domiaguez are bolh being 
scouted by colleges and universities. 
SWEEP! SWEI::P[ Two young students work hard to get that perfect shot. Play in the elementary school 
curling league puts the emphasis on fun rather than competition. Teams are made up of players from five 
area schools. Most of the curlers played two afternoons each week. 
Curling 
play 
winds 
down 
PLAY WRAPPED up in the 
school curling league last week. 
Twenty-four teams from five 
area elementary schools; 
Uplands, Centennial Christian, 
Clarence Michiel, Veritas and 
Copper Mountain participated 
afternoon. . the Terrace Curling Rink oil tile 
The emphasis was placed on ' Easter weekend, April 4'7' 
full, rather than competition. The event usually draws bc- 
,k ,k -k ~, ~- twecn 50 and 60 inch's teams. 
Area curlers arc gearing up for Tlicre arc five Events schcdul- 
the Totetn Mixed Bonspici. 
ed~ and about 12 thousand ollars 
It goes at the Terrace Curling in prizes up for grabs: : 
this year, Rink from March 22-24. 
The  curlers, all between tile And there is still plenty of space Entry deadline ill March 29. 
ages o f  cight and ten, curled left to sign up a team for the Tosign up a icatnl cail the curl- 
eVery : Tuesday and 'l"hursday "Loggers Bonspiel" which is a t  ingrinkat 635:5583, 
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I 635 TIPSJ ~ d 2  Sports Menu Terrace Minor Hockey is holding it's Tyke and Novice ( ,I|IW|IEII I  year end banquet at the Thornhill Community Center at 6 p.m. The Bantam ',ouse, Juve,,ile house and Rep banquet . ;ll)iq)l'llS goes at 8 p.m. The Atom and PeeWee banquet is ~kpril 2 at 
MEN'S  REC HOCKEY PLAYOFFS 6 pan. Players are asked to bring just one parent per faro- 
ily. Cost for that parent is $5, 
To get an event on Sports Menu, bring the details 
into the office at 3210 Clinton St., phone 638-7283 or 
fax to 638-8432 by5 p.m. Friday. 
Today 
Ohltiiners l)ivision 
Y:0() ll.m. -- Tcrrace Tin]l)ermcn v. Northcrtl Motor [nl~ 
111:311J).ln -- Stlbv¢;Iv v. SRD [3ltlt'.', 
"l'hum~day, Mam'eh 21 
Recreational Division] 
10:30 p.m. -- Fourth place v. fifth place 
Saturday, M.'wch 23 
Recreational l)ivision 
10:00 a.m. -- Fourth v. sixth 
11:30 a.m. -- Second v. third 
1;15 p.m. -- First v. fifth 
Oldtimers Division 
2:45 p.m. -- Northern Motor Inn v. SRD BLues 
4:30 p.m.-- Terrace Timbermen v. Subway 
Oldtimers Divisnon 
9:30 p.m. -- SRD Blues v. Northern Motor Inn Okies 
Sunday, March 24 
Recreational Division 
7:00 a.m. -- Fifth v. sixth 
8:30 a.,n. -- Second v. fourth 
10:15 a.m.-- First v. third 
6:00 p.m. -- Third v. Fourth 
7:30 p.m. -- First v. sixth 
9:15 p.m.-- Second v. fifth 
OMtime~ Division 
11:45 a.m. -- Terrace Timbenuen v. SRD Blues 
1:30 p.m. -- Northern Motor hm v. Subway 
GYMNASTICS 
March 22 and 23 
The Terrace Peaks Gy,unasties Club is hosting an invita- 
tional meet at the Ed Fairless Gym. There will be about 75 
athletes from Terrace, Prince George, Kitimat and 
Smithers competing. Competition begins at i p.m. Friday. 
Spectators are welcome. 
J u.J ITS U 
March Z2 and 23 
The BC Ju-Jitsu Championships are being held in Terrace 
at 5043 Keith Ave. About 25 local competitors are ex- 
peeled to attend. Organizers are also expecting athletes 
from Williams Lake, Prince George and Quesnel. 
GOLD MEDALISTS! The Terrace Senior 
youth bowling team is one of two local 
teams off to the provincials. The Bantam 
boys team will also be representing Terrace. 
Local bowlers 
ma e provincials 
TWO TERRACE youth bowling teams ;ire on their way 
to the Provincial finals in Kamloops. 
The Bantam and Seldor boys' teams both took first at the 
zone finals in Prince Rupert March 9. 
SQUASH 
March 22-24 
A "Kafight to Remember" squash tournament is being 
held at the college. Entry fee is $25 and all participants 
will receive a Black ~right T-Shirt. Entry deadline is 
Tuesday, March 19. For nmre info call Ken Hawkins at 
638-5457 or Brian Draper at 638-1487. 
SHOOTING 
March 24 
Tht' Terrace Rod mid Gun ('Iu!~ is Ilolding a spring turkey 
Shoot at U:311 ;I.a|. Oil tlie gtln t'lul~ grt~tttids 0ti Rifle Rai lge 
Rt)ad. Evcryot lc  is welt'0l l lcl  : 
. . . .  L . . 
Mar'd, 28 , ,  
The Terrace Tennis Club is Iioldiug it's annual general 
meeting at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, March 28 at 4546 
Lakelse Ave. For more inlbrmation, call Chuck Cey at 
635-6166 or 635-3564. 
" I 'm absolutely ecstatic," says senior coach Eva 
Her team" is ma~le up of Mi~:hadl ' ...~. t.. . . . .  Cooper/Chrx~ ie~'~ :, 
James Adams, Steven Miller and Ryan Sergerie. 
Michael Dahms, Carl Haugland, Mathew Adams, Lee 
Johnson and Brandon Rauschenberger make up the 
Bantam boys team. 
They are coached by Lee-Aune Mumford. 
The senior girls placed second at the zones, while the 
junior boys took third. 
The Bantam girls placed fifth. 
Corey Trogi placed second in the senior boys singles, 
and Richard Wiebe placed the same on the junior boys 
side. 
Jesse Mumford took fourth in the Bantam boys singles 
and Michelle Francis placed sixth in the junior girls 
singles. 
The provincials go Saturday, March 30. 
The Nationals go later in the spring. 
RUGBY 
March 31 
The Terrace Northmen kick off their season with a 1 p.m. 
game in Prince Rupert. Gan~e two is at home on Good Fri- 
day, April 5 against Rupert. 
IIA1)MINTON 
March 30 and 31 
Any player is welcome to attend a tournament a Thornhill 
Jr. l'rom 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. both days. For more information 
please call Dave Munro 638-1524 or Diane at 635-3564. 
For a limited time, you can join us 
and get in shape for a lot less. 
~'s our 2nd 
Anniversary sale 
March 20 - April 10 
i I-Ulluym I-aCiilues v -~n*]  
*excludes tanning oo I 
• PROFESSIONAL FRIENDLY ENVIRONMENT • STATE OFTHE~T 
:;'s~o',~I,"~:Is0%',t,"~:F',I=llx,%',",~ll==s /'.'L'S~ (~ ~,.~" I 
CLOSE OUT 
SALE 
HUGE SELECTION- Below Cost Prices 
//-,7 
~ ~  OR MORE 
ALL STOCK- FIXTURES- RENTAL 
EQUIPMENT - EVERYTHING! 
0 RUNNERS 0 SKIS 0 SNOWBOARDS 0 BASEBALL 0 
0 TENNIS 0 SOCCER 0 GOLF 0 ROLLER BLADES 0 
:l!i~,31~:%i!i~;*~lllD~:'~"-~l/ 0 HIKING 0 CAMPING 0 SUMMER & WINTER CLOTHING 0 
I ~ ii!iilIii!i]IIi+~:~'~":' :,,:,:~:,~:,,~:,::.iliiI!Ii!'~: ~'~'J  .. 0 WATER SPORTS 0 & MUCH MUCH MORE 0 
TOTAL CLOSING OUT SALE AT 
SPORTWORLD IN TERRACE 
SKEENA VALLEY GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB 
! OIIl lOtl  l)IY 
MARCH 30 
BACK 9 TOURS: 2pm-5pm 
WINE & CHEESE 7pro 
Registration All DayI 
Join us at the Clubhouse• 
I 
Two lucky members who sign up on or before 
March 25 could win back 1/2 their dues. 
An exciting year of 
golf is just around 
the corner. Everyor 
is welcome. 
635-2542 
Box 865, Terrace, B.C. 
Fax: 635-4800 
'i 
19 
' l  
I / 
t ( 
I1 
g 
Kick off to Summer 
Celebration!! 
(closing weekend) 
Sunday, March31 
2nd annual 
Climb & Crash 
(mountain bike race) 
Bikers race 13 km up Shames 
access road, then negotiate 
their bikes through a slalom 
course down panhandler, 
Enjoy live entertainment In 
Galloway's in the afternoon. 
featuring 
Hoods In The Woods 
Slush Cup 
1:30 p.m, 
Feel lucky?I! 
Try your luck at skiing across 
our big slush pond built in the 
base area, 
M ~  
m 
# 
Mou~r,u~ I |  D~, lLop,~Drr  
I/W cm~rrnl 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid 
by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in 
ads please have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard 1 insertion. $6.50 (÷tax) $22,83 for 3 inches 
W, Advertiser 1 insertion $7.50 (+tax) *Additional at $6.64 
Both Issues (consecutive) - $11,00 (+tax) per column inch. 
ADDITIONAL WEEKS - $5.00 ea, No copy change - consecutive 
issues. *Additional words (over 25) 15¢ each per issue. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAYADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$10.39 per column inch Pickup $3.50 Mail out $5.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$22.83 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $11.90 per column inch 
*Additional t $6.64 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your ad in the weekend 
edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
CTION DS 
OVER 30 
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Misc 
80 Wanted Misc 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page IocatiorL 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers Ihat it is against the provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital SIRIUS and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Rapty 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within tO days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure ¢o publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the Incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than Ihe amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address 
Phone Start Date ~3 VISA ELI MASTERCARD 
CLASSIFICATION Credit Card No. Expiry Date__  
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
1 
6 
11 
16 
6 .65  
7.40 
2 
7 
12 
17 
6 .eo  
7 .55  
13 
18 
6 .95  
7 .70  
Clip & Mall This Form To: ~ .  
Terrace Standard S T A N D A R D  3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
4 
9 
14 
19 
7 .10  
5 
10 
15 
20 - $6 .e0  
7.2.5 
"7 g~ 8.OO 
Foe longer  ad ,  ~ lo~so  use  n sopnra ,o  g l ,oo l  
Phone Fax  
638-7283 638-8432 
10. REALESTATE 10. REAL ESTATE m 
HOUSE FOR SALE BY BUILDER 
Feranappoht,. 635 2620 ment to v iew m 
bedroom,3 
split-level, 
Horseshoe 
area 
~ ~ ~, : , .~ . :~NN!  . 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
in the Horseshoe area on Lambly Ave., 2600 
q. ft., 2 st~'rey; fo0r Bedroom, 2 full bath, 2 
fireplaces, oak cabinets, oak wet bar, brick 
driveway on a 70'xl 28' lot. 
TO VIEW PHONE 
635-7327.  
2 ACRES FOR SALE at Jack 
Pine Flats. Quiet cul de sac. 
Partially cleared. Mobile homes 
ok. Good water supply and 
septic. Salamon way. $34,900 
638-7865 
2000 SQ. ft. house in Th0rnhill, 
4 bdrms, 2 full baths, office, 
partial basement with large 
storage area, private deck at 
back. N/G, A/C, furnace• Asking 
$119,500. Call 638-0860. 
3 BEDROOM home on the 
southside. New vinyl siding, 
vinyl windows, hardwood floors 
in living room, European style 
cabinets, 3 appliances close to 
school and hospital. Asking 
$115,000 for appointment to 
view call 638-1984. 
3/5 ACRE, R-3, sewer and 
water. South side, needs fill. 
$43,000 o.b.e. 635-5309 
Excellent Starter Home 
970 sqft. 2 bedroom, w/w, 
1/2 basement, laundry 
room, garage, large lot, 
fruit trees, green house, 
storage sheds, large gar- 
den area, 
Located in Thornhill 
635-9013 for appt. 
S t e ~ .  
Last Reduction $110,900 
Build With Muttart and Save 
~- ~"  , v .  ~ . . .  feb 
. . -  
You can build your Ready-to Erect home to your 
own custom plan, or choose from over 50 of our 
plans in every size and style. 
MI major components are prefabricated in our fac- 
tory for quick on-site erection. 
This means unbeatable quality and value, and a 
home that's incredibly fast and easy to build...all at 
prices you can afford. 
Muttar t  - Serv ing The West s ince  1927 
For a complete brochure please send your address- 
and $3.00 to: 
Greater Northwest Homes 
4637 Scott Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 2B1 
or call Fax/Phone ~-604-635-2256 
FROM THE GROUND UP HOME IMPROVEMENT GUIDE 
Let These Professionals And Discount Suppliers Help You With Your HomeWork! 
|, Ibm Complete  
I 
I nsurance  
i FAMILY MASTER ~ Coverage  ,-:=,-.,_..~,, 
O~PTH ~rCH~, . _~ eE~oou " Home & Tenant I 14 X I] "Leading the way in home decorating" 
Blinds, Drapes, Bedspreads, Ceramic Tiles, Wallpaper, Upholstery 
Fabrics, Custom Area Carpets & Interior Decorating Services 
Furniture Repairs 
and Upholstery 
Pioneer uph stery 
(since 1973) 
3901 Dabble Street, Terrace, B.C. 
(One block in front of Copper Mountain School) 
Claudette Sandeckl 635"9434 
~itchen cabinets ~ 
& counter tops 
European style cabinets 
beautifully Installed. 
Monu~adured by Van Way Cabineh, 
Prince George, I ] years of service, 
12 northern outlels 
To see our full line at door st'/les, colours, 
and accessories in Terrace and Kitimat call 
Ran or Donna: 
Oikos  Bu i lders  
\Ph., 635-5309. Fx. 635-5381.,) 
I I 
Lo~r I e~'.e" 
Ih ~e I LOFT AREA 
402 Sq, FL 
MAIN FLOOR 
166g Sq. FL 
TOTAL FINISHED AREA 
• 2071 Sq, FL 
Plan feature= master bedroom 
on matn f loor  
© COPYRIGHT t l~  
~ ..-. ~. 
A~ r~gh~ Imerv.d 
.g . ; " "  ~. ," " , 'V '~ 
• -~~ - -  L- ~_2L~ 
635-7466 
ROOM 
r~ .... , 
ROOM I I I I  III " '  
LIVING 
ROOM 
I~Xt7 
'~ .  .... ;: . , '~7-  ~ 
• Ira. ~'i 3L# Visit our qEltce to u~ew tab-lotions 
In the Keith Avcntte Mall 
IVvSBB FRIGEIL TION LTD. I House Plans Available Through 
UIM-BR-MART] 
MEMBER OF TIM-BR-MARTS LTD. 
Ootl;oe o 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 
635-6273 
Specializing tnmajor 
~ Ma~TAG appliance r pairs ~ ,  and warranty service 
for most makes and 
models, 
635-2188 4637 Lazelle Avenue 
635-5232 
Located in The Co-op Mall 
1-800-335-8088 Eve. 635-5179 
ACADIA NORTHWEST MECHANIC~INC./1~ 
RES]DENM& COMMEIClAL ( j~  
F::~ CE  F=:~ IZ)  ID  F=~ 
11~E PLUMBING , HEATING. REFRIGERATION PROFESSIONALS 
635-4770 , 635-7158 
FAX 635-6156 
5239 Keith, 
Terrace 
1-800-566-7158 
LENNOX 
Your Independent 
LENNOX Dealer 
TERRACE HELPING 
HANDS HOME CARE 
Minor Home 
Renovations 
Handyman 
Services 
Concrete Curbing 
FREE ESTIMATES I 
638-8677 1
Rates - 
(for 2"x2"  box) 
52 wks. O $9.46/wk 
(total $491.92) 
26 wks. 0 $13.28/wk 
(total $345,28) 
13 wks. o $14,34/wk 
ALL ADS BILLED QUARTERLY 
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1200 sq. ft. of finished 
living space, 3 bed. 
rooms, 1 + 1/2 baths, 
neutral colours. 
Plumbed for central vat. 
Blinds, hidge, stove, 
microwave, carporl, 
shed, natural gas. Large 
landscaped lot with 
fence. 
4607 Tuck. 
Asking $145,000 
PLAN TO ATrEND 
OPEN HOUSE 
on SATURDAY, March 23, 1996 
from 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
at 4906 Cooper Drive 
i ............................................. 
Hosted by 
OLGA POWER & VERNE FERGUSON 
P. ,44  
OF TERRACE 
638-1400 
EXCELLENT SMALL business- 
as. Sub Shoppe with specialty 
coffee's, pizza & deserts. Hwy 
16 town, proven income. Small 
motel with nice living quarters. 
Clean quiet & upgraded. Burns 
Lake. Ideal for family. Call Eric 
Saugstad, Realtor at 692-3558 
or Fax 692-41433. 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostesses 
for Terrace, B.C. 
are: 
Ela ine 635-3018 
Franc ine  635-2688 
Ne l ia  635-1605 
Tanis 635-6459 
Gi l l ian 635-3044 
If you have 
moved to Terrace 
or have just had a 
new baby, or are 
getting married, 
just give one of us 
~!}!~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~" ...,.. :::~N~iNi:.iii::i:,iii;i2!!iiiii:. i i i::l ::i~i::N 55
~a~i~i~i:: ilil:.;]!i::ii~;~:i;e{ !;i : i ~:. ii;ii}~ii} L-'.;;i!I i;ii:!i!; i: I {;!;fill 
#58-3889 Muller Avenue 
S23,900 MLS 
~'~.:~.~,"q~': .;~;:!~!~.:~:! ~.:::~:~- - 
::::::::::::::::::::: 7 ' .  : 
#45-3889 Muller Avenue 
$39,900 EXC 
I 
Winter IS the right time to sell. I 
* fewer homes on the market• tess competition • I I 
• motivated purchasers •
ff you're lhinking of setting don't wait unlit spring. I I 
Call ERIKA 8/DIANA today'lor t f~ket  analysis: 1"1  
I I  
........................... iii::iiii::~::i~iii#i::i~i--~ 
:ii{ii;iiiiiiiiiii ~;:.i~;~;~ 
4816 Kelum Lake Drive 
$151,000 EXC 
,~ .~. : .  .~ ~ $ • ~: 
3905 itatton Street 
$215,000 MLS 
For more details call: 
ERIKA & DIANA 
e l .  ll '. l '  
Meek Road - Kitwanga 
Si 2,500 MLS 
3910 Thomas Street 
$154,000 EXC 
Winter IS the right time to buy, 
It's an excellent opportunity to: 
• check for drafts •check heat loss • 
check window seals check for adequate insulalion • 
..... • note snow removal / winter road conditions • 
Call ERIKA & DIANA today for o morkel analysis. 
1 . -1  . l 
. I 1 -- l : .  
, ~ ...: <~'::~:.,.:..:i~ ... .. 
<l~.l%.l<: r:'' "" • 
~~:":~ ' i ~ , , . ~  ,~ 
! !@i  ~:i:i: 
 iili iiiiiiiiiii!!iii i!ii!iiiiiiii i 
NN 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::.: ,: . . . . . . . . .  
3756 River Drive 
$174,500 NILS 
3902 flatten Street 
$249,000 NILS 
P A4 ( 
OF TERRACE 
638-1400 
"Dedicated to Your Success" 
16 ACRES in timber for sale. 
Lone Butte, $65,000. cash. 
Phone 604-989-4771. 
1700 SQ. ft. house on very 
secluded street. Fishing in back 
yard. New windows, line siding. 
Carpets, etc. $150,000, 636- 
7250. 
4167, 1ST ave. 5 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms, natural gas heat 
and fireplace, washer, dryer,  
freezer, fridge, stove, garbera- 
tar, 12x20 workshop, 3 lots, 
99x120, $145,000, 847-3943 or 
847-3393. 
6 BEDROOM house in Thorn- 
hill, approx. 200x100 lot, c/w 
N/G heat & water, garage, 
paved driveway over 1400 sq. 
ft. per floor, large sundeck, 
shed, $158,000, Serious inqui- 
ries call 635-6333. 
BEAUTIFUL VIEW, Queen 
Charlotte Islands, cozy ocean 
front, 3 br home in 8andspit, 
newly renovated; near marina, 
golf, airport. For information 
phone 604-496-5812. 
FOR SALE one year old house, 
4 bedroom, large family room, 2 
bathroom, 2 car garage, built in 
china cabinet, gas firreplace, 
oak kitchen cabinets, 5 
appliances included, located at 
3511 Gordon Drive. Call for 
more into 635-7497. 
FULLY SERVICED residential 
building lot. 5218 Mountain 
Vista Drive. Terrace, Asking 
price $35,900 Call 1-604-563- 
8980 
GRANISLE: 3400 sq. ft. six 
bedroom, 3 baths, RSF, fire- 
place insert, six appliances, fin- 
1986 14X66 new carpet and 
line, 2 br F&S, front livingroom, 
asphalt roof, $31,900. 1996 
14x63 2 be. $42,000, includes 
GST. Various other used mobile 
homes for sale starting at 
$18,900. Free delivery extend- 
ed to April 30. Phone 306-694- 
5455. Fax 306-694-5130, 
Moose Jaw, Sk. 
1981 14X70 4 appliances, 
asphalt roof, $25,500 delivered. 
Others for spring or summer 
delivery. Phone Jerry or Joann 
1-800-609-8041 Alberta. 
MOBILE HOME for sale, 1980 
t4x70, 5 appliances, natural 
gas heat and hot water, joey 
shack, shed, located In Terrace 
Trailer' Court, $47,000, Call 
638-1677. 
ORDER NOW for spring 1996, 
your custom manufactured 
home. Floor plans and option 
lists and prices available. Call 
Gordon 636-1182. 
1 BDRM appartment on site 
management. No pets. Ref. 
reauired. 638-7725 
4 BEDROOM house in Thornhill 
available April 1st, $900 + 
deposit + references required. 
Call 638-0860. 
AVAILABLE APRIL 1/96 
southside 3 bedroom 1 1/2 bath 
duplex with gas fireplace 
$900.00 per month references 
required. No pets, call 635- 
1926. 
BASEMENT SUITE suitable for 
single. Close to town 
$450.00/month, utilities incl. 
non-smoking, no pets. Call 635- 
6187, 
BRAND NEW 3 bedroom con- 
do, walking distance from 
downtown Terrace for rent, No 
pets, available April 15/96, 
$850/month. Call 632-5918 
leave messafle. 
FOR RENT 3 bedroom 
townhouse, central location, 
w/w carpet, 1 1/2 baths, fridge, 
stove, washer & dryer. Fenced 
yard. Available April 1/96. $680 
month. Refs, required. Phone 
638-1505. 
FOR RENT - One bedroom 
appt, fridge, stove, heat includ- 
ed, $425.0010h 638-1702, 
FOR RENT 3 bedr. duplex in 
Thornhill. Available April 1/96. 
Phone 849-8477, after 15th 
Phone 635-9422. 
FOR RENT march 15/96. New 
one bedrooom ground level 
suite, suitable for quiet non- 
smoking, working person, $600 
per month plus damage deposit 
includes utilities. References 
required, no pets. Phone 635- 
7367. 
FOR RENT one bedroom fur- 
nished apartment in Thornhill, 
suitable for a single working 
person. Sorry, no pets. Refer- 
ences required, $360.00 & 
$180.00 deposit. Ph. 635-2065. 
FOR RENT or lease 1000-6000 
sq. ft. prime office or retail 
space. Reasonable and 
negotiable rent, on main street, 
(Lakelse Ave.), main floor - 
prime location - suitable for ished basement, new carpets, 
new paint. Asking $130,000. 
Call 697-2767. 
LOOKING FOR house in 
Thornheights subdivision. Call 
638-8345. 
LOOKING TO buy 5 or more 
acres. Call 638-1714. 
1970 SAFEWAY mobile home, 
12x50 reg. 2 br., 2 appliances, 
in excellent condition, $8500, 1- 
604-695-6670. 
1973 MARLETTE 12X60 W/2 
expandos. Includes stove, 
fridge, propane furnace, wiring, 
* "WE PAY For Your Heat & 
Hot Water" 
• "WE PROVIDE Mini Blinds" 
• "WE PROVIDE Laundr/ 
Room Facilities" 
, "WE ARE PROFESSIONAL 
AND LIVE ON SITE" 
VIEWPOINT APTS. 
632-4899 
KULDO COURTS. 
RESPONSIBLE WORKING 
family of 4, 1 small, clean, quiet, 
dog being relocated to Terrace 
by employer required 3-4 
bedroom home for April 15- 
May 1. Long term for 
reasonable rent. Lease ok, Call 
collect 604-272-3061 
WANTED HOUSE to rent or 
lease for June 1st. Ref. 
available. Phone 604-339-3166. 
Call collect. 
1 YEAR old heavy duty white 
washer dryer pair in excellent 
cond. asking $725.00. Call 638- 
8809. 
3 DISC CD player Kenwood, 
AM/FM tuner, dual cassette, 5 
speaker surround sound, I_/N. 
Call 635-1301. 
ANTIQUE UPRIGHT piano. 
Built early 1900's, needs tuning 
and minor work needed, $2,000 
leave message at 638-3923 or 
at 638-7611. 
ASSORTMENT OF used VHF 
& UHF hand held & mobile ra- 
dies. Call 635-3701. 
CANOES FOR sale. Made of 
Western Red Cedar, durable 
fibreglass, epoxy resin, trimmed 
out with real oak. Selling at very 
reasonable price. Do-it yourself 
kits are available in many 
different styles. Fh. 638-1701. 
ESTATE SALE For sale furni- 
ture, household effects, farm 
tractor, camper, woodwork 
equipment. As is where is. 
retail and office. Ph. 638-0555. Cash only. March 23, 1996, 1-4 
LARGE FURNISHED room, full om, 6111 Old Remo Road. 
kitchen and bath shared. EVENING PRIMROSE Oil. 
Utilities included $450/mth or a Suffer from symptoms of PMS. 
2 bd basement suite, full Menopause, skin irritations, 
kithcen and bath. $700/mth. Rheumatoid Arthritis, diabetic 
Suitable for single person must neuropathy, execesses of 
have own vehicle. 635-0198 alcohol aging. Research shows 
LOOKING FOR a boarder. Evening Primrose Oil has 
Male or female, no pets, laun- beneficial effects on all of these 
dry facilities. Call 638-0973 for problems. For information and 
more information, ordering call or write Sunshine 
SUITE FOR rent in Terrace, Distributors J. Grace 375, 8th 
one bedroom, ground level pri- Ave. Apt. 303 Box 1571, Burns 
vale entrance, laundry, $600 Lake, B.C. V0J 1E0. Phone 
per month includes hydro & gas (604) 692-2362 360/'500 Mg. 
to view. Call Audny Fri. to Sun. Capsules 10% GLA. With 
eves, 635-0634 or Man. to Vitamin E$39.85. 
Thurs, 621-3209. 
plumbing new in 1992. Must be 632.2450 
moved, $10,000. 847-3351 or Kitimat, BC 
647 2s54 ~ Summit Square 
~ ~  Appar~nents 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet  & Clean 
• "No  Pets, 
• Second Floor-  Park Ave. Medical  Bui lding II Cal l :  635-5968 
• 4 ,300  sq. ft. total avai lable space Jl 
• Elevator Access " I1,. 
• Note: NOT Restricted to Medical Professionals I I  : 
TO VIEW CALL: II 
635-230a  . FOR LEASE Riverside Grocer- 
~ ies, bottle depot, gas station. 
Call for more information, 635- 
6565. 
OFFICE/WAREHOUSE 
"Twice the Service" Storetront, offices, warehouse 
}ii~: 
635-5397 
USA - CHRISTEL 
GODLINSKI 
Teamed up we'll combine our experience 
and knowledge toassist you. Call us 
anytime for your eal estate needs. 
- ' - - - -  ,~, , ,  TERRACE ROYAL LEPAGE BROKER 
REALTY LTD. 638-0371 
1,72a Sq.lt. 
c/w OH door, NG heat 
Keith& Kenney Street 
PROGRESSIVE VENTURES 
635-7459 
MALE PERSON looking for 
responsible roommate. Non- 
drinker to share a two bedroom 
house, prefer working person or 
student mid twenties to mid 
thirties. Rent $275. plus 1/2 
utilities. Respond to file #1 c/o 
The Terrace Standard. 
ONE MAN and two dogs ( one 
dog search and rescue). (Other 
dog, just dog). Requires rental 
accommodations, call 638-3923 
or 638-7611. 
RESPONSIBLE FAMILY mov- 
ing to Terrace wants 3 or 4 bed- 
room house, April first, call col- 
lect 1-604-246-4268. 
WE BUY, SELL 
& TRADE 
All types of musical 
instruments. Do you have 
a musical instrument 
gathering dust in a 
closet? Why not trade it in 
for something you want. 
We offer fair prices on all 
trades. We also purchase 
!nstruments for cash• 
Gold Gallery 
& 
Hock Shop 
NOW OPEN 
Buying & Hocking 
Gold, Silver, Jewellery, 
Coins, Stereo Equip, 
Tools & Antiques, etc, 
Custom Jewellery 
& Repairs, Done on 
Premises, 
635-1231 
4556 Lazelle i 
4654 LAZELLE AVENUE 
CREDIT UNION BUILDING 
609/0 CONTACT 
SOLD | Richard (Dick) Evans 
__J Business 638-1400 • Residence 635-7068 
TERRACE 
Planning on building this year? Choose your lot now S37,900 & 39,900. 
Don't Wait To Buy Land... Buy Land And Then Wait. 
List Your 
GARAGE 
SALE 
. S oo 
ta r  l~ j I  per issue 
in the Terrace Standard 
3210 CL INTON STREET 
(BEHIND DARLENE'S ANTIQUES) 
before Friday at 4:00 pm 
for Wednesday publication 
STANDARD 
4647 Lazelle Ave. 638428.3 
i 
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: 100. TRUCKS FOR 
.... ' SALE  i :  ~-4~ 
KENMORE STOVE, Harvest GUITARS AND amps for sale. MARCH SPECIAL: Francois THINGS FOR sale. 1) 1 sofa 1990 JEEP CHEROKEE LTD. 1991 GMC Sonoma 5 spd, 4 
Gold, $50 abe, as is, 635-9337. Trades welcome. Now dealing Lake woodworking. T&G bed (gray printed) $260.00. 2) 1 Black with grey leather loaded.., cyl, cassette, slider lock box, 
in Takamine. Bill's Guitar Shop. panelling shrots 25 - 50% off sofa and chair (printed) new rubber. Asking $15,500.00 $6,995• Call 638-8173, Ter race  F"-BuY OR SELL  | 632-4102. Call today. Fax 639- our regular prices. While stock $350.00, 3) 6 chairs and a Ray Hennessv 692-3364. dlr#9662. I 1 9879. lasts! Also available are regular kitchen table $220.00. 4) ITV  1990 LEBANON convertible. 199--"gE'~ODGE'4x4"'E}'~t'~n IChrysler Ltd Tupperware ~A-"~-RT-~'T -~n-  paneling mouldings and flooring stand, with wheels $25.00. 5) 1 Loaded, lady driven, excellent automatic, diesel clubcab, LE, I drew Kiss 2nO annual exhibition products. Call for more details single bed, 3 drawers in the bed condition, red, CO, new tires, loaded, low kms, deluxe cane- . . . _ 
i KAREN MAI-I'EIS and sale at Process 4 Gallery, or visit our showroom on Hwy. and 2 corner tables (white) V6, 847-3197 days. 847-8985 py, will sell with or without I Burns Lake April 11-14. Infer- 35 19km, from Burns Lake. $400,00. 6) 1 headboard messene Western plow. Excellent condi- 
Phone 695-6405 or Fax 695- (brown) $100.00, 7) 1 Queen 1 - '~ '~ ~ ~ tion,$28,500,00Cal1635-1238. 
6~'~8 '10  IPa¢if i¢ mation call Wayne at 1-604- 6550 size bed, 2 mattresses, 1 head- LE VG, automatic, a/ci loaded. 1992 FORD Explorer XLT, 692-3434. 1995 Dodge Ram 
, '~oar  above  t Jae -o thers  
i 
I)r 
Phone/FaX 6:3,5-010'0 . . . . . . . .  
i 
I Twilight Spas & Pump Supply 
Chemicals & Fragrances 
I  ,-; :( &uBiEiards FiherCleaningServices 
J I.III~I.I.1tJIIEI.I ° FREE Water Testing 
• REC~ION'  
VEHICLES- .  :. 
MISTE]  
SERVICES 
Complete Janitorial Services 
At Affordable Prices 
LICENSED* BONDED* INSURED 
General House Cleaning Window 
Landscape Mainlenonce Service 
Salisfodi0n Guaranteed Weekly, 
WE DO MOVE-INS AND MOVE-O[ 
~_j~. / .~  Phone for experienced and Speedy Service 
" " "  DELIVERY & EXPEDITING 
o o ,  ..... 638  8530 Prescriptions Appliances m 
Restaurant & 
Refreshment Anyt ime ~ I 
Agents for: ,~ " , t .  : ~ ' I 
CergoVa.s ~nywnere  ' I It! L I 
Cube Van.1 Ton 
Hot Shot Service + AIRPORT SERVICE .~ . ~  I 
%.J (~'~.'~'1 Desktop Publishing by Lee Burkitf 
/ ~ "~ Phone 638-0877 
/ / / Business ]m,gc Design. Smell Volume Publishing 
/ ~"  / Computer Tutoring 
" :i FORD 
Kilimot, Terrace & Pr~e Rupert 
"Serving the Pacific Norlhwest for over 30 yrs" 
, / P ro fess iona l  Dr iv ing Instructors 
v" G i r l  Cert i f icates Ava i lab le  
v" Vehicles Ava i lab le  For Road Tests 
d" ~/ in ter  Dr iv ing Instruction Ava i lab le  
For Appointment Call: 
Terrace 635-7532 or 1-800-665-7998 
HOSPITALI  I EQUIPMENT 
Hotel  & Restaurant  Hosp i ta l i ty  
Equipment 
Three T Industries 
4603-A Graham Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
~ ~  V8G 1A5 
" 'We can  " 'T '"  anyth ing  up ' "  
James  Thomsen Telephone 604-638-1017 
Fax 604-638-1012 
VICTOR g4W $  IlSC. 
OPTOMETRIST 
638-8055 
#1 - 4748 Lakelse, Terrace 
(Also with locations in Smithers and Houston) 
i 
L : I M I T E D ' -T .L I  ~M E ~: O:  F .F E . R 
Dr. Torn Strong, Registered 
Psychologist 
Offering a full range of individual, marital and fam- 
ily psychotherapy. 
Consultations and Tralnu;g on Interpersonal 
Concerns. 
In many cases, Dr. Strong's fees are covered by 
extended health benefits. 
For further information nr to arrange an appoint- 
ment contact Dr, Strong ah 
1-81"}0-456-7733 
i , 
MOBILITY Ale Amigo deluxe 
electric cart. Excellent 
condition, over sized tires, gel 
cells, headlamp, rear turn 
signals, baskets. Cost $4850 
asking $2000 842-5607 
Hazelton 
NEW 5X10 S/A tilt, utility/snow- 
mobile trailer. 1-3500 Ib axle 
15" radials, rail on sides and 
front. 2" ball coupler, rubber 
mount dot lighting, safety chain 
& jack, $1450 ORe. Call 635- 
1238. 
NEW 83"X16' CARHAULER 
trailer. 5" channel frame. 2- 
35001b axle c/w electric brakes 
on both axles, 15" radials, pull 
out ramps, safety chains, jack, 
rubber mount dot lighting, sta~'e 
pockets. 2 5/16" ball coupler, 
breakaway kit c/w battery, 
$3,400 ORe 635-1238. 
PINE TABLE with 6 chairs 
$175.00. Cockatil cage and bird 
qvm $75.00. 635-6609 
STOELTING SOFT ice cream 
or frozen yogurt machine, 
$3500 O.B.O. 1-604-692-7654, 
Burns Lake. 
WOOD CONSTRUCTED utility 
sheds and green houses 
contact Dirk Bakker at 638- 
1768 evenings. 
Blanket 
Yeliowhead 
Classified 
Your ad will appear in 
Terrace Standard 
• Smithers Interior News 
• Prince George Free 
Press 
• Houston Today 
• Burns Lake Lakes Dislrict 
News 
• Vanderhoof Express 
- Ft. St. James Caledonia 
Courier 
• Kitimat Sentinel 
One issue in seven communities 
for four weeks. 
s 9 
Call Classifieds at 
638-7283 
board, 1 foot board and 1 back- 
board, $350.00, PHone 635- $15,495. Call 638-8173, 
dlr#9662 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5174, call anytime. 
TIMBER FRAMERSI Used fir 1992 GEe Storm Sport Coupe. 
timbers 12x12, 8x16, 3x10, Very nice condition:Aluminum 
6x10 up to 30 ft long: Call 635- alloy wheels, low profile tires, 
5744. $101495. Call 638-8173, 
dlr#9662. : 
TOSHIBA 386SX laptop ' 1992 PONTIAC Lumens, 4 door 
computer with modem and for ste; 13,000kms and very 
carrying case. Monochrome 
screen, a 1/2" floppy disk drive, well maintained. $6,000 o.b.o 
80 mg hard drive, in excellent Call 635-3720 
condition. Asking price $1200 or 1992 TOYOTA Paseo Sport 
best offer. Call Willy Schneider, Coupe. Cruise, sunroof, cas- 
635-6146or635.2522. sette, warranty. Reduced to 
$11,995, call 638-817a, dlr# WALK FIT Exerciser Nordic 9662. 
Trac deluxe model brand new 
$950.00, 638-1403 after 6:00 1994ASTRO van 19,000 kin, 1 
p.m. yr. warranty, ex~ cond., NC, tilt, 
cruise, pwr locks, 8 passenger, 
WEDDING DRESS and veil winter tires, $17,000, O.B.OI 
size 8. $700 o.b.e. 635-4208 635-3727. 
TRAILER, 4 horse/stock, 
bumper pull, in good shape. 
phone 847-5541 
1978 BUICK LE Sabre type T2 
door 3.8 V6 & air 147,000km 
auto, very clean, new paint, red, 
sunroof, all power. $6500 ifrm. 
1989 Dodge Shadow 4 dr. 2.2 
auto, air 189,000km, new paint, 
brakes. Must see asking $4,200 
phone 632-7341. 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m. or 632-7366 after 6p.m. 
1980 FORD FAIRMONT, good 
condition, not too much rust, 
$1,000. call 635-6169. 
1981 OLDS Omega, new tires, 
auto, $1000 ORe, 635-9377. 
1987 MUSTANG cruise, tilt, Al- 
pine stereo, good running con- 
dition, $3900.00 ORe. Call 638- 
7650. 
1987 PLYMOUTH Reliant, 
station wagon. Factory propane 
90,000kms. Asking 2500 
O.B.e. or will trade on 4x4 
newer truck. Excellent running 
condition. Call 635-2502 or 635- 
5727 work 
1989 GEe Tracker 4x4, hard- 
top, 5 speed, cassette, cloth in- 
terior, $6,995, call 638-8173 dlr 
#9662. 
1990 CHEVROLET Lumina. 
Top of the line, 4 door, V6, au- 
tomatic,-' a/c, power group, 
J$8,095:~.,~-~ eatl ~,~638-81-78, 
dlr#9662. 
1990 HONDA PRELUDE S 
model, 90,000 km, standard, 
sunroof, new all season tires, 
cruise control, great condition. 
Asking $9,000. firm. Call 635- 
2545, ask for Ted. 
FOR 150 1977 4x4 winch step- 
side, short.box, some rust 
$1500.00, 18 foot travel trailer, 
propane stove/heater, single 
axle, $475.00, 1-604-692-3655 
Burns Lake. 
FOR SALE 1992 VW Golf, one 
owner, 2 door, stereo, new 
tires, economical diesel engine, 
$9,000.O0 ORe. Leave mes- 
sene 798-9505. 
automatic, V6, 4x4, a/c, power 
group, super nice, $21,995. Call 
638-8173, dlr#9662, 
1992 TOYOTA 4 Runner, cas- 
sette, CD, NC, power roof, 
54,000 kms, extended warranty, 
$22,500. 842-5757. 
FOR SALE 1985 Diesel Subur- 
ban. Call 638-8078 for more 
Into. 
FOR SALE i994 Pathfinder 
SE, V6 loaded with options, 
must see to appreciate, 
$25,000. Call 638-1003. 
FOR SALE 1994 Pathfinder 
SE-V-6, loaded with potions, 
must see to appreciate. 
$25,000.00. Call 638-1003. 
MUST SELLI '95 Ford F150 
short box 4x4, 6 cylinder, 5 
speed standard transmission. 
Only 23,000km, asking 
$17,500. 692-3319 
1980 TOYOTA 4x4 long box. 
For sale. new tires, sunroof, 
winch bumper, canopy and very 
little rust. $3,000 o.b.e. Call 
635-3720 
1981 TOYOTA diesel landcruis- 
er, very reliable, E.R.C. AM/FM 
cassette, 4 speed standard. 
Great hunting and fishing truck, 
$4,000. Call 638-0101. 
1987 GMC 3/4 ton 4x4 PU, 62 
diesel. Black with matching 
canopy. 8600 GVVV like new 
cond. $9,000.00. Call days 635- 
6488 or eves, 635-7619. 
1989 FORD RANGER extend- 
ed cab 4x4, canopy, many op- 
tions. $9,500 (abe). Call 845- 
7447 or 845-3505. 
1989 TOYOTA 4Runner SR5, 
automatic, a/c, .power group, 
aluminum alloy wheels. Re- 
duced to $14,995. Call 638- 
8173, dlr#9662. 
1990 FORD F250 4x4, a/c, ps, 
110,000 kms, good condition, 
$10,500 abe, 842-5670. 
1988 5TH Wheel Travel Trailer 
Rustler 24 1/2 ft. c/w 3 way 
fridge, stove, oven, fan, 3 pc 
bath, queen bed, canopy, clean, 
like new, $11,000. 635-5633 
before 8 p.m. 
1994 VOLKSWAGEN van still 
under 2/3 warranty, 36,000 km, 
air conditioned, 6 cylinder pop 
top, stove, fridge, sleeps 4, 
$27,000, 692-4297 after 6. 
BUYING OR selling your RV? 
Call us FREE firstl We stock 
over 200 new and used motor- 
homes, diesel pushers, 5th 
wheels, trailers, campers, van 
conversions. Toll free 1-800- 
668-1447 Voyager RV Centre, 
Hwy. 97. Winfield, B.C.'s largest 
dealer DL #9452, 
FOR SALE - fibreglass camp- 
ers sizes from import trucks to 
full-size trucks including short 
box models. Also double eagle 
boats. For into call 567-2937 or 
567-2820 or write Neohako RV 
Box 1187 Vanderhoof, B.C. V0J 
3AO. 
1991 FORD Exl?lorer XL E.C. 
~A.~: suh~6'~'f~'"£~fly":"~heel~ ,'" 
77,000 kin; 638-0703. NEW TWO place snowrno- 
biles/ATV trailer. 1-3500 Ib axle 
1991 GMC Safri XI Van 4.3 VG, - 15" radials, tie down bars - 
auto, 155,000kms loaded air, all rubber mount dot lighting. 7' 
power digital dash, 8 passenger ramp for rear loading, front un- 
blue 11,000 firm. Phone 604- loading 2" ball. $1650 OBO. 
632-7141. 9zm to 5 pm 604- Call 635-1238. 
632-7366 after 6p.m. 
r "  
MUCH MORE OF A MAXI 'CAR THAN A MIN IVAN.  
]-iond;~ (~)cIy.~s('>,. Thc ]llini\'~m for i-~co]}lc who sxvol~' they'd never 
drivc one. ~\ nlilli',';~n with sport)' h:mclling. A nlini\'nn with 4- SCCklll-stylc 
doors.  A J~]cl sc'~lt h~ll stores in the' tloor. THc ro(~m )'ot~ n~'ccl. lh(_" style 
you w;mt. The r)ricc that's right. ~,)d)rssc¥. lhc  I-lotld;i ot minivans.  
TAKE THE ODYSSEY TEST DRIVE,"  
IT COSTS NOTHING. IT PROVES EVERYTHING. 
6.8% FACTORY LEASE FINANCING. APPLIES TO ALL '96  ODYSSEYS. FOR A LIMITED TIME. 
4838 HWY 16 W, TERRACE Dearer n~662 638-8171 
AS I | L IL ILS  AS Tat  (A I$  WE SELL  BUILT WITHOUT COM'PROMISE. 
4x4, club cab, 10 cyl, 
automatic, LOADED. 
$33,995 
1995 Dodge Avenger 
4 cyl, automatic, 
AM/FM cassette, 0nly 
14,250 kin. $14,995 
1994 Dodge Dakota 
4x4, 6 cyl, automatic, 
stereo, reg. cab $18,700 
1992 Chrysler 
Dynasty 
6 cyl, automatic, power 
locks, windows, a/c, 
$12,595 
1992 Plymouth 
Acclaim 
Automatic, LOADED. 
Was $10,995 N0W $9,995 
1992 Chrysler 
Dynasty 
Automatic, a/c, cassette, 
tilt, pwr locks 
was $10,995 NOW $9,995 
1992 Plymouth 
Acclaim 
Automatic, tilt, 
cassette stereo, a/c. 
Was $9,850 NOW $9,495 
1990 Chrysler 
Dynasty 
Automatic, LOADED. Was 
$10,995 NOW $8,995 
1989 Plymouth 
Voyager 
cyl, automatic, a/c, stereo 
cassette. Was $9,950 
NOW $8,950 
1989 Chrysler 
Dynasty 
Automatic, FULL LOAD. 
Was $8,950 NOW $6,995 
- , .  !MUST=IN'.' 
1993 Plymouth 
Grand Voyager SE 
V-6 Automatic, A/C, 7 
Passenger, Tilt, Cruise, 
Power Windows & Locks 
$15,995 
1995 Ford 
Mustang GT 
v-8, 5 speed, 2500 kin. 
6 cyl, leather, LOADED. 
$23,995 
1992 Ford Explorer 
6 cyl, a/c, stereo. 
$18,995 
1989 Ford 
4x2 Xtra Cab 8 cyl, 
automatic, stereo $10,995 
1990 Ford 
4x4 F250 8 cyl, 
5 speed, stereo $9,950 
1993 Chevy 
4x4 Xtra Cab 8 cyl, 
automatic, FULL LOAD. 
$24,495 
1991 GMC Safari 
Automatic, LOADED. 
$12,995 
1992 Chevy Tracker 
4x4 5 speed, Stereo 
$9,950 
1991 Pontiac Firefly 
Automatic. $4,495 
1993 Mazda 
MPV 7 passenger, 
Nas $17,495 NOW $16,995 
1990 Toyota 
4x4 Pick-up Regular Cab 
$9,995 
Terrace 
Chrysler Ltd. 
4916th~ 16West 
635-7187 
1-800-313°7187 
Din. 5958 
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: 150: BOATS:AND 
:~' MARINE : : 
. , • , , ' , 
" w " p ~ 7 : r 
230. PERSONALS 230. PERSONALS 
1993 NEID Riverboat, welded 
aluminum, 19 ft. Evinrude 150 
hp jet trailer. Full vinyl canopy, 
low hours, excellent condilian, 
Can be viewed at Queensway 
Storage, Terrace. Ph. 638- 
0204. Price $23,500. Evening 
798-9578. 
190.  LIVESTOCK 
1995 ZODIAC PARK II 14.5 ft. 
long, 45 hp jet Mercury steering 
controls, accessories, E-Z 
loader trailer, 7 months old, 
used 4 times, Call evenings, 
635-2126. 
25' FIBREGLASS boat, flying 
bridge, rebuilt 350 C,I.D, motor, 
New leg seal & shift cable 
PUREBRED REGISTERED 
german shepherd puppies. Both 
parents are champions, 
temperment certified, and OFA 
certified clear hips and elbows. 
Long coats $350. Normal coat 
$500, 635-3826 ar 635-7764. 
152HH, 7 YEAR OLD Q.H. 
gelding p0acked, ridden exten- 
sively in mountains. Worked 
cows, started in reining 
$3,000.00 1-694-3376. 
2 REG yearling Arab colts, 1 
Anglo/Arab yearling colt, reg, 
Arab mare, well trained and 
very quiet: TB mare, 16 hh. also 
ATTENTION MARESI Wran- 
gler Zip, Versatile Appaloosa in- 
vites you to visit, $300.00 plus 
board, service time, balance 
$200.00 if foal registerable 1- 
604-692-3403 Burns Lake. 
GELBRIEN AND Gelbrien X 
Angus yearling bulls. Perfor- 
mance and semen tested. Sell- 
ing off the farm and at Vander- 
hoof Bull Sale. Silvertip Gelbri- 
en 847-5238. 
LLAMAS, LLAMAS, Llamas. 
The ultimate livestock. Yearling 
males for sale. Make excellent 
packers for  hikers, hunters, 
mushroom pickers and trekking 
companies. Ideal guardians for 
sheep in coyote country. Do 
needs interior work. Ran out of well trained, very good you have a : problem with 
money, first $7,000 will take it tempered, Reg. Arabstallion, 4 : cayotes killing sheep? Your 
away, call 632-4893. yrs. old, excellent disposition investment will pay off in no 
32 FT. steel motor sailor, 4 cyl, will gel& Prices are negotiable timei Excellent 4H prospect. 
:an: 1-900-451'378: 
Perkins diesel, new hydraulic 
steering, power plant, radari 
G.P.S. Dickinson stove, com- 
plete gallery. Sleeps 6. Lots of 
recent . upgrades. Asking 
$30,000.00. Will consider small- 
er boat on trade. Call 638-8762. 
Serious inquiries only. 
BOATrOPS AND frames. Boat 
top and frame repairs. 
Recovering of boatseats H.D. 
Equipment seats ect. Satellite 
vinyl and fabric 4520 Johns Rd. 
Terrace B.C. 635-4348 
160; HEAVYUUTY 
EQUIPMENT : " 
• . • , , ,  . , .  
220. LOSTAND 
FOUND . : :  
600 CHAMPIAN, 770 John 
Deere with wing and dozer, 740 
Champion with wing and dozer. 
697-6359 
FOR SALE, 1973 model #009 
Madill Portable Steel Spar, 
Track Mounted. As is where is. 
Contact Tricorp, 217 Third Ave- 
nue West, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
V8J 11.2, 604-624-3535 for a 
bid form. Bids accepted until 
April 1, 1996 at 12 Am. 
THE TACK store. Everything 
for the horse lover. Gifts, 
harness and saddlery. 4 kms. 
out of Telkwa on Skillhorn Road 
Friday & Saturday 10 am - 4 pm 
or by appointment 846-9863. 
for more info call 847,4662. 
MODERATE: NOT going to ex- 
tremes, Come check out our 
Fleckvich sired pen of yearling 
Simmental bulls. They are Of 
"moderate" frame size easy 
fleshing producing ',moderate" 
size replacement cattle "moder, 
ate" in birth weight and "moder- 
ate" in price. Drop in or give Us 
a call. Mike and Margaret Fryatt 
Double M. Simmentals 604- 
567-2730. 
ONE WlLKINS Min. Stock 2 
horse angle trailer. New rubber. 
New mats, recent painL 
Excellent condition. Selling 
price $4,000 Call 567-9813 
Vanderhoof. 
QUIET TEAM of Percheron 
mares. Logging experience, 8 
years old. Phone 847-9675 
eves. 
REG, POLLED hereford bulls. 
Pick early. Also commerical and 
Reg. heifers this fall. Ft. Fraser 
604-690-7527. 
REG. POLLED Hereford year- 
ling bulls. Pick your bull early, 
we'll keep him for you until you 
need him. Peter and Anneke 
Gattiker, 846-5494. 
REGISTERED YEARLING 
Simmental bulls. Performance 
tested. Belling off the farm, also 
at Vanderhoof Bull Sale and 
Williams Lake Bull Sale. XBAR 
Simmentals, Vanderhoor. 567- 
4127 or 567-5307 
Spin, weave or knit beautiful 
fibre into fashionable garments. 
Exciting investment opportunity. 
Invest in Llamas today. For 
more information call 
Northwestern Llama Ranch. 
Phone/Fax 604-638-0662 
HORSE & Tack Auction 
Sunday, March 31, 11:30am. 
Consign your horses and tack 
ear ly.  Phone B.C. Auctions 
(604) 992-9325 Quesnel, B,C. 
RISING 4 year old registered 
black Percheron stallion, Very 
successful in limited showing. 
Good disposition, easy to 
handle, Drives single and 
double, Phone Norm (604) 842- 
5993. 
TOP QUALITY Arab mares, all 
ages, some trained. Also 
yearling Anglo-Arab colt and 
stallion quality yearling Arab 
colt. Price Start at $1200 holly 
846-6583 
VANDERHOOF ALL Breeds 
Bull Sale at Vanderhoof Auction 
Market, Sat., April 13, 1996, 
12:00 p.m. 21 Angus, 31 CharD- 
lois, 5 Gelbveih, 48 Hereford, 5 
Shorthorn, 17 Simmentals, 127 
registered bulls, consigned. All 
bulls semen tested and ready to 
go to work. Also selling 90 se- 
lect open replacement heifers. 
For information or catalogue 
call Henry Dyck 1-604-567- 
4333. 
ii WJ CONTRACTING ": 
Complete Home Renovations 
.Carpentry 
• No Job Too Small 
• Seniors Discount 
For Free Estimates 
Call Dave 638-0930 .: 
=" Member  of Terrace Independent  "=- 
Music Educators Society 
• Viol in • V io la  •Ce l loo  
Accept ing  new s tudents  
• HEINZ RADEK 
:. 635-7536 .: 
/ o,l~ll~k Workshops & 
(~N. )~ i  More. 
~k A ~  JOANNE THOMSON 
X MYart ( 0,)638-1468 
Terrace, B.C. 
TERRACE 
JAN LOK, CMA 
Computerized Accounting 
andTaxation Services 
5328 Mountain Vista Drive. 
Phone 635-7795 Fax 638-7635 
Call me for all your accounting needs, and prompt 
reli;tble EMail filing nf your income tax. 
! Ilave many ears of experience. 
I TOPPERS, RENTALS & SALES 
|Tents far banquets, weddings or outdoc 
lactivities. Rent by the day, week or month. 
L Phone/Fax 635-2157 
[~  RIOUX CONSTRUCTION 
NEW AND RENOVATION 
You want something done, call mel 
Office: 635-6995 
Home: 635-3756 
WE CLEAN OUR MESS, TO0! 
£a~eee's Edge 
Ouatit~ Bmineu Set,ires 
655-~909 
* Resumes.Consultation = Customized Forms = Business Cards 
, Spread Sheet o Reports =Manuals, Essays ° Ryers 
Office Services Away From The Office 
i 
f f  . . . . .  . . . .  
H ~4 
I~ F inanc ia l  Serv ices  I~ 
I~ ° Bookkeeping .Financial Statements I~ 
1'4 ' Payroll Service • Government Forms & 1,4 
~ Remittances ~ 
=, . Income Taxes =] 
GH M DI~AFTING 
COMPUTER DRAFTING I 
Residential • Small Commercial 
30Years Experience 
638-8310 (Fax) 635-1247 
Gerard H. Michaud 
493,,..~6 Par,,~k Ave.. Terrace 
RN CON-T TING 
BOBCAT SERVICE 24 HRS. A DAY 
~ ' /~ f . J  5 t l  :i II=/"4 :l Rg'f_' 1 ~ I ~]e]  :,iN 
B~ r] : ¥. ~ vA :l q : l l [~t N di i : / l l  t[e J t l "4.'~B 
WIU. M.,~E DEA~T~ ~OW]D}V~/~S AT LOW COST 
!~. ~_~=~) You can save 50% and more by using 
~, /  our top-quality cleaning"products/ 
,,/100% biodegradable ,/Great for Septic Tanks 
,/Money-back guaranteed 
,/All Containers Re-used & Recycled 
~or  tree delivery or pick up Call 635-7861 
Total Entertainment 
BIG OR S~bXlL WE DO IT AU.I 
Only on die New 18" RCA Mini Dish ',ia 
l)irc'ct T.V. and U~ll. For $949.95 
STARVISION 
SATELLITE SYSTEMS 
For more inform~llon call ~r.-~,n at
638-03 t 5 
,.~Harmony Clowns 
638-8608 .Pi~" 
%--~./'-~Jake & Jacquie Terpstra ~, . ;~,~,  
v,~.~,... 3987 Kerby Street, Terrace, B.C. '~ :~4~,  
Gyzmo and Pebbes  ~/  
BIRTHDAY PARTIES. PICNICS. SPECIAL EVENTS i ;'/'" 
BALLOON DECORATING FORWEDDINGS & MEETINGS ~Ji 
Leave the Decorating and Clowning to Us! "' 
I~|ORTH ~ ~, , /~  
I ~ TREASURES V~W.~_~~ 
All Occassions ~ ~  
Gift Basket : ' , ~ ~  
Heather Kirkaldy ' ~ ~  , 
Ph: (604) 635-9505 ' "~~/ ' -  ' ' 
or (604) 638-1860 
"Let us add that personal Touch to Gift Giving" 
CHAROLAIS AND Red Angus 
yearling bulls. Contact Giddings 
Bros., Telkwa, B.C. Phone 846- 
5628. 
SELLING OUT Wild boars, 
breeding animals $100 piece, 
weiners $15 or $1 per pound 
butchered 846-9103, 8:30 p.m. 
- 10:00 p.m. 
BUY FARMER direct & save! 
BEEF by the side $1.89/Ib. 
PORK by the side $1.69/Ib. 
LAMB by the side $2.59/Ib. 
Prices include cutting & 
wrapping. Delivery available. 
Hamblin Farms, Houston. 
Custom orders and meat 
processing welcome. 845-2090 
or 1-800-665.6992. 
HAY FOR sale, Horse/Cattle. 
Round bales or square bales. 
Can arrange delivery 1-604- 
694-3500. 
RUNNING SHORT on feed? 
Round bales by semi-load. May 
accept some cows on trade. Ph. 
1-604-963-3499. 
SHRIMP-HALIBUT. Chatham 
Sound Seafood 638-1050 
FOUND ONE watch and rings. 
Found at the Skeena Health 
Unit parking lot. Call 638-1517 
for more info. 
DID YOU know that...? the 
womb is not silent. The preborn 
child hears not only his or 
mother's voice and heartbeat, 
but music, as well. The womb 
can be a noisy place. 
I FgEE ASTROCHARTI / 
• Rela onsh ps :: : ~:i~ 'i~::: 
• Fulure : ~! :::~ ::'~}::!J; 
• Career :::.!!:~: : : ~i;! 
ORIFLAME- Swedens number 
1 selling skin care line. Weekly 
commission - Monthly royalties 
and national profit sharing. Sell 
direct or build your sales team. 
For your new catalogue or 
business information call 
Dianne Rowe 638-1349 
PSYCHICS KNOW al l l  Love, 
money, futurel 1-900.451-3530 
ext. 1185, $3,99 per minute. 
Must be 18 years. Procall 602- 
954-7420. 
EXCITING LIVE chat line. One 
-on-one with sexy girls. 1-900- 
451-5302 Ext 2206 $3.99/min 
Must be 18+ Procall Co. 602- 
954-7420 
PSYGIIICAXSWERS 
LWE & PERS4~L 
RATED #1 I N ~  
EVANLY RAYS. LIVE I ,  ON t 
LOVE ~ ¢-~t'R0 
1-900451-4055 
Quality & ( J  ~ 
~ ~  Available gLo~J~ 1 . I~Q~ 
24 Hours OOqt . ) "  II ~ . )O  I 
/ho's 
)day? 
:chard 
ie) 
THE GARAGE SALE GUIDE 
'": ~:,~!~iii'~2!ii}!;" 
3969 OLD LAKELSE 
SAT., MARCH 23, 
10AM 
. . . . . .  I~ut~Yo~ur . . . . . .  
Garage Sale S 
on the Map 
for Only 
Stop  by  our  o f f i ce :  3210 CL INTON STREET 
(BEHIND DARLENE'S  ANT IQUES)  
by  4 :00  p .m.  Fr iday  fo r  
Wednesday  pub l i ca t ion  
IN  THE TERRACE STANDARD ONLY 
STANDARD 
When Did 
You Get  
The 
Blades? 
Now Taking Names For 
Summer Relief In All Areas 
K. -  
h Undo Marshall - Call 638-7878 . p~ 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ ~ [ and gain valuable experience by J 
. GaryMcAvoy&Sonsconst. Ltd , I delivering the standard in your 
Available now to build your quality cus- 
tom home. Book earlyl L ne igh bob rhood. 
Also:Additions, renovations, desks, all- , . 
wood kitchen cabinets & entertainment 
units. I~m~,,,,=ll I kw| ra  II 638,728,3 TODAY Ticketed Journeymen. Local resident .. =.==.- since 1969 ce Standard Ca 
Phone 798-2543 ~ II 
280,' BUSINESS 
SERVICES 
290,  BUS INE 'SS  
• OPPORTUNITIES~ ~ EXCITING LOVE & Romance. 
Meet that special someone. 1- 
900-451-4410. Ext 7657 
$2.99/min Must be 18+ 
EXECUTIVE LACE ESCORTS. 
Available 24 hrs. 635-1587. 
Servinq Kitimat ill mtdniclht 
HOT SINGLES Terrace! Awaits 
your call 1-900-451-3560 ext. 
1285, $2.99 per minute. Must 
be 18 years. Procall 602-954- 
7420. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
A'n'ENTION SMALL 
businesses, why pay high 
accounting fees for your 
bookkeeping needs? For 
confidential, professional 
bookkeeping service, Manual or 
Computer call 635-9592. 
RAINBOW BOBCAT & Snow 
Removal, 8" and 12" earth 
eauger, backhoe, leveling, 
backfilling and general clean- 
up. Reasonable rates. Call 638- 
many have found help with 0153or638-5805 (mobile). 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. RENOVATIONS, YARD 
restoration, pruning, moss 
JEHOVAHS WITNESSES: is removal, gardening and all 
there something about the maintenance needs. 10 years 
Watchtower that makes you professional experience in 
uneasy but don't know what it Victoria, Call for prompt free 
is? If so, you are not alone, written estimate. 638-8704. 
Phone 1-847-4352 for recorded 
message. TERRA BOBCAT services 
backhoe, 12", 16", 24" Earth 
MATURE, CONGENIAL work- Auger 6", 9", 12", 18", 
ing man seeks modest or sweepers, concrete breaker, 
shared house or suite close-in, pallet forks, single and tandem 
(or roommate to join my home dump trucks. Underground 
search- may consider sharing sprinkler systems. Phone 638- 
with a small family, as welll!). 8638 
Mr. Fixit & good cook too. 
Phon_~e or r~essaqe 635-5162. 
REAL PSYCHICS: Real 
results. Relationships, career, 
moneyl 1-900-451-3555 ext 
3402. $3.99/min Must be 18+. 
SINGLES INTRODUCTIONI All 
nationalities for friendship or 
marriage. We understand and 
we care, strictly confidential. 
Tired of being alone? Call 1- 
604-983-4880 todavl 
SINGLES WANTED - If you are 
single and want to try 
something new and fun, join 
Alluring Encounters Video Date 
Club. For more information call 
638-8429• All walks of life 
• welcome. 
SPORTS PIX. Scores, info, 
horescopes, soaps, financial. 1- 
900-451-6637 ext 2318. 
$2.99/min Must be 16+ Procall 
Co. 602-954-7420 
WHITE MALE couple seek oth- 
er males for safe discreet en- 
counter. Phone 635-3626 even- 
infls & weekends. 
ARE YOU SAFE? 
TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
women with or without children. 
You can call. Even just to talk. 
Battering is not o.kl 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places. 
TERRACE TRANSITION 
HOUSE: 
. . . . . .  635-6447 ~ 
24 HOURS A DAY 
' 250,CARD,OF : ~: 
THANKS i::i ;i 
UNCONTESTED DIVORCE 
service, resumes , typing. Call 
C.J.Secretarial, after 4:30 pm or 
leave message on machine 
638-8006 or fax 638-7912. 
L_..__.J LA  B ..~ CLTD.  
WATER & 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
TESTING 
1-800-990-9522 
Prince Rupert 
'Round The Clock 
Freshness 
Make Your Choice From a Wide 
Varie D ' of Baked Goods, Soups, 
Chili, Sandwiches and More... 
Made Fresh Daily. Enjoy Your 
Choice with Our Famous Coffee. 
Two Locations To Serve 
You Better 
I 0P . .o , . s ,  I 
635-2662 
4655 Lakelse, Terrace 
SKEENA MALL  FOOD COURT 
MALL  HOURS 
You've Mw=)~ Cut T~e For Tim I lor lo~ 
. . . .  • . . : ,  . i  -; 
290. BUS!NESS .-. 
OPPORTUNITIES 
YOU : : 
~The3dSk~mflrownieswouldlike~ COSTUME RENTAL business 
ml to extend our thanks ;rod anpn.'da. IN for sale. Good quality, sewn by 
lltiontothel:fli~oftheF.':L~thldi~mll owner over 120 in stock no 
l l community who donated oudit~ for l |  individual sales good returns. 
~ourmulti-cultumd~rtnight. JJ 4STr6.__~us enquireys only 635- 
YO U 
I wish to thank the many, many people who were a 
strength and support for me when my home at Lakelse 
Lake was destroyed by fire January 12/96. 
Jeff, Brenda & Hanna Niemi 
Members Of My Family 
The 1hornbill Fire Dept. 
RCMP 
Ann Anson & Glen IlJingworth 
Dr. Dennis Fisher 
Kirsty Evans & Trevor Stockdole 
Evelyn, Walter & Chris Roesel 
Jackie & Eric Penner 
Jsckie Pimlot & Ladies At 
Lokelse Lk. 
Ken's Trucking Ltd. 
Northern Ughts Studio 
Main Logging Ud. 
Terrace Standard 
CFTK 
Northern Horse Supply Ltd. 
River Industries Ud. 
Harley Owners Group, Northern 
BC Chapter 
Social Services 
Terrace & Kitimnt Foster Parents 
Assoc. 
The Sevenlh Day Adventist 
Church 
Images by I(arlene 
To all of you who assisted in so many ways in a time of 
need your kindness is deeply appreciated. 
Thank You 
Dorothy Derrick 
MEMORIUM 
In loving memory of l 
DON BUHR, 
who left us suddenly and 
unexpectedly on March 7, 
1996, at the age of 67. 
You left us too soon, we were 
not ready to let you go. 
All we have now is your memory, but you stay in our hearts 
forever. 
Goodby.e Dear One. We Love You. 
WIFE Gloria 
SON Steve (Jo-Ann) 
DAUGHTERS Debbie Fitzsimmons (Willie), Connie 
Tomanocy (Allen), Charlene Watson (Don), Jeanette Colihoo 
(Emil). 
GRANDCHILDREN Glory-Dawn, Danny(Alyson), Chad, 
Slacey,. Andrea, Keri-Ann, Michael, Ric~, Bradley, Koylie, 
Amanda. 
GREAT-GRANDBABIES Justin, Miranda. 
MANY OTHER LOVING RELATIVES 
A special THANK YOU to all the relatives who travelled 
from out of town to be with us, and to everyone who 
showed such kindness in our time oF need. 
FOR SALE: well established 
food service outlet with very 
good clientele. Turn key 
operation. Selling only do to 
medical reasons. 638-1838 and 
leave a messaqe. 
KIDS ONLY clothing club. Do 
you want to run your own 
business; choose your own 
hours, sell Canadian made 
quality childrens clothing. Then 
become a K.O. Sales 
Consultant and join the team. 
For more infromation call 
Caroline Bolland. Team Leader. 
(604) 747-0095 
MYSTERY SHOPPERS 
for major etailer 
Immediate opening for mvstery 
shoppers to travel throughout 
B.C. writing reports on customer 
service in assigned stores. 
Requirements 
- 21 years of age 
• available for varied hours/shifts 
- must have reliable 
transportation 
clean driving record and proof 
of insurance 
- some overnight travel may be 
required. 
PT (4-20 Hours) 
$8 plus/hour & mileage 
Call 1-800-882-6283 
from 10:00 a.m.. 12:00 noon 
El II 
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LOOKING FOR motivated 
Individuals for excellent home 
based business with a INC,5O0 
home based company video 
presentation dropped at your 
door. Great for home makers 
Call 1-604-945-7846 
i 
Own your own 
Fitness Center. 
Well established business. 
Call JOHN EVANS 
l c aul King 
FOI  ATION 
This Foundation is committed to financially supporting 
community recreation projects and programs including the 
addition of a Second Sheet of ice. 
For information call 635-6948 or write to 
Rick and Paul King Foundation, 
P.O. Box 203, Terrace, BC, VeG 4A6, 
The Rick and Paul King foundation is a registered non- 
profit society and is registered as a charity with Revenue 
Canada, 
~ COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS 
ASSOCIAT ION 
grlttth ColmmHa aad Y=koa 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
REPORT POACHERSI 
Private investigation/re- 
search group seeks infor- 
mation about poaching, 
baiting & illegal bear parts 
trade. Up to $2000 offered 
for into leading to 
a r res t /conv ic t ion .  
Confidentiality/anonymity 
assured. 1-800-889-1597. 
ATTENTION: OPTI- 
CIANS. The College of 
Opticians of British 
Columbia wants you to be 
aware that the last exami- 
nation, which is necessary 
for registration as an 
Optician, is May 5, 1996. 
After June 30,1996 No 
Individual will be permit- 
ted to practise as a dis- 
pensing optician or a con- 
tact lens fitter in the 
Province of B.C. unless 
they are registered with 
the College. Call the 
College at (604)278-7510 
if you require more infor- 
mation. 
AUTO 
ENGINES REBUILT from 
$795. Engine remanufac- 
ture from $995. 6months 
to pay. 6yr 120,000kin 
Iwarranty, Bond 
Mechanical...building en- 
gines for 28 years. 872- 
0641, 8a.m.-ep.m., 7 
days. 
F250 4X4's, Explorers, 
Jeeps, Diesels. All makes, 
all models, lease, returns, 
trades. O-Down, good fi- 
nancing. Free delivery. 
Phone for free approval 
ask for Grant 1-800-993- 
3673. 
LEASE REPOS. Returns, 
4X4's, Trucks, Vans, 
Luxury Cars, Gas Savers, 
Caravans, Jimmys. Take 
over lease. Dodge or 
Chev ext. cab diesel 4X4 
on duals. Marty Kozak 
464-3941, 525-0408. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS. 
Government assistance 
programs information 
available. For your new or 
existing business. Take 
advantage of the govern- 
ment grants and loans. 
Call 1-800-505-8866. 
RECENTLY BANKRUPT? 
Finding it hard to focus on 
your financial future? 
Been there in 94, spent 
95 rebuilding, financially 
independent in 96. Details 
- Call Ron (604)951-2524. 
CANADIAN LAUNCHI 
Sweden's number 1 sell- 
ing skin care line is now 
here. Earn weekly com- 
missions, monthly royal- 
ties and national profit 
sharing. Sell direct or 
build your sales team. 
Call Oriflame Canada 1- 
800-363-4585. 
HELP WANTED 
REMOTE MOUNTAIN re- 
sort hiring for summer. 
Numerous hotel positions 
available. For application 
send self-addressed 
stamped envelope to 
John Gait, Glacier Park 
Lodge, Rogers Pass, B.C. 
VOE 280. 
PRINTING AND 
Publishing Company near 
Ottawa seeking Plant 
Manager. Non-heatset 
web and sheetfed, with 
bindery and electronic 
prepress. Excellent com- 
pensatlon. Write; Bob 
Mount, Performance 
Printing, P.O. Box 158, 
Smiths Falls, Ont., KTA 
4T1. 
PERSONALS 
HEAVENLY PSYCHIC 
Answers serving over 53 
million readers, Multi-tal- 
ented international psy- 
chics only $2.99 per min, 
24 hours, 18 yrs,+, Call 1- 
900-451-3783. 
Network C lass i f ieds  
These ads appear in approximately 100 Jl~t'~--~, for25words To place an ad call 
community newspapers in B,C.and Yukon N)f-.. 15  $ 6.00 each this paper or the BCY- 
and reach more than 3 m on readers, additional CNA at (604) 669-9222 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
CLIP COUPONS. Earn up 
to $100/week• Call for 
your Free Coupon 
Clipping Guide 1-800- 
484-9507 enter code 
#1738 or mail self.ad- 
dressed envelope to: 
Can-Am Clippers, 839- 
2255B Queen St. E., 
Toronto, Ontario M4E 
IG3. 
NATIONAL EXPANSION 
underway. Established 
team requires local net- 
working leaders• Your fu- 
ture home based busi- 
ness starts here. Prime 
positions still available. 
1 - 8 0 0 - 3 2 8 - 
0788.http:llwww.pwrnet,c 
om/dlc/. 
$WORK FROM Homel$ 
Home mailers required, 
weekly pay + 60% com- 
mission. Send self ad- 
dressed stamped enve- 
lope: Ryko International, 
Box 3443, Mission, B.C. 
V2V 4J5. 
FIFTY SEAT licenced 
restaurant plus fruit stand 
on Trans Canada 
Highway in Salmon Arm. 
For more info, 832-5398 
evenings.Ask for Andy, 
NATIONWIDE COMMER- 
CIAL Directory. Buying or 
selling a business? 1-604- 
532-3898. Extensive list 
of businesses for sale. 
Call for a free information 
package. See us on the 
Internet at http://Internet- 
express.com/ncd/ncd.htm. 
13 ROOM HOTEL +36-40 
seat restaurant not oper- 
ating. 8300 sq.ft, in beau- 
tiful heritage building in 
Powell River. Financing 
available. Call: 483-4000, 
485-0112,Ask ing  
$249,000. 
ENTREPRENEURS/PEO. 
PLE tired of routine jobs. 
Earn while you learn. Full 
training and support pro- 
vided with this Turn Key 
System designed to take 
you to $10,000 income in 
30 days and a million dol- 
lars per year based on 
profit potential. Earn while 
you learn. $1,600 
Investment required. 
Success oriented individu- 
als only. Call 1-800-480- 
2095, Ext.6648. 
PERSONALS 
GOD-GIFTED PSYCHICS 
with amazing, strong, 
powerful skills. Stop 
searchingl Immediate so- 
lutions to all problems, 
Sensational resultsl Call 
nowl 1-900-451-3778 
24hrs 18+ $2.99 min. 
t.C.C. 
20/20 WITHOUT GLASS- 
ESI Safe, rapid, non-sur- 
gical, permanent restora- 
tion in 6-8 weeks. Airline 
pilot developed. Doctor 
approved. Free informa- 
tion by mail: 1-406-961- 
5570, Ext. 404; Fax: 1- 
406-961-5577, E.maih 
Vision @Montana.com. 
Satifsfaction guaranteed. 
CANADIAN ENCOUN- 
TERS. Meet your match 
1-900.451-5370 Ext.646. 
Local singles want to con- 
nect with you. MIn. 18 yrs, 
$2,99/mln. Call now for 
Love and Friendship. 
BUSINESS EDUCATION 
OPPORTUNITIES BE A Successful 
Writer...write for money 
and pleasure with out 
unique home-study 
course. You get individ- 
ual tuition from profes- 
sional writers on all as- 
pects of writing-romances, 
short stories, radio and 
TV scripts, articles and 
children's stories. Send 
today for our Free Book. 
Toll-free 1-800-267-1829, 
Fax: 1-613-749-9551. The 
Writing School, 2533 - 38 
McArthur Ave., Ottawa, 
ON, K1L 6R2. 
JOB SECURITY? Come 
with us. Franchise oppor- 
tunity, Canada's Premiere 
Automotive Protection 
Detail System & Retail 
Sales. Expanding fran- 
chising system: $25,000 
to $50,000 investment. 
Proven system for 18 
years, Technical & hands- 
on training. Sales & mar- 
keting support. Franchise 
location available. Shine 
Factory Systems Inc., c/o 
John Curry, #1-2330 
McCullough Road, 
Nanaimo, B.C. V9S 4N2. 
Phone: (604)751-8893, 
Fax: (604)751-8894, Cell: 
(604)755-6514. 
THINK HOUSEWORK is 
unrewarding? Think 
Againl Make $$$ with 
Self-Counsel's book Start 
and Run a Profitable 
Home Cleaning Business 
$12.95 at bookstores or 1- 
800-663-3007. 
BUSINESS 
PERSONALS 
PRETTY ROOMMATES 
will share personal pho- 
tos, fantasies and videos. 
For free, discreet info call 
toll-free: 1-800-93-KAREN 
or write: Karen, Box 670- 
GB, Kelowna B.C. V1Y 
7P2. (19+). 
'' CAREER 
OPPORTUNITY 
START YOUR own prof- 
itable businesslt Rock 
solid opportunity, High 
profits, possible $10,000 
plus per month to start. 
Call now 1-800-480-2095 
Ext.0993. 
COMING EVENTS 
DID YOU know that 
singing HU (pronounced 
hue) brings protection, 
love and guidance? Call 
Eckankar, 1-800-LOVE- 
GOD for a free brochure. 
EDUCATION 
COUNSELLOR TRAIN- 
ING Institute of 
Vancouver offers corre- 
spondence courses for 
the Diploma in 
Counselling Practise to 
begin March 30. For a 
brochure phone Toll-free 
1-800-665-7044. 
A NEW Career? Trained 
apartment/condominium 
managers needed - all 
areas. We can train you 
right nowl Free job place- 
ment assistance. For in- 
formation/brochure call 
681-5456, 1-800-665- 
6339. 
PERSONALS 
CANADA'S MOST Gifted 
Psychics have answers to 
your problems or ques- 
tions about health, love, 
relationship, money, lucky 
numbers, $3.49/minute. 
18+. 24 hours. 1-900-451- 
4336. 
LIVE, ACCURATE, 
Professional psychics tell 
you where your future 
lies: love, marriage, rela- 
tionships, career; reunite 
you with loved ones. 
$2.75/minute, 1-900-451- 
2787. 18+, 24 hours. 
ADOPTEES/B IRTH 
Parents/Family Members, 
Canada Wide National 
Registry and search as- 
sistance 1-800-871-8477. 
information line 1-800- 
871-8477. E-mall- 
ffcwnr@georgian.net, 
ADULT PRODUCTS-  
Discreet home shopping 
for fun and profit. 
Catalogue $4. refundable 
on first purchase. Write to: 
#356-8155 Park Rd,, 
Richmond, B.C. veY 3C9, 
BE AN Interior 
Decorator...with our great 
home-study course. Call 
for a Free Book, 1-800- 
267-1829. The Sheffield 
School, 1058-38 McArthur 
Ave., Ottawa, ON. K1L 
6R2, 
INTERESTED IN CA- 
REER Training? Golf op- 
erations, hotel/restaurant, 
tour i sm/ t rave l ,  
events/conventions, cuff- 
nary/pastry arts..,Atlantic 
Tourism and hospitality 
Institute, Holland College, 
in P.E.I. 1-800-446-5265, 
LANGARA COLLEGE in 
Vancouver is now accept- 
ing applications for its 
Recreation Facilities 
Management Program 
(Phone 323-5276), 
Recreation Leadership 
Program (Phone 323- 
5329) and Human 
Performance (formerly 
Physical Education) 
Program (Phone 323- 
5364). These two year 
programS" can lead you to 
an exciting career in the 
respective areas. Apply 
now for September 1996 
entry. 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
INTERNATIONAL AGRI- 
CULTURAL Exchange- 
Ages 18-30 with agricul- 
tural experience to 
• live/work with family in 
Australia, New Zealand, 
Europe, Japan, Costs/de- 
tails 1-800-263-1827. 
#105, 7710-5 St. S.E,, 
Calgary, AB, T2H 2L9. 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. 
Sales Manager, Senior 
Editor, Junior Editor. Take 
this opportunity to get 
your resume on file for fu- 
ture openings with 
Cariboo Press, an ex- 
pending newspaper com- 
pany with over 15 BC pa- 
pers. (Positions include 
competitive salaries and 
benefits package). Fax re. 
sums to: Kevin Marks, 1- 
604-392-1140 or call 1- 
604-392-2331. 
JASPER TRAMWAY is 
accepting applications for 
the position of mainte- 
nance , supervisor, 
Previous lift experience 
and either a millwright or 
electrical ticket a definite 
asset. Box 418, Jasper, 
AB, TOE lEO. Fax: 1- 
403-852-5779. 
REAL ESTATE 
RETIRE TO Sunshinell 
Buy your own 18 unit 
motel and enjoy full-time 
income with only part-time 
work. F.P. $460,000. Call 
Bill Robinson (604)493- 
2244 or (604)497-8452. 
SALES HELP WANTED 
DISTRIBUTOR AND 
Dealers for B,C. to sell 
Specialized Lubricants, 
Agriculture, Construction, 
Transportation experience 
a plus. Min. Secured 
Investment. Reply: 
Pathfinder Lubricants, 
R,R.#1, Cos Hill, Ontario, 
KOL IPO, 
FIRE YOUR Boss...and 
be your own Boss in the 
health and wellness in- 
dustry. Call our 24 hour 
toll-free number for your 
information package, 1. 
800-352-2850. 
SERVICES 
WE TAKE The Fear out of 
ICBC, Major ICBC injury 
claims. Joel A. Wener, 
trial lawyer for 27 years, 
Call free 1-800-665-1138, 
Contingency fees. Simon, 
Wener & Adler. 
word 
EQUIPMENT 
TRAILER DEALER- 
SHIPS. SWS trailer man- 
ufacturer looking for deal- 
ers in Alta,, Sask,, BC to 
sell line of utility, 
carhauler and gooseneck 
trailers. Serious inquiries. 
Wayne 1(403)349-5200. 
125/20 1988 TIMBER 
JACK Feller Buncher with 
leveling cab. Good condi- 
tion, $105,000 O.B,O. Call 
638-7250. 
2 HORSE ANGLE. Start 
at $57.75. New & used. 3- 
6 weeks delivery. 
Finances 0 down & up to 
3 mon. no payments. Call 
Wayne 1-604-792-0362 
work, 1-604-792-4268 
eves. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
SAWMILL $4895. SAW 
logs into boards, planks, 
beams. Large capacity. 
Best sawmill value any- 
where. Free information. 
1 -800-566-6699.  
Silvacraft Sawmills, 6625 
Ordan Dr., B-2, 
Mississauga, Ontario L5T 
lX2. 
STORES FOR Sa le :  
Manitoba, Alberta, 
Saskatchewan, B.C. 
Profitable existing loca- 
tions. True Value 
Hardware/V & S 
Department Stores. 
Contact Cotter Canada, 
Toll-free 1-800-665-5085. 
GARDENING 
ATTENTION GARDEN- 
ERS: Free guide book on 
"How to Select the Right 
Hobby Greenhouse", Call 
Easy Living Pt'oducts, 24 
hours 1-800-661-4026. 
HELP WANTED 
$250.+/WK. PART-TIME, 
Full-time, immediate 
openings. For more infor- 
mation send a self-ad- 
dressed stamped enve- 
lope to: Kevenchris Corp, 
991 Matheson Blvd East 
#5, Ref.754, Mississauga, 
Ontario, L4W 2V3. 
FIRE CHIEF full-time 
needed in the Village of 
Burns Lake. If you have a 
proven background in fire 
inspection and suppres- 
sion, together with strong 
interpersonal skills please 
send resume by March 
25/96 to: Village of Burns 
Lake, Box 570, Burns 
Lake, B.C. VOJ lEO. 
Phone: 692-7587, Fax: 
692-3059. 
NEEDED ENGINEER to 
work on Bell 212 & 206. 
Please send resumes, ref- 
erences and inquiries to: 
3821 Ontario Ave., Powell 
River, BC VeA 5C7 or 
Fax: 485-6656. 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
STEEL BUILDINGS: 
"Cheaper Than Wood". 
Quonset-Stra ightwal l  
quonset, Structural Steel 
Buildings, B.C. Company, 
we won't be undersold. 
Service and satisfaction 
guaranteedt Western 
Steel Buildings 1-800- 
565-9800. 
ECONOMICAL PRE-EN- 
GINEERED Metal 
Buildings, Standard build- 
ing sizes or custom de- 
signed to suit your needs. 
For best pricing and ser- 
vice phone: 1-800-773- 
3977. 
PERMAsTEEL CORP. 
Western Canada's largest 
distributor of metal build- 
ings. Winter Salel Call for 
special pricing on "Do It 
yourself Kits" (Sale ends 
April 1, 1996). Call Bob 
Jarvis: 1-800-567-7745. 
WINTER CLEARANCE 
Sale on all Steel 
Buildings. Many sizes to 
choose from. Quonsets, 
Straightwall-Quonsets or 
the new Trussless 
Design. Call FutUre 1- 
800-668-5111, 
p 
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! i  WANTED : i  
MR. TUBE steak hotdog stand. 
Profitable small business, out- 
doors, interacting with the pub- 
lic. Includes 1975 van, 846- 
5146. 
TANNING BUSINESS for sale- 
full clientel- retail sales/rental 
income. Excellent opportunity 
for growth. Serious enquiries 
only. 635-3071 (days) 635-2493 
(eveninqs) 
I Earning ~otential 
to five figures 
a month!!! 
Supplement your income 
working 4-10 hours ~r  week 
out oF your home in ihe excit- 
ing field oF health, nutrition, 
and fitness management. A 
fortune 500 international 
company is seeking ambitious 
hardworking representatives. 
For information c'all: 
635-1120 
EXCITING BtISINIL~ 
OPPORTI~NITY 
As leader in producing quality lib 
Tech computer vinyl signs In 24 
hours ,,r le.gs. Signs Naw's 
espanding in Canada nd offers you 
Ibe opportunity ojoin lids exciting 
and profitable buslnt~ in your area, 
A proven concept with over 2UO 
st,,rc,"s In Canada nd the U.S, Signs 
New backs you with on ¢stablLshcd 
system or people, tr.qnlng, services 
and materials. 
Canada's largest 
National Sign franchise 
For more information call: 
Daryl I lepper 
Regional Manager 
180 Victoria Slre'el 
Prince ~,r~e, IIC V2l, 2J2 
(604) 561-9292 or 
I.a00.809.2184 
CONCESSION AT Terrace 
Speedway for 1996 race 
season. Must have self- 
contained unit with own water 
supply. Electricity is available• 
Please mail menu, price list and 
credentials to: T.S.C.A.P.O. 
Box 1021 Terrace, B.C. V8G 
4V1. For further information. 
Call 638-0609 
DO YOU LIKE CANDLES? 
Party Lite Gifts featuring a 
unique line of candles and 
home decorating accessories is 
seeking consultants & leaders 
for party plan sales. No invest- 
ment, no deliveries. Outstand- 
ing compensation. Start now 
and take advantage of a great 
opportunity. For more informa- 
tion please caU Margaret (604) 
~-63~:~899.~:  ~: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
DRIVER/ 'FOURGUIDE FOR 
small groups, May-Sept. 12-17 
days p/trip western Canada and 
Alaska, class 4 and bilingual 
E/G and asset. Send resume 
w/abstract o: P.O. Box 2871, 
Smithers, B.C. V0J 2N0 or fax: 
604-847-4711. 
GRACE LYNN DAYCARE in 
Hazelton has an opening for a 
qualified child care worker. The 
successful applicant will work in 
a team setting providing quality 
child care at a licensed centre. 
The preferred applicant will 
have an under 3 Certificate: 
minimum requirements i  Basic 
E.C.E. Certificate. Position 
commences immediately. 
Please submit resume, with ref- 
erences, to Grace Lynn Day- 
care, c/o Wrinch Memorial Hos- 
pital, Hazelton, B.C. V0J 1Y0, 
as soon as possible. For more 
information, please contact 
Wanda Plishka at (604) 842- 
6172 durinq daytime hours. 
LARGE INTERNATIONAL 
Corp. looking for an aggressive 
individual with ambition to earn 
$30,O00/yr and more, willing to 
start at bottom and learn new 
business. Opportunity to earn 
$300/wk, while learning. Please 
send resume to: Mr. W. Love, 
Personnel Manager, 210 
Lakeshore Drive, Cultus Lake, 
B.C. V0X 1H0. 
NOW HIRING! Cruise shipsl 
Travel and get paid. Year round 
positions• Both men/women. 
Free room/board. Will train. Call 
7 days. 1-504-641-7778 ext. 
056609 
THE OVERLANDER Hotel in 
Williams Lake B.C. Catering 
Sales, part time position. One of 
the citite most successful and 
growing hotels has an opening 
for an ambitious individual to 
join our team and grow with our 
team and grow with our 
company• Are you: Willing to 
make a career move, motivated 
promotionally minded, previous 
experience? Please send 
resume in confidence to: 
Lindsey Gasparini General 
Manager, Overlander Htoel 
1118 Lakevlew Crescent, 
Williams Lake, B.C. V2G 1A3 or 
fax 604-392.3041 
WANTED EXPERIENCED lov- 
ing caregiver for 2 1/2 yr, old & 
6 month old, Preferably in my 
home or Kalum Lake Drive & 
bench area, 2-4 days a week, 
References required 635-2224, 
' " !! I: Looking for 
)4 4 
, ,  Chi ld Care?  ~ 
::Skeena child care support~i 
: :  program can help you makc tk..-,~1 
~4 right choice for your child, For ~4 
I :  information on choosing care and ~4 
H available options, call I~ 
4 4 h Coco at 638-1113. h 
4 ) 4 
J'4 A free sauce provided by the I),4 
H Terrace Women's Resource Centre )4 
~: and funded by the Ministry of ~I 
i'~ Woman's Equality. i,~ 
• ~-,lZlll.=.ll=.,,.ll,,.~ 
LOOKING FOR excavator op- 
erator. Must have experience in 
either road building or silvicul- 
ture prepwork. Houston area. 
call 845-2336. 
MOMS' DREAMI Weight loss? 
Better health? More money? 
How may we help you? Call 
CDT Health and Nutrition. 1- 
604-698-7319. 
NATIONAL RESIDENTIAL 
alarm company requires 
Reps/owners for this area. 
Contact Regional Manager, 1- 
604-562-1557, Prince George 
or fax resume 1-604-562.6018 
EMPLOYMENT WANTEDI 
NEWFOUNDLANDER, now liv- 
ing in Chilliwack, B.C. but will- 
ing to relocate. Has experience 
as a silviculture foreman, brush 
saw and power saw operator for 
tree spacing, labour work and 
has a class one drivers license 
with air brake endorsement. 
Phone or fax (604) 793-9061. 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER 
seeking employment. 15 years 
experience, reasonable rates. 
635-3103 
MOTHER OF two will provide 
childcare in my home call 638- 
8307. 
ReformBc 
Reform Party of British Columbia 
SKEENA CANDIDATE 
P.O. Box 797 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R1 
Tel: 635-3259 
Fax: 635-0186 
Internet: reformbc@kermode.net 
Ron Town 
Authorized by Wanda Olsen, Official agent Skeena 
@ 34th Annual Charity Draw Winners 
Early Bird Winners 
$10,000.00 Bill Smiley 
$1,000.00 Kevin Hatchuck 
$1,000.00 Lorne Penton 
$1,000.00 Maggie Rufus 
$1,000.00 John Cirvan 
$1,000.00 Ken Nelson 
Main Draw Winners 
1st Prize Mini Van Adele Meixner 
2nd Prize Mustang Ishana Seeberath 
3rd Prize Aspire Charles Davis 
4th Prize Aspire M. Greene 
Thank you to everyone who 
participated. 
Casua l  / On-Ca l l  employees  
are required by the Choices Program. If you are inter- 
ested in working with people with mental handicaps 
and have or are willing to obtain a 
- first aid ticket 
- class 4 driver's license 
- TB & Tetanus 
- Criminal Record Check 
then pick up an application at 2-3215 Eby Street, 
Terrace, BC. 
For more information call  the  
Cho ices  Office at 635-78763 
le = . . . . .  
INTERCONNECT 
OFFERS DIFFERENT 
JOB SEEKING OPTIONS 
Phone us to see if we may be of 
assistance to you. 
Phone 635-7995 
INTERCONNECT 
205-4650 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. VSG lS8 
Telephone 635.7995 Fax 635-1516 
Commercial Account Officer 
Prince Rupert,  B.C. 
Northern Savings Credit Union, a progres- 
sive, community-minded organization is 
seeking an experienced Commercial 
Account Officer for its branch in Prince 
Rupert. Under broad managerial direction, 
the successful applicant will be responsible 
for the commercial loans portfolio. The suc- 
cessful candidate will have a minimum 3 
year's commercial lending experience, with 
knowledge of financial analysis, industry 
and business risk. 
Please forward your resume by March 29, 
1996 to: 
Liz Hood; 
Administrator, Human Resources, 
Northern Savings Credit Union, 
138-3rd Ave. West, 
Prince Rupert, B.C., V8J 1K8, 
Fax: (604) 627-3601 N O R T H ~ R N 
5A V lNG5 
¢REOIT UNION 
Senior Accountant/Bookkeeper 
For a Diversified Smithers Company 
Our client, a well-established, vital contracting business Is looking for 
a person with solid accounting expertise and computer literacy. A 
proficient working know edge of AccPac =General Ledger and Payro I
is essential, Candidates hould posse, s excellent administrative, 
interpersonal nd communication skills, The position offers a 
challenging opportunity with a multi.level company, 
Responsibilities will include: 
,Extensive Payroll 
'Payroll benefit packages and required government remittances 
,Accounts Receivable control 
,GST monthly reporting 
,Accounts Payable review 
'General Ledger monthly recording and reconciliations 
'Preparation of monthly financial and cash flow statements 
,Reporting to management inall company financial matters 
,Support o corporate auditors 
Please send or fax resume and salary expectation to: 
Phillips and Edmison 
Attn: Julie Naismith 
Box 937, Smithers, 6.C., V0J 2N0 
Fax 604-847-3074 
Candidates hould: 
- be very personable 
- possess a strong commitlment tomeeting the service needs 
of our customers 
- posse~s trong organizational skills 
- possess trong interpersonal skills 
- possess good working knowledge of the automotive industry 
- possess computer / keyboarding skills 
- be a team player 
Please forward resume to: 
Tim Wiebe 
Terrace Totem Ford 
4631 Keith Avenue, Terrace BC V8G 11(3 
PRINCE RUPERT 
GRAIN LTD. 
Receptionist/Clerk 
Position Available 
This position combines a number of activities to provide 
administrative and clerical assistance for Prince Rupert 
Grain Ltd. Strong inter-personal skills are essential given 
the large amount of telephone/reception contact with 
employees, staff and general public. Computer experi- 
ence with word processing and spread sheet knowledge 
is required preferably in a Windows environment with 
Word and Excel applications. 
This full time position offers competitive compensation 
package with a comprehensive employee benefit 
programme. 
Please respond With a detailed resume showing related 
experience and education to: 
Human Resources Department 
Prince Rupert Grain Ltd. 
'-~ ....... "" '" '~,~ ........ '.~ P.O. Box 877 
Prince Rupert, B.C. VSJ 3Y1 
or Fax to: 604-627-8541 
Resumes will be received until March 25, 1996 
Personal Lending Officer 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
Northern Savings Credit Union, a progressive, 
community-minded organization with four branch 
locations, is seeking an experienced Personal 
Lending Officer for its branch in Prince Rupert. The 
incumbent will be a self-starter, sales and market- 
ing-oriented with an enthusiastic attitude towards 
cross-sel l ing and creating new business 
opportunities. 
Your three years of direct lending experience will 
encompass personal loan, residential mortgages 
and single-family construction. 
Please submit your resume by March 29, 1996 to: 
Liz Hood; 
Administrator, Human Resources, 
Northern Savings Credit Union, ~k .~ '  
138-3rd Ave. West, 
Prince Rupert, B.C., V8J 1K8, 
Fax: (604) 627-3601 N O R T H E R N 
5A V lNG5 
CREDIT  UNION 
SOCIAL SERVICE WORKER 
INSTRUCTOR 
Northwest Community College in Terrace has an opening for 
an instructor to teach and supervise the extended Social 
Service Worker Programme Practicum 193. This position is 
from April 2 to June 14, 1996, will be for 35 hours per week, 
and is subject to enrolment of a minimum number of 
students. Travel and flexible hours may be required. 
The instructor will work within the College region instructing 
and supervising Social Service Worker students, orient 
him/herself to students and social service agencies, 
evaluate students, and work independently with programme 
faculty. 
The preferred applicant will have a minimum Academic 
qualification of Bachelor of Social Work degree. Famiilarity 
with social service agencies In the College region is 
required. 
The salary will be in accordance with the Collective 
Agreement between the College and C.U.P.E Northwest 
Community College is an equal opportunity employer. 
For further information, please contact .lake Muller at 635- 
6511. We thank all applicants for their interest, however, 
only those selected for an interview will be contacted. 
Resumes should be submitted by March 27, 1996 to: 
Competition 96.0010 . ~  
Manager, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C, V8G 4X2 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY  COLLEGE 
SECRETARY/  
TYPIST 
required for our client involved in a 
Diversified Smithers Contracting Business 
Qual i f icat ions:  
,Minimum 60 wpm typing 
• Computer experience - WordPerfecl, AccPac, Supercalo 
• Bookkeeping, payroll experience an asset 
,General office duties 
Please send or fax resume and salary expectation to: 
Phillips and Edmison 
Attn: Julia Naismith 
Box 937, 
Smithers, B.C., V0J 2N0 
Fax 604-847-3074 
WAJAX INDUSTRIES LIMITED 
H,D, Journeyman Mechanic for Yukon 
Territory heavy machinery and engine 
distributor. Experience in 
Euclid/LeTourneau, mining machines, 
and Cummins/Detroit engines 
preferred, For further details forward 
your resume to: 
Wajax  Industr ies L imi ted  
91 7,5 Alaska Highway 
Whitehorse ,  Yukon 
Y1A 3E5 
At tent ion :  Ray Desgagne 
Fax: (403) 668-3366 
Phone:  (403) 668-2127 
F inanc ia l  P lanner  
Pr ince Rupert ,  B.C, 
In order to provide optimum service to our mere- 
bers, Northern Savings Credit Union, is seeking a 
Financial Planner for its new branch in Terrace. If 
you are a professional, dynamic, sales oriented 
individual, you are an ideal candidate for this 
excellent opportunity. 
r 
You should be comfortable helping members meet 
their individual financial goals through a personal 
interview and needs analysis process while devel- 
oping a long term relationship. Possession of life 
insurance and mutual funds licenses are 
essential. 
Minimum qualifications: Complete LUATC 1&2, 
currently or willing to enroll in the CFP program, 
and above-average communication skills. 
If you are the Financial Planner we are looking for, 
we encourage you to apply. Please submit your 
resume by March 29, 1996 to: 
Liz Hood; 
Administrator, Human Resources, ~ ~ 
Northern Savings Credit Union, 
138-3rd Ave. West, 
Prince Rupert, B.C., V8J 1 
K8'N O R TH £ RN 
Fax: (604) 627-3601 S A V ! N G 5 
CREDIT  UNION 
: ..: ' ><T !~Z%' 
omental o ,-v~,,url is considered a 
to pror, re~P°_rtunity for an individual 
men' ;2_' °~. m a lUmber manufacturing 
°PP°~1~ides? n pe'°rmance, ski/Is and 
between 
- ' '  H;=L'~KE 
. . . . . .  L,u., a remanufacturing facility I looated west ot BurnsLake. 
Sabine Is located near Bur 
o!_Pri~ce aeorge, ~n t.^ n~ Lake, 230 km west 
ufs[ricf The . . . . .  -= heart of th,~ , - .  • "u,r,munlt "- ¢.uKes excellent recta . . . . . .  :Y of Burns Lak o - 
fac~mles, wi. =;;,'.'y.,%~aucatlon a d s~oJ-~,? rs
"=-u,uaom hous rig. - ~'prng 
Qualified candidates hould forward current 
resume by March 27, 1996 to: a 
Pemonnel Manager 
SABINE FOREST ~ 
PRODUCTS COMPANy 
Box 40 
C VOj 
Ibine 
' ! 
STOP SMOKINGI Simple 
method used by psychologists, 
Send $29.95, includes postage, 
to: O.P,O,V., RR#3 Kalum Lk. 
Dr., Site 10 Camp. 2, Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 4R6. Please allow 4- 
6 weeks for delivery. 
WANTED 
Mff  SOME R/M/ 
SPORTS SCORES! 
STOCK REPORTS! 
DAILY HOROSCOPES! 
SOAP UP-DATES! 
CALL NOW/I/ 
1-900-451-6637 
Ext. 22S7 
$2.99 per min.- Must be 18 yrs. 
Procall Co. (602) 954-7420 
Northwest |q  
.-.~'Communily Colleae '=4 
vm Terrace Campus" /~  
*'~ Child Core Cenffe ~ i  
has doycare openin.qs J 
J for children aged 1~ J 
J months to 3 years until JL~, 
the end of May. I~  
~;  Call Barb at = : 
~_~" 638-5404 ~> 
~l  for more informollon. ~ 
Correction 
In this week's Kmart 
flyer, the Knee/Elbow / 
Wrist Pads featured on 
page 1 are not a Bauer 
product. 
We appologize for any 
inconvenience this may 
have caused. 
Kmart Canada Limited 
Social Credit Skeena 
Constituency 
Nominating 
Meeting 
March 25, 1996 
The Chalet, Kitimat 
at 7:30 p.m. 
Larry Gillonders, 
leader in attendance. 
Any party member seeking 
nomination is to contact 
Chairman Darryl Laurent at, 
P.O. Box 253, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4A6 prior to March 25, 
1996 
Issued by Dave Serry, 
President 
For further information 
contact: 632-2131 
THORNHILL 
COMMUNITY 
CHURCH 
Sunday Service 10:45 
At The Tho:'nhill Community Hall 
Teens & Adults Bible C asses 930 
Sunday'sCool Club 9 30 
• i :Forages2.12 
College & C~eeis  
Teen Youth*Croups 
Adult Mid-week Bible 
Studies : :~ 
Cubbg's:PreschooIThur~day i , 
• ~30-1 I :00a .m.  : " 
& M.U.M.S 1st. ~ayo l  every Month 
9:30.|1:0~m. 
Pastor R0n Rooker 
Assistant Paslor Rob Brinson 
Phone 635-5058 
: 330. NOTICES 
Repairers 
Lien Act 
For Sale 
1979 Kawasakl KZ1300 
Ser. # K2T30A-004279 
Re0istered to Bill 
Lightbown to recover 
amount owing: 
$1,202.78 
To View Contact: 
Neid Enterprises Ltd. 
4921A Keith Ave 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-3478 
i 
Repairers 
Lien Act 
For Sale 
1982 Yamaha Seca 650CC 
Ser. # 16H000882 
Registered to James Wright 
to recover amount owing: 
$1,250.81 
To View Contact: 
Neid Enterprises Itd, 
4921A Keith Ave, 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.3478 
~ NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
& HEALING CENTRE 
Transformational Counselling/family, 
felalionsllips grieving 
Metaph#cal Counsefling/spil tual erisi& 
trauma understanding life experience 
Cedified Counsellors 
Certified Rellexologists and 
h0malherapisls 
635-7776,3611 Cottonwood Cres, 
i 
St. Matthew's 
Anglican Church 
4514 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph. 635-9019 
Emergencies: 638-1472 
Pastor: The Rev. Dean Houghton 
Deacon: The Rev. Jim Cain 
Come Worship With us 
Sundays 10:00 a.m. 
Holy Eucharist 
Sunday School & Nursery 
available 
Wednesdays 7:00 p.m 
SECOND -HAND 
SMOKE... 
Every cigarent., you smoke 
cenlains Carhon Monoxide 
and Arsenic. 
I 
7he.fl~hl aq01n~t rrlt lcpr h~ manrro¢l,S. 
Tubacto reduction i l  just one o] l~em. 
Concession at Terrace Speedway 
for 1996 race season. Must have 
self.contained unit with own water 
supply. Electricity is available. 
Please mail menu, price list and 
credentials to T.S.C.A.P.O. Box 
1021, Terrace, B.C. VgG 4V1 
For further info call 
638-0,609 i 
BURN 
SMART 
TO MINIMIZE AIR 
POLLUTION FROM 
YOUR WOODSTOVE: 
Don't damper down 
your fire, as Ibis will 
produce asmoky, 
oxygen-starved fire. 
Ensure that you 
follow the 
~ manufaclurers 
inslructions for Ihe 
safe operation and 
maintenance of your 
parlirular stove. 
~::~QE~ check y°ur chimney 
frequently for 
creosote buildup,..a r--7'3 ~l---r,i 
o~E3"-'~ common cause of 
~oc3  house fires. 
ClU|Y|I-" 
..,,,,,,,,,-,,.,, 635.TIPSi 
TERRACE REGIONAL 
HEALTH CARE SOCIETY 
INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
INVITES TENDERS FOR THE 
Grounds  Ma intenance  at Mi l ls  Memor ia l  
Hospita l  and  Ter racev iew Lodge .  
Contract period April 1, 1996 to November  
30, 1 996. 
Cont ract  Spec i f i ca t ions  ava i lab le  upon  
request, from the Director of Support Services. 
S igned and sealed tenders to be receiVed by 
the Director  of  Support  Serv ices ,  4720 
Haugland Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 2W7 by 
12:00 noon Friday, March 29, 1996 
B.C. HYDRO 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
B.C. Hydro T & D Department is requesting hourly 
rates from contractors who can supply crews for 
slashing transmission lines and other related ser- 
vices in the Terrace, Smithers, Prince Rupert and 
Stewart areas. 
Contractors may contact the Terrace Off ice at 
5220 Keith Ave. Terrace, V8G-4R5 or  call  G. 
Heenan at 638-5640 / 5642 and request tenders 
as fol lows 
Terrace Area - E704-96-O3 
Rupert Area - E704-96-04 
Smithers Area .  E704-96-O5 
Stewart Area - E704:96-O6 
Contract Inspections - E704-96-O7 
Closing Date for all tenders is 11:O0 hrs, March 
29th, 1996. 
BChgdro • 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday,  
BAILIFF SALE 
The Bailiff will be accepting bids on the following items: 
Glass Warmer Oven 
Hot Dog Machine 
Adding Machine 
Henny Penny Fryer 
Walk in Cooler 
Bakers Pride Pizza Oven 
Microwave Oven 
Fax Machine 
Filing Cabinet 
And various other store fixtures too numerous to mention. 
For information on dates to View Ilems, please contact the undersigned. 
All sales are on an "As is, Where is" basis, No guarantees/warrantees 
implied or given. Bids will be accepted until the hour of 12:00 noon 
March 25, 1996. 
CALEDONIA BAILIFF SERVICES 
#3-4554 Lazelle Ave, 
Terrace. B.C, V8G 1S2 
N. Perry/R, Smith 
(604) 635-7649 
March 20, 1996 - B1~ 
Information Meeting 
Residents of Jackpine Flats and Old 
Lakelse Lake Drive are invited to attend 
an information session on the proposal to 
extend natural gas into the Jackpine Flats 
subdivision. 
Presentations will be given by staff from 
the Regional District and Pacific Northern 
Gas. The Regional District "Petition" will 
be available for review and signatures, 
7:00 p.m., 
Thursday, March 21 
Thornhill Community Centre 
[] 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
635-7251 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation and Highways 
Act, Section 49(1), sealed tenders are invited for the following: 
Project No. 07079-9603 
Location: Thompson Okanagan, Kootenays, Central/North East 
and North West Regions in B.C. 
Description: to supply on an hourly all found rental fee, a 3 cubic 
metre loader, to load grade aggregate into dump trucks. The loader 
shall be 1992 or newer, four wheel drive, with a minimum of 170 
horsepower. The minimum dump clearance will be 2.75m and have 
a bucket carrying capacity (at full extension) for more than 6 
tonnes, "AWARD OF THIS CONTRACT IS CONTINGENT UPON 
ALLOCATION TO THE MINISTRY OF SUFFICIENT FUNDING 
SPECIFICALLY FOR THIS PROJECT. 
Sealed tenders, completed in accordance with the Conditions of 
Tender on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways at 213 - 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince 
George, B.C. V2L 3H9 until 2:00 p.m. (local time) on April 3, 1996, 
when tenders will be opened in public. (Fax revisions to the 
tendered amount must be senttto: (604) 565-7016.) 
A surety bid bond will be required (in accordance with the 
conditions of the tender.) 
A pre-tender meeting has not been scheduled. 
Tender documents complete with envelope, 
plans, specifications and Conditions of Tender 
are available from the Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways, 213 . 1011 Fourth Avenue, 
Prince George, B.C., V8G 1V4, at a cost of 
$16.00 per set plus 7% PST ($1.12) and 7% 
GST ($1.12) for a total price of $18.24,or may 
be viewed/ordered through any Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways office between 
the hours of 8:30 a.m. Io 12:00 p.m,and 1:00 J~JkJJllgRC 
p.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday to Friday, except fortfie 
holidays. 21st Century 
Where 'required, payment for contract 
documentation shall be made by cheque or 
money order, made payable to the Minister of Finance and 
Corporate Relations. All purchases are non-refundable. 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation and Highways 
Act, Section 49(1), sealed tenders are invited for the following: 
Project No. 07079-9602 
Location: Thompson Okanagan, Koolenays, Central/North East 
and North West Regions in B.C. 
Description: The contractor shall supply one, two or three pilot 
vehicles as necessary to maintain up to twenty four hour piloting 
through various jobs up to seven days a week and an average of 
five flagging personnel will be required aily. Vehicles will be 1991 
or newer, a fuel tank large enough to cover approximately 500 
kilometres. One traffic controller per shift is required to possess a 
• valid Level 3, Unrestricted First Aid Certificate. ,AWARD OF THIS 
CONTRACT IS CONTINGENT UPON ALLOCATION TO THE 
MINISTRY OF SUFFICIENT FUNDING SPECIFICALLY FOR THIS 
PROJECT. 
Sealed tenders, completed in accordance with the Conditions of 
Tender on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways at 213 - 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince 
George, B.C. V2L 3H9 until 2:00 p.m. (local time) on April 3, 1996, 
when tenders will be opened in public. (Fax revisions to the v 
' tendered amount must be sent to: (604) 565-7016.) 
A surety bid bond will be required (in accordance with the 
conditions of the tender.) 
A pre-tender meeting has not been scheduled. 
Tender documents complete with envelope, 
plans, specifications and Conditions of Tender 
are available from the Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways, 213 - 1011 Fourth Avenue 
Prince George, B.C., V8G 1V4, at a cost o1 
t;16.00 per set plus 7% PST ($1.12) and 7% 
3ST ($1.12) for a total price of $1&24,or may 
:)e viewed/ordered through any Ministry of BHi[dingB.C 
Transportation and Highway office between the fi3r the 
hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.,and 1:O0 p.m. 21st Century 
to 4:30 p.m., Monday to Friday, except holidays. 
Where required, payment for contract 
documentation shall be made by cheque or money order, 
made payable to the Minister of Finance and Corporals Relations. 
All purchases are non-refundable. 
For further information contact Mr! John Clark, Manager, Regional For further information contact Mr. John Clark, Manager, Regional 
Services at (604) 565-6487, or fax (604) 565-6524, or address 213 Services at (604) 565-6487, or fax (604) 565-6524, or address 213 
- 1011 Fourth Avenue, Pdnce George, B,C. V2L3H9. - 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George, B,C. V2L3Hg. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
~ ~  Ministry of Transportation 
Ministry of Transportation I and Highways ~ ~l t  ~ l~t  
c ~ W  7 I ~ l l g  _ 
In accordance with the Mtnistry of Transportation and Highways 
Act, Section 49(1), sealed tenders are invited for the following: 
Project No. 07079-9604 
Location: Thompson Okanagan, Kootenays, Central/North East 
and North West Regions in B.C, 
Description: To supply a 1990 or never self loading tandem axle 
flush truck, minimum of 350 FWHP, capable of hauling 14,000 litres 
or more, Equipped with an adjustable 1.2 to 3.75 metre spray bar 
and two front and two side flushing, commercially manufactured 
clam shells, individually cab controlled. 
"AWARD OF THIS CONTRACT IS CONTINGENT UPON 
ALLOCATION TO THE MINISTRY OF SUFFICIENT FUNDING 
SPECIFICALLY FOR TH S PROJECT. 
Sealed tenders, completed in accordance with the Conditions of 
Tender on tile forms provided, will be received by the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways at 213.- 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince 
George, B.C. V2L 3H9 until 2:00 p,m. local time) on April 3, 1996 
when tenders will be opened in pu )lic. (Fax revisions to the 
tendered amount must be sent to: (604 565-7016.) 
A surety bid bond will be required (in accordance with the 
conditions of the tender.) 
A pre-tender meeting has not been scheduled. 
Tender documents complete with envelope. 
plans, specifications and Conditions of Tender B ~  
are available from the Ministry of Transportation | m~11r - J  
and Highways, 213 : 1011 Fourth Avenue, 
Prince George, B.C., VSG 1V4, at a cost of 
$16.00 per set plus 7% PST ($1.12) and 7% 
GST ($1.12) for a total price• of $18.24 or may 
be viewed/ordered through any Ministry of 
Transpodation and Highways office between 
the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.,and 1:00 Bl~dJllgB.C 
p.m. to 4:30 p,m,, Monday to Friday, except for the 
holidays, 21~ Century 
Where required, payment for contract 
documentation shall be made by cheque or 
money order, made payable to Ihe Minister of Finance and 
Corporate Relations. All purchases are non-refundable. 
For further information contact Mr. John Clark, Manager, Regional 
Services at (604) 565-6487, or fax (604) 565-6524, or address 213 
- 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George, B.C, V2L 3H9. 
The lowest or any tender will nol necessarily be accepted. 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation and Highways 
Act, Section 49(1), sealed tenders are invited for tha following: 
Project No. 07079-9601 
Location: Thompson Okanagan, Kootenays, Central/North East 
and Nodh West Regions in B.C. 
Description: To supply as, when and where required, five tandem 
dump trucks to haul granular materials and to assist in every way 
possible for the continuity of the operation. Units will be required to 
haul and dump into highway spreader to fly spread sand where 
required and to haul to pre-selected stockpile sites. The trucks 
must have a legal weight capacity of a minimum of 8.5 cubic 
metres and come equippped with an acceptable hitch for hook-up 
to the highway spreader. "AWARD OF THIS CONTRACT IS 
CONTINGENT UPON ALLOCATION TO THE MINISTRY OF 
SUFFICIENT FUNDING SPECIFICALLY FOR THIS PROJECT. 
Sealed tenders, completed in accordance with the Conditions of 
Tender on the forms provided will be received by lhe Ministry of 
Transportat on and Highways at 213 - 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince 
George, B.C. V2L 3H9 until 2:00 p.m. (local time) on April 3, 1996, 
when tenders will be opened in public. (Fax revisions to the 
tendered amount must be sent to: (604) 565.7016.) 
A surety bid bond will be required (tn accordance with the 
conditions of the tender.) P 
A pre-tender meeting has not been scheduled. 
Tender documents complete with envelope, 
plans, specifications and Conditions of Tender 
are available from the Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways, 213 . 1011 Fourth Avenue, 
Prince George, B,C.. V8G 1V4, at a cost of 
$16,00 per set plus 7% PST ($1,12) and 7% 
GST ($1.12) for a total price of $18.24,or may 
be viewed/ordered through any Ministry of BuJldLngRC, 
Transportation and Highways office between forthe 
the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m,,and 1:00 21stCentury 
p.m. to 4:30 p,m., Monday to Friday, except 
holidays. 
Where required, payment for contract documentation shall be 
made by cheque or money order, made payable to lhe Minister of 
Finance and Corporate Relations. All purchases are non- 
refundable, 
For further information contact Mr. John Clark, Manager, Regional 
Services at (604) 565-6487, or fax (604) 565.6524, or address 213 
- 1011 Fourth Avenue. Prince George, B.C. V2L 9H9, 
i The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted..,di= i 
Ministry of Transportation 4~~/k~ 
and Highways ~ / I~ J  
Government of BriLish C o l u ~  I "~t  - - L I  
PUBLIC NOTICE 
Burning dead grass can damage hydro poles 
unless special care is taken, warns B.C. Hydro. 
The utility asks landowners to avoid the pro- 
blem by taking some precautionary measures. 
"We ask people to clear the grass away from 
the base of the pole for a radius of about one 
metre and dampen the area before setting the 
fire", says Ran Nixon, Terrace Operations 
Manager. 
The fire should never be left unattended and a 
check should be made to ensure the fire.:i 
doesn't spread to adjacent properly where 
poles may be located. 
"Burnt poles present a major hazard", Ran 
continues. "They may come down at any time. 
As well, poles are expensive and time consum- 
ing to replace." 
Any one seeing a grass fire threatening power 
poles is asked to call the fire department and 
B.C. Hydro immediately. 
BAILIFF SALE 
P uP Man'oUt A N : rTOu sV~e ARnEAH O ? DSe~aLrt S 'e~ of 
Fisheries and Oceans, Small Craft Harbours Branch, 
hereby gives notice to the following that goods left in 
storages at the Port Edward dock will be sold if the 
amounts listed for unpaid storage are not paid; the 
goods are not claimed and / or alternate arrangements 
made prior to 12:00 noon Friday April 12, 1996. 
Locker Name Amount 
Owing 
375N Arnold Angus 184.04 
03GN Bruce Azak 406,60 
77CN Clyde Azak 280.13 
51GN Chris Clayton 268.57 
89CN Leonard Gawa 251.45 
42CN Jim Gosnell (Jr.) 931.67 
"** Vernon Gosnell 680,93 
**'** Edgar Guno 930,32 
**'** Undsay Hudsvik 380,72 
**** Ben Hughes (Jr,) 219.35 
37CN Aubrey Jackson 658.05 
**** George Leighton 710.76 
**** Fred Lincoln 169.06 
69CN Dan Mechalchul 658,05 
41 GN Guy Morgan 235,36 
65CN Verney Morgan (93GN) 637.98 
50GN lan Mortimer 560,63 
5BCN Uoyd Nelson 935,09 
65GN Gestur Peulson 175.27 
*'t'* John Risdale 338,33 
56GN William Robinson 95.55 
08GN Vernon Smith 228,98 
80CN Fred Start 250.38 
**** Jim Steinke 948.79 
37GN Phillip Talt 647.42 
35GN Carlos Verde 113.42 
28GN Wilfred Wale 146.59 
11CN Harvey Wing 1019,43 
70GN James Woods 116.63 
***'* Ralph Wylie 822.70 
25GN Paul Pearson 340,23 
All items in the lockers, after 12:00 noon April 12, 1996 
may be sold at Public Auction Saturday, April 13, 1996. 
Payment should be made directly to Department of 
Ocean Fisheries Port Edward prior to that date. 
CALEDONIA BAILIFF SERVICES 
a division of 
CALEDONIA COLLECTION AGENCIES LTD. 
#3-4554 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
N. Perry/R. Smith 
I 
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Sport Scope 
Track coaches sought 
THE I llOII .wlltlol track arid I'icld st'astm is just aroulld the 
t'Orllt'r ;llltl tht' Tt'rr; It 't '  t']tlb is I ( tok i l lg  lo r  t't l; It 'ht's. 
Skt.'t'll;i t'o;It'h D;lvt" O't3rirn ~;iv.', thcy'rc htoking Ibr 
t.'o;tC]lt'S Ittr all events, hut hc says there is ;~ ilarticuhlr IICCd 
for peol)lc to head u 11 lEIng distance rumling. 
And lie adds the club does have one ovcmight trip 
planned and they would like to have a fclualc coach go 
along. 
Practices, he says, ;Ire generally held right ;trier school, 
but add they can go at night as well. 
If you'd like to volunteer you can call Dave at 635-9136 
or Caledonia coach Joe Murphy at 635-6531. 
Thornhill hits the road 
THE THORNHILL junior boys basketball team is pre- 
paring for an upcoming trip to Masset. 
The team has been invited to a touraanlcnt at George 
Dawson ['rmn March 27 until April 1. 
They'll likely play three or four games. 
Earlier, Thomhill placed third in their zone finals, hosted 
by Houston. 
The boys beat Masset and Houston Secondary before 
falling to Queen Charlotte City and Masset. Thornhill was 
selected the "Most Sportsmanlike Team" of the tounm- 
meut, and David Gardner was named to the all-star team. 
Shames medals in slalom 
TERRACE SKIER Janna Trappl took silver in the age 
11/12 age group in the slalom event at the Midland Wai- 
wyn Alpine Series at Mt. Timothy March 9. 
Also on Saturday, Lori Sager placed sixth in the 13/14 
age category. 
On the men's side, Alan Trappl placed sixth among 13 
and 14-year-olds. 
Matthew Leclerc, John Schuhneister and Matthew Bed- 
die finished eighth, 13th and 15th in the 11/12 age group. 
The following day Graeme Dediluke placed second in 
the 17/18 age group, while Katie Dediluke placed third 
among 15 and 16-year-old's. 
And Jana Trappl took broaze in her age group. 
Other Shames finishers included Leclerc, Sehuhneister 
and Beddie placing sixth, seventh and 16th respectively in
their age group. Alan Trappl placed seventh in his age 
group, while Lori Sager placed fourth in hers. 
Field plans shaping up 
MEMBERS OF the Jackpine Flats Society are hoping a 
new meeting hall and playing lield will be ready to use by 
next season. 
The society has cleared seven acres of land at the corner 
of Sockeye Creek and Williams Creek Road, and has 
ra ised $18,000 on the sale of the timber. 
John Winnington says they're now in the process of put- 
ting together a BC 21 grant application for money for the 
meeting hail. Once that's done, he hopes work can begin 
shortly afterwards. 
Tourney 
goals 
dashed 
THE HAZELTON senior 
boys basketball team has 
wrapped up their season 
with a 14th place finish at 
the provincial AA 
championships in Langley. 
Hazelton was pitted 
against the number two 
ranked Lambrick Park of 
Victoria in game one. 
Coach Maurizio Basso 
said his guys kept it close 
for the first quarter, but 
Lambrick blew the game 
wide open after that. 
The island team came out 
on top with a commanding 
87-37 victory. 
Hazelton's Neal Foord 
was named player of the 
game. 
The seventh ranked Wind- 
sor Secondary of  Howe 
Sound was the opponent in 
game two. 
"This was a better game, 
but still not Spartan ball," 
says Basso. 
Hazelton led by five 
points in the third quarter, 
but ended up on the losing 
end, 73-68. 
Eric West of Hazelton was 
named player of the game. 
In game three Hazelton 
took on the number 15 
ranked Pleasant Valley from 
Armstrong, and finished 
with a narrow 70-65 victory. 
Hazelton's Josh Wilson 
was named player of the 
game. 
And in the final game of 
the championship, Hazelton 
went up against Fraser Val- 
ley Christian, ranked ninth. 
Basso says the game could 
have gone either way, but 
once again Hazelton ended 
up on the losing side, 67-56. 
"All  in all I am very im- 
pressed with our season, 23 
wins and 12 losses," says 
Basso. 
TREE TRIMMING 
r Tree Service Work, hire a 
lED PROFESSIONAL. 
E REMOVAL • TOPPING & PRUNING 
• CLEAN-UP SERVICE 
ES • 8 YEARS EXPERIENCE 
24 Hours 635-7400 i 
WEEKEND GETAWAY 
S 5 9 PER R00M/PER NIGHT 
fFfllOAY & SATURDAY, STANDARD 
SINGLE, DOUBLE OR TWIN) 
1-800-663-8150 
CREST HOTEL PRINCE RUPERT 
&V',a,y~'V~ ,&~'~V, LV, k ,~LvAy£qr, k ,&'Ir~'y,~,"qrA,. 
!i+i~iiii++ II! ~'~ ...... 
' u  
,++iili  i+i+++ 
month l r  
• Free Motorola Flip Phone. 
• Free weekends. 
• First month of ocal calls free. 
• 100 free minutes a month 
during weekday evenings, 
• Free activation (save $60). 
• You better flippin' hurry. 
~ee 
SIGHT< SOUND 
KBTH AVE, SKEENA MALL CiTY ClATRE 
1BHIACE 1OlIRAClE I(1111/!/i1" 
635-5333 635-4948 632-5060 
O|fer based on 36-month transferable contract. Monthly service tee ot $25.95 a month. Non-lree time oetiods are chdrgeo $.65 ,I mlnLite. New 
customers only. Annual system licensing lee el $48, long distance charges and taxes extra. Early cancellation lees appb Oiler end,, March ]1 st, 1996. 
THE NEW TAURUS AN D SABLE 
WE'VE CARRIED THE STYL ING THEME 
ALL THE WAY TO THE BOTTOM LINE. 
month 
FORD BRITISH COLUMBIA FORD & MERCURY DEALERS 
$399/month based on 24-month "Plan" lease of 1996 Ford Taurus GL w/PEP 161A and 1996 Mercury Sable GS w/PEP 411A with a down payment of $1,500 on approved credit. 
Total paid based on 24 monthly payments of $399 plus tax = $11,076 plus tax. Optional buyout at termination is$15,085 plus tax (Taurus) a,d $15,325 plus tax (Sable). No 
security deposit is required, First month payment required at lease inception. Licence, tax and insurance xtra. Some conditions and ~ J~ 9~ r~tr, icti9ps~.gpply, Vehicle must be 
returned in good working condition with no visible damage subject o normal wear and tear Limited time offer Dealers may lease far b..(1,61~iff~a~es ~r~ly. See dealer for details. 
TERRACE TOTEM FORD 
4631 KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. (604) 6354984(1-800-463-1128) DLR 554B 
